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annual fair SPARKLING

OF THE
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SUNDAY SCHOOL
—OF THE—

tutes

UNDERWOOD

CHUUd OF THE MESSIAH,
Wednesday and Thursday next, April
29th ana 30th,
in llio Vestry, Comer Congress and India Sts.
Articles useful and fancy for sale each afternoon
and evening. Hot dinners and suppers for 25 cts.,
and refreshments and ice cream when called for on
both days.
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock, Japanese Wedding in pure oriental style in vestry. Admission 15
and 10 cts. Thursday evening, ye olde tyme concert, in audience room. Admission 25 an 1 15 cts.
apr26d3t 25-29-30

SQUARE CHURCH.

CONGRESS

There will be

VESTRY of this church,

“square.’*

$1.60 per square, dally first week: 76 cents per
week after; three insertions or lees, $1.00, continuing every otner day after first week, 60 eents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one
week, $1.00: $60 eents per week after.
Special Notices, one-tbird additional.
Under head of "Amusements” aud "Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.60.
Published every Thursday Mobnino, at $2.60 a
year: if paid In advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the
“Maine Statr
Press (which bas a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 60 eents per Bqnare for eaeh subsequent Inser-

tion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

MAINE.

585 AND 581 CONGRESS STREET.

April 30,

This Thursday Evenisg,

a

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.

Geo. G. Shaw & Co,

an

ENTERTAINMENT AND SUPPER
in th«

Water.

Spring

DR. E. Bo REED.
Clairvoyant nnd Botanic PhyNiciau, medi59i Congress Mt., Portland., me.
Dr. Reed treats all chronic diseases that flesh is
heir to; all e^ses that are given up as incurable by
the allopathic and homoepatbic physicians. 1 will

ap30dlt

WILL HOLD

—

A

take their case to treat and cure them. I And about
four fifths of the cases given up to die can be cured.
Examination at a distance by letter, with their
fall name and place of residence and one 2 cent
stamp and $2.00, Examination second sight and
consultation tree.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
iuar3sntf

Sale in the Vestry of their Church,

This Thursday Afternoon and Eveuing,
consisting of useful and fancy articles, home-made

ana flowers.
caudy
the

ing

Ice

and cake served dur-

cream

apr30dlt#

evening.

SMOKfc

Philosophy aud Art of Music,
BY

—

—

DR. BAcHf OHb and SI ATE STREtT CHOIR,
Under Direction of Itlr. ULolzM'hinar,

at Chestnut Street Church, Thursday
Evening, April 30th.

the best FITE CENT
market, made from
selected stock, with no flavoring
except the nainrai flavor imparted
by the fine tobacco used in its
manufacture.
Sold by all Druggists and Retail

Positively

CIGAR

Admission. 25 cent*; reserved seats, 35 cents.
Sale of reserved seats will commence at Stock

bridge’s, Monday morning, April 20th.
Doors open at*7, entertainment at 7.45.

The Him of this lecture and concert is to give as
as the present state of musical science and the
limited time permit the true theory of music as revealed by the history of music and illustrated by
the great masters so that music may become more
intelligible to the masses and approach its tme position us the universal art.
apl7td
far
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ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

CITY

January 1.1884.

Bay Day Mternoon and Evening

janldtf

no

Photographer,

Collin*. Musical Director, mi** Jflollie L. Ingalls, Pianist.
music BY CHAWDCEB’S BAND.
dGt
ap25

Frank L..

Pina Portraits

FALMOUTH SKATING UINK,
Cor. May and Danforth Sts.,
Open Every Afternoon and Evening. The best of
music always in attendance.

WEATHER

W. DeWOLFE, Manager.

Federal Street, opp. the Park.
every Afternoon and Evening. :Tlu*ic Ever) * veiling, Wednesday and Saturday Af-

port.

ternoon*.

ADMISSION K/rJZ*H

8

PORTLAND THEATRE.

Albany, N.Y. 29.82
New York, N. Y.. 29.78
Philadelphia.29.84

Eugene Tompkins of the Boston Theatre

Washington,D.C. 29.91
Charleston. ,. ...29.96

Tlic Comedy Success of N. T. and Boston

Jacksonville,

B. J. CONOR,
E. A. OSGOOD,

Favorites.

Buffalo, N. Y.... 29 88
Alpena, Mich.29.81
Chicago, ills. 29.88
Duluth, Minn. 29.92
Marquette, Mich,. 29.91

ESSING,
RElMER,

LOUISE
HELEN

Milwaukee,

CLARA LANE,
TINA JACKSON.
MUSICAL DIRECTOR... .MR. HARRY BBAHAM
W.H.

ap27

Wis.. 29.86
29.80
29.81
29.73
30 05

St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul. Minn....
Omaha, Nebr.
Bis > arck, Dak...
St. Vincent, Minn

STEDMAN,

Prices 75 and 60, Gallery35.
Sale of &cats commences Wednesday,

Fla. 29.96

Ga..... 29 95
Cincinnati, Ohio,. 29.93
Savannah.

DANIELS,
BESSIE SANSON,

SULLIVAN,

Is

Island,.29.59
Boston, Mass.29.60
Eastport, Mo. 29.52
Mt. Washington.. 29.79
0(10

KEYS,

...

April 20.
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A Northeaster

Causes

Great Ex-

New York, April 29.—A violent northeast
gale has prevailed here throughout the day accompanied at times by rain, enow and bail.

EVE’fi, WAY 6,
23c.

There was great excitement among the sailors
in the lower bay this morning and upward of
100 fishing smacks and ocean-bound vessels
had narrow escapes frcin being driven upon
the beach. Schooner yacht Haze, bound to
Boston, stranded on the Horseshoe at Sandy
Hook, and the sea at last accoauts was breaking over her and smashing everything about
ber deck. Schooner Charles Haskell of North
Milford, Me., fish laden, went ashore at the
Hook and remained. Numerous small wrecks
are reported on the Hudson between here and

Sup

ANNUAL BALL
—

A.O.H.Div.,No.l
will be held at

HALL,

CITY
—

ON

—

Wednesday Even’g, May €
Tickets, admitting

Gent and

building.
Verdict Against the Urand

I

»p30

Peekskill.
Northport, L. I., April 29.—Sloop Martha
W. Corliss, Capt. John Mitchell, of Brooklyn,
capsized at midnight off Crab Harbor, Northport, and Capt. Michell, Patrick Mitchell and
Michael Smith, cook, were drowned.
An Unprecedented Uhnugr in tbe Weather
in

Ladies, 75 cents

music BY CHANDLER.

Trank Bail-

way.

Lancaster,N. H., April 29.—In the Supreme
Court to-day a verdict was rendered for the
favor of Samuel E. Paine of

Death of S. W.

Libby.

Lewiston, April 29.- -Mr. S. W. Libby, the
oldest brick maker in the State of Maine, for
years a highly respected citizen, died suddenly
this morning of heart disease.
Yesterday Mr.
Libby came down town. He said to a friend
that he had not felt better for years. He was
stricken down very suddenly this morning, dying almost instantly. He was 76 years old.

Reading, Pn.

Reading, April 29.—A violent wind storm
struck this and the neighboring counties early
this morning. It was unprecedented in furs
and the sadden change from heat to cold was
In a short
the most marked for twenty years.

dlw

lima

Him th.riTmmntflr fell from

20

to 30

dl

In some
places the lightning and
thunder were severe. Many trees have been
blown down, houses unroofed and fruit trees

green.

injured.

_

MASSACHUSETTS.

The two Baptist churches in Alfred, so long
time without a pastor, have given Kev. A.
Snyder of Wayne, a call to become their pastor. He has accepted and will enter upon his labors the first Sunday in May.
The Supreme Judicial Court for York county
convenes at Alfred on the third Tuesday of
May; Judge Haskell of Portland will preside.
BIDDEFORD.

The ceusus of school children shows their
number to be 179, a gain of 29 over last year.
BATH.

to

Prof.

tor

Carmichael,

analysis.

at

Bowdoin,

New England Telegraph and Telephone
Company.
Lowell, April 29.—At a meeting of the
local stockholders of the New England Telegraph and Telephone Company today, C. J.
Gliddeu was declared to be a director for the
Mr. Ingham’s place on the
ensuing year.
board was then declared vacant, and Dr.
Moses Q Parker of Lowell was elected to fill
the vacancy. A committee of five was appointed to endeavor to obtain some concession
lheexfrom the American Bell Company,
ecuiive committee were instructed to cortail
a divion
as
to
the
so
pnt
expenses
company
dend paying basis if possible.

LAWSON’S PATENT GAME.

BALL
13ASE
WITH CARDS.

Chicago’s New Board of Trade Building,
Chicago, April 29.—The splendid structure

GREATEST GAME IN THE WORLD!
Table Game for old and young. A perVEND
**'■
game of Bate Ball with Cards, and the
.*®‘
Invention of the age, being the first improvegreatest
2000 years in playing cards,
meat to
price 50c. per Pack.
sack sent to any address, postpaid, on reX

Ax,,
«

Sample^.
p

V

„„

10

_

Bedro

erected ior the use of the Chicago board of
trade at an expenditure of .82,000,000 was forTbe main
mally dedicated this afternoon.
ball is the largest one emnioyed for trading
witnessed
in
tbe
world.
Over
5000
purposes
the ceremony. Every exchange in the Union
there
was represented in the andience and
were also delegates from England and Canada.

^uoiaciured by the
WSON CARD CO.,
rd Street.

For sale
Goods Dealt*!

'tv all
L

Stationers,

BOSTON, MASS.
Fancy

Newsmen and

Portland, Me.
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Visit Gettysburg.
Washington, D. C„ April 29.—The committee
of the first corps of the Army of the Potomac tonight adopted a programme for” the historical visit
to the Gettysburg battle field, Monday next. A
special train with the President and Miss Cleveland
and members of the cabinet with ladies and tbelr
families will leave here at 8 in the morning, arriving at Gettysburg about 11. Tbe par y will proceed Immediately to tbe grand stand when they will
be welcomed by the Governor of Pennsylvania. The
congressional delegation will be welcomed by Gen.
Ko8ecraaa and an address to the veterans will be
made by Gen J. O. Black. Tbe presidential party
will then visit the battlefield accompanied by several officers and soldiers, wbo will explain the
movements of the troops on both sides and describe
the scenes in which their commands participated.
To

ABK IN WANT OF A

fall received last week. It is said that he
on a piece of orange peel,
causing him
fall from a step, breaking bis ribs, which
penetrated his lungs, causing his death as
above stated.
a

CARIBOU.

Hubbard Foster, who carries mail between
Presque Isle and Caribou, started from Presque Isle to Caribou, Suuday afternoon near
uigbt, open the arrival of the mail from HonlHe went out a few miles from Presque
ton.
Isle, and getting his horse snow and drift
bound, he took the mail on a sled and hauled
it into Caribou next morning, just as the
early risers were looking out of the window
for the light of day.
GREENWOOD.

J. D. George of Locke’s Mi Is fell recently
about ten feet in hi9 barn and was impaled on
a one and one-half inch square
Btick, which
penetrated his body about two inches. His recovery is doubtful.
HALLOWELL.

John Martin, residing on the Hallowell
road leading from Togas, was taken violently
insane .e first of the week. He arose in the
night possessed with the idea that some one
was about to sboot bis
son, grabbed his gun
and rushing to the open air, fired it into space,
before the members of his family could interfere.
LEWISTON.

The Lewiston and Auburn Horse Railroad
Company has mortgaged its real-estate, rolling
stock and franchise to Jesse Davis of Lisbon,
S. E. May of Lewiston and Georg9 S. Woodman of Anhurn for $25,000 to secure an issue
of bonds to the above amount made April 1st
to run ten years. These bonds are issued according to an act of legislature passed at the
last session. The amount raised by mortgage
is to be appropriated to the payment of the
floating debt, and to extensive improvements
on the road.

SIZE
OF ANY
Hurd

0.
CBC
n,,
The goods are first
prices are 1

N««l«r
—CALL

■

Me.al,

AT-

KEIL^Y’S y
STREET.
tfla88 in every respect, andtl !0
ap27d2w

At the recent session of the legislature a new
company was incorporated nnder the name of
the St George Oil and Guano Company. The
company has on its list of stockholders some of
the county’s most prominent citizens, including J. O. Robinson, L. F. Stairett, A. S. Rice,
G. M. Hicks, John Hanley and others, Elkanah Spear of Rockland being superintendent.
The company has purchased the old porgy factory at Deep Cove, near Port Clyde, and have
part of the buildings in thorough repair. They
consist of a building 25x01 feet, used as a storehouse, another 64x40, containing the machinery, hydraulic presses, etc., the engine and
boiler bouse being connected with this. A
store and cook house are also included in the
purchase and two wharves, one with ten feet
of water at low tide. The company will buy
fish and refnse of all kinds. By means of powerful presses the oil will be extracted, and the
relnse converted into fertilizers.
The works
will start Bp May 1st.
0*0*0.

The following etndents from the Sophomore
(flats of the State College were, Tuesday, appointed to compete for the prize for the beBt
declamation, offered by Mrs. H. E. Prentiss.

The declamations will be given at commencement: Messrs. B. E. Clark, D. W. Colby, J,
D, Lazell, C. A. MasoD, H. A. McNally, Mr.
Saunders, F. E. Trask, C. T. Vose, Mr. Webb
J. H. Williams; and MisBes Benjamin and

Hicks.

OLDTOWN.

Monday night,

Joseph

Mnllen of Oldtown
was on
his way home, he was attacked by
Thomas Madden, the pugilist, Henry Crennis
and Henry Humphreys. Altera severe struggle, Mullen succeeded in getting away and
took refuge in the town hail. After a hard
struggle Madden and Crennis were arrested,
but Humphrey succeeded in escaping. Thursday morning the two prisoners were brought
before Trial Justice Cushman and sentenced
as

Railroads Ordered to Prepare Carriages for Transportation of
Troops.

Progressing Night

and Day

on

English Officers Notified to be in
Readiness to Join Their Ships.
The Russian Advance

on

And

will

Probably

Retire

5

Belief that War Will Ensue Within a Few Days.

Buenaventura, April 29, via Galveston
Yesterday afternoon the firing of guns was

Tiflis, April 29.—Orders have been giveD to
hasten the completion of the military hospitals
being erected between this place and Baku.
Con-tantinople. Anri) 29.—All the powers
have verbally urged Turkey to maintain neutrality in the event ol war betweeo Eugland
and Russia.
The Porte is rapidly erectiog defensive works on tbe Boepboros, and the Saltan has ordered the heights of Sberapia to be
fortified.
Turkish agents have been sent
abroad to purchase torpedo boats on the Saltan’s account.
Norfolk, Va., April 29.—After tbe departure of the Russiau corvette Strelok today tbe
British consul wired the captain of the British
man-of-war Garnet, lying at Hampton Roads,
and the Garnet later on signalled the officers
at Old Point to come aboard and have the ship
made ready for sea.
London Anrll 29.—In ministerial circles the
Russiau advance to Maruchak is not coDSid
osition and no
ered as altering the diplomatic
actiou will be taken till M. DeGiers responds
to Earl Granville’s demand for an arbitration
enquiry. It is expected that M. DeGler’s rewill not reach tbe Russian embassy here
efore Monday and that it will be a refnsat to
accede to Earl Granville’s demand, accompanied by conn ter proposals. It is reported
that Baron De Steal, in an interview with
Earl Granville, stated that the advance of the
English towards Candabar would be a signal
for a Russian occupation of Herat. Russia, be
aaid, wonld not admit the right of England to
form a protectorate
over Afghanistan and
would insiat on that country remaining neu-

—

hsard at Cali, near Buenaventura.
It is rumored that an insurrection has again broken
out there.

Panaua, April 29, via Galveston.—The national troops consist chiefly of volunteers from
Canca, under command of Gen. Montoya, « ho
bas sent Aizpuru notice to quit the city wrhin

48 hours. If he dees not evscute Panama ihi
Nationalists will undoubtedly try to dislodge
him, and unless the United States forces Interfere the city will stand a poor cbaDce. If Aizpuru remains in the city the contest will be in-

definitely prolonged.
The French Consul, Armando, publishes a
letter denying that be bas telegraphed his government protesting againBt the action of
the
American forces on the isthmus.
He says be
did noihing except to draw the attention of
the oonsniar corps to the necessity of taking
every possible precaution to prevent a catastrophe, having in view a statement made by
the rebel general Sardaval of a threatening
nature.
Even this, he declares, was ex-officio
aod as a private individual. Armando says he
has never communicated one word of the political situation here to his government.

Yesterday

afternoon the

various

consuls held

meeting with Aizpuru, who undertook to
give np the city to the government troops upon
their arrival, but as yet he shows no signs of
a

carrying

out

this

nnriertakinir.

The rebels

still occupy the cathedral towers and are ready
to defend the cuartels.
The national troops remain on board the
hulk.
If, as now appears probable, Aizpuru
refuses to vacate the city, he can only be dislodged by an atrack by the government troops.
No one can predict the effect of such an attack.
It may result in a terrible disaster.
Gen. Aizpuru has declared his willingness to
sntreoder conditionally to the national forces
which have just arrived in the bay, but the
commander of the expedition refuses to listen
to any terms.
The expedition which has arrived in Panama
The expedition has
bay consists of 850 men.
been sent to restore order in the State ol Panof
ama, and it will then go on to the relief
Gen. Santo Domingo Vila at Carthagena.
LATER.

Panama, April 29, via Galves’on. -Gen.
toAizpuru surrenders unconditional];gether with his followers, will retire from the
city, according to a treaty just agrees .,a and
which is to be signed tomorrow, and tire city
with all the revolutionary armament be delivered over to the government ^troops under
the command of Col. Beyes as soon as they enter the city. SiCol. Montoya will then assume
the civil and military government of Panama
until the organization of the state government.
All political offenders will receive full pardon
excepting those implicated in the recent burning of Colon, and tbe latter will be tried as
criminals. The government troops are expected to disembark tomorrow morning at i o'clock.
It is believed there will be

no

trouble.

WASHINGTON.
Charges

Preferred
Against Architect
Clark.
Washington, April 29.—The Secretary of
the luturior has ordered the investigation of
the charges preferred against Architect Clark
of the Capitol by the Journeymen Stone Cotters’ Association and Knights of Labor.
The
stone cutters charge that the architect used
the terpoor material in the construction of
races around the capitol, accepted inferior
work and favored a ring of contractors in
awarding the contracts. The Knights of Labor
charge that the patent office reconstruction
was badly done, as was the government printing office work.
Consuls to be Retained.

In view of the excellent records and distinguished services of tbe following named consuls, the President todav decided they shall be
retained:
W. F. Grinuell, at Bradford, Bug.;
L. T. Adams, at Geneva; Samnel W. Daborey,
at Fayal.
The Public Debt.
is

estimated

taat

tue statement
a

ot

me

redaction of

Appointments by the President.
The President today made the following ap-

pointments:

John S. Williair 8 of Indiana, to be
of the Treasury Department, vice E.

resigned.

Third Auditor
W, Knightloy,

Charles L. Scott of Alabama, Minister Resident
and Consul General of the United States to Venezuela.
Warren Green of Kentucky, CobbuI General at

Kauagawa, Japan.

John E. Bacon of South Carolina, Charge d’ Affairs to Paraguay and Uruguay.
Tube United states Consuls—Bert hold Greenbaum of California, at Apia; Albert Laening of New
York, at Biemeu; Joseph B. Hughes of Ohio, at
Birmingham. Eng.; John H. Putnam of Ohio, at
Honolulu; Victor A. Sartori of Pennsylvania at
Leghorn; Robert E. Withers of Virginia, at HoDg

Kong.

PREPARING FOR WORK.
Central Cram Steadily training Strength
and Turning Him ThonghtM Toward His
Hook.

New York, April 29.—The ulcerated portions of Geu. Grant’s throat, Irons which broken uowu tissue have been sloughed
away, have
The cancerous trouble
materially improved.
at the bate ot the tongue is neither lessened
nor is at p> eaent
aggressive; it is quiescent.
Meantime the general system improves.
The
weather of the last two days and that of tsday,
though unpleasant to persons out of doors, has
been as a nnic to the system and spirits of
Gen. Grant. That deprc'siug element of the
warmer davs is wanting, and the patient feels
He has now so
brighter and more vigorous.
far improved physically that his mind is becoming engaged with the blocking out of work
This occupies bis faculties,
upon his book.
and the result is good.
Gen. Grant became
a
after
little
10 o’clock last night, and at
quiet
11 o’clock he slept.
From that time on until
8 o’clcck this morning he slept well, with occasional wakenings. When the General aroused
this morning he felt better aud stronger than
on Suuday, which
was at that time the best
day since the improvement began.
When
Dr. Douglass left the house at 8.15 today be
remarked that though there was some thickness of speech, the
General had better and
easier command of the organs of speech than
has been the casa since the attendance of the
doctors became constant.
He said the General

war

better than

at anv

time In

a

mnnrl.

Doctors Barker and Douglass called on Gen.
Grant this afternoon.
When Barker left he
said the General was better and that there was
an actual improvement in his condition.
A

Wonderful Case.

Norwich, Conn., April 29.—Carrol F. Saxter, six years old, was found in a field yesterday insensible with his skull crashed and a
It is beportion of the brains on the ground.
lieved he had been kicked by a horse.
Surgeons W6re called, the skull, which was badly
out of shape, was preened together and he was
taken home.
Death was expected to follow
soon.
This morning he surprised everybody
by getting out of bed and conversing in a perHe says he does not
fectly rational manner.
know how he was hurt, but he feels pretty
well now, and the sargeons think his complete
recovery is probable.
Prof. George I. Chase Dead.
Providence, R. I., April 29.—Prof. George
I. Chase, Ph.D., L.LD., died in this city this
afternoon, aged 77. He graduated from Brown
University in 1830. For nine months after his
graduation he was principal of the academy
connected with the Waterville (Me.) college,
and in 1831 was appointed tutor in Brown University, since then holding several professorships. At one time he acted as president of
the university, and severed his connection
with that institution in 1872.
flloro Mormon* Arrested.
Salt Laee City, April 29.—James C. Hamilton
and Bishop Ward were arrested
today for polygamy
and were bailed in $25U0
each, Angus M. Cannon
has been convicted of unlawful cohabitation and
he will be sentenced May Olh.
The defendant is
president of this State and a brother of George Q.
Cannon.
The cold weather sinoo
to the fever-stricken

Sunday has been a blesspeople of Plymouth, Pa.,
No
®Pid©mie there is fast subsiding.
deaths have been roported since
Tuesday, and the
many persons iil with the fever are reported to be
rapidly improving.
The ninth game in the New York billiard tournament took place last
night betweenSexton and Daly
and was won by the former. The match was closecontested throughout, the score standing 600 to
y
458.
Al. Smith, formerly manager for John L.
Sullivan, wagered 81000 on Daly and lost.

ing

St. Petersburg, April 29.—The Czar has
sent his altimatnm to Great Britain, demanding that the latter Bhall accept Russia's pro-

posed boundary line between Turkestan and

Afghanistan. If Great Britain refuses
boundary, Russia will proceed

accept this
occap]

to
to

erat.

Lon

», April 29.—A despatch to the Daily
News from St. Petersburg confirms the statements of the Independence Beige, that in the

engagement with the Afghans, the
Russians were defeated with heavy Iosb.
Odessa, April 29.—The whole of the military division stationed here has been ordered
to the Caspian Sea. The division will be re-

recent

placed by troopB from the interior. Half a
million roubles will be devoted to the immediate coustruction of defences commanding
the roads and quarantine harbor here.

me troops wuo

nave

Deep oroereu out

for active service in case of war, at Aldershot
to-day. The men were in the best of spirits,
and their fine appearance called forth many
remarks of admiration from on-lookers. The
Duke, in a few words, complimented tbe soldiers and expressed the hope that in the event
of war they would acquit themselves as nobly
as their predecessors did in tbe Crimea. Tbe
current belief is that Rassia is preparing for
war much more
rapidly than she appears to
be, the Russian papers Deing warned to
It
is
that the Khan of Bokreported
secrecy.
hara earnestly warned the Ameer not to neglect
Cabal and Balkh while taking steps to protect
Herat, as the Russian army was massing in
Turkestan, near Samarcand, with the intention of marching on Balkh and proclaiming
Ayoub Khan as Ameer, while the Afghan
His letter to the
army was engaged at Herat.
Ameer concludes: "I know for certain that
the Russians intend to march beyond Herat,
but will cut off your line of Tetreat to Cabal,
and England’s line of retreat to Caudahar.”
8x. Petkr-bbrg, April 29.—Nine thousand
troops and six batteries of artillery belonging
to tbe 8th army corps left Moscow Tuesday for
the South. There was tbe greatest enthusiasm.
At least 50,000 people thronged the streets,
wildly cheering as the soldiers marched to the
railway elation. The men looked in splendid
fighting trim, with their long butternut greatcoats. Astrakhan lur caps and heavy boots.
Monday night 10 companies of engineers,
with 200 carloads of railway telegraph plant,
left for Askabad, where the greatest activity
prevails. Telegraph lines that only a few
weeks ago ended at Askabad now extend to
Sarakbs, wbicb is 2C0 miles beyond and only
100 miles from Herat. It is said that sufficient
railway material has been already collected
at Askabad to bnild a railway to Herat via
Sarakbs and Penjdeh, a distance of 460 miles,
in an incredibly short Bpace of time. Extraordinary preparations by Russian engineers
are being made to follow
np tbe advance of
the troops by the immediate construction of
railroads.

their boats out into the drifting ice; and from
that perilous night they held the General’s
friendship and the post of honor when it could
consistently be given them. The Salem Gazette of May 25th, 1790, (only six months after
Washington’s visit) thus announces Mr.
Hooper’s death: “Died at Marblehead, Hon.
Robert

available steamers to be
boats.

converted

ctuuiuuiiu,

into gun-

London, April 29.—The Post this morning
Bays that it thinks the time has come for the
diplomatists tostaDd aside, and that England
if she wishes to safely guard her own interests
besides fulfilling her duty to the Ameer mast
have recourse to the sword.
The government has asked Russia to explaiu
the advance of the Russian troops in Maracbak and Gladstone will probably make a
statement iu the House of Commons to-night
in regard to the matter. The government is in
constant commnoication with Persia regarding her present relations with Russia.
RIEL’S REBELLION.

Rebels

Entrenched

at Ba-

touche.

-a

and Abdalla, while provisions for two corps
for three months are stored at Quetta. Sixteen field hospitals are ready for service in
addition to a large general hospital at Quetta.
The London Standard, announcing the report
of the Russian occupation of Maruchak, says
it is not stated whether or not the Afghans
resisted.
St, Petersburg, April 29.—After the receipt of General Komareff’s cipher despatch
yesterday, at the parade of the troops, the
Czar had a dejected look. Owing to the great
scarcity of coal here, it is feared that the stock
now held by the merchants will quickly became exhausted. There is plenty of coal in
the interior, but the enormous freight charges
prevent the citizens of this place from obtaining it. The manufacturers are tryiug to obtain
supplies oi wood instead of coal, but wood is
aiso becoming very dear, and this threatens to
compel some of the factories to close. A long
despatch in cipher was Bent to General Komar, if yesterday. The pay of the sailors in the
Russian navy has been raised to the war iate.
The military reserves of Denmark are being
mobilized in expectation of the necessity ot
preserving Danish neutrality by force.
London, April 29 —At a dinner of the
“Eighty Club” in this city last night, Mr.
Chamberlain, President of the Board of Trade,
in a speech, said:
We have met at a time overshadowed with apprehensions of a grave conflict which England has
neither sought nor desired, and which, if it should
occur, w uli be a misfortune to civilization. Therefore. it is the highest obligation of a patriotic gov-

_

Take

obstinate staDd. It is understood that the decisive battle will take place tomorrow. Gen.
Middleton during the advance will keep his
forces somewhat scattared, so that if an engagement comes on suddenly he can surround
the enemy.
A half-breed deserter reports
Biel as having only 150 half-breeds and 250
IndiauB, with little ammunition since Friday’s
fight. He does not think Dumont, who commanded the rebels, was killed. Biel was not
present at the battle.
Newspaper correspondents have to travel 25
miles to reach the nearest telegraph offices.
The seven men killed Friday night were
buried Tuesday on a level plain near the bat
tleheld. Tho wounded are at Clark’s Crossing
A despatch from Qu’ Appelle says that the
half-breeds and Indians are concocting a plau
of attack.
There are 500 half-breeds there
wbo want to rob and plunder.
Their sympathies are with Biel, and their friends are fight'
There are two batialu,
ing with the rebels.
of troops at Qu’ Appelle, land every precaution
is being takeu to meet an emergency.
Col. Otter’s column at Battleford is scouring
the country for Indians, und expects a tight at
any time. It is expected that the troops will
make a descant on Paultmaker's reserve in a
day or two.

Changes
A

E. Stoddard.
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A real estate

owner

in San Francisco adds

large income from that source by peddling Iruit about the city.
There is in Berlin an apothecary shop
to bis

which dates its establishment from 1488. It
was recently sold for $3,000,000.
Mr. Dolby, in his book about Dickens, refers to Boston as the “Hut of the Uni*
verse.”
Of the forty-nine signers of the Constitution of the Provisional Government of the
Conlederate States more than one-baif are
dead, and but one, Reagan, of Texas, ii in
public life.
Lieutenant Greely is said to be haunted
day and night by visioos of his long period
of starvation in the Artie regions, and his
physicians assert that the only way he can
preserve his sanity is to mingle freely with
others.
Notwithstanding the strikes and other
trouble among the coal mine s and opera*
tors of Ohio the output of coal in 1882 was
7,650,052 tons, or but 578,467 tons less than
in 1883, when the output was larger, with a
single exception, than in any year of the
coal mining industry of the State.
A natural ice cave, according to the Alta
California, exists thirty miles east of Fall
River Valley, Cal., in the Mount Shasta region. There are huge columns ot ice, chambers of Ice, and ice hanging from the ceiling
like blades of polished stee', forming a picture of grandeur. The residents of the valley haul their summer’s supply of ice from
the cave.

There

iot of very aDgry Democrats at
The postoffice has gone into
ths hands of a Democrat, and of course he
put in a new stamp clerk. Among other
mistakes the new hand sold $2 worth of
stamns lor $1, and the news spread through
Marion county that the new administration
was selling s amps at half price.
All the
Democrats iu the county who coo'd raise a
dollar flocked to the posioffice to invest, and
there were threats of tearing the building
down when they discovered ibeir mistake.
The new headquarters of the “First Blaine
Club of the Uuited States” were formally
opeoed in Philadelphia last week. They
comprise the entire buildiDg at the corner of
Baring Street and Lancaster Avenue. Upon
the first floor Is a kitchen and diuiog-room.
The second floor comprises parlors and cardrooms handsomely furnished, and
upon the
third floor is the billiard-room. Tile club
has about 250 members, and it is the intention to increase the number to at least 1,000.
are a

Indianapolis.

_

Reads Like

a

Novel.

Escape

from Ike HntilrforJ Indiana—As
Incidental the Biel Bekellinn.

The escape of George E. Applegarth from
the Battleford Indians reads like a page oat of
a border romance.
Applegarth was farm instructor to Red Pheasant's band. On the
night of Monday, March 30, be waa making ap
his returns with the intension of going to
Battleford next day.
The Indiana of his reserve had professed great frieodlineas for the
whites. Like all Indians, they said that since
trouble had, risen they might tight, but they
would fight on the side of the whites. Applegarth went to bed about midnight. At three
o’clock in the morning he heard a tapping at
the door. Getting up he went to see what
was the matter, when an Indian qnickly strode
in and closed the door behind him. He told
Applegarth that the

reaerve waa rising, and
that some of the backs who bad been to Battleford were after him.
Almost while he
spoke the door burst opt and IS redskins
rushed in. Applegarth thought bis time had
come, bat lackily this was not the war party.

They

were 13 in number—fix bucks and 12
squaws—and the friendly Indian whispered
that their mission was to bold him until the
warriors arrived. Applegarth roused his wife
and sister-in-law, a little girl about 12 years
old, and Indian Teacher Cunningham, and
told them to dress. He himself slipped out

behind

and

hitched up his team, while the
attention of the
Like
a tree woman, the only article
visitors.
of apparel which Mrs. Applegarth took with
her as the team drove off, besides the clothes
she wore, was her wedding dress.
About half past tbree m the morning the
party of four set out on tbeir race for life to
Swift Correct, 200 miles distant. They had
the wbifflitree
got five miles away when
broke.
Applegarth had to walk two miles

friendly Indian engaged the

Then they flew

on again, nluDging and galloping through anew three feet deep, with the
moonlight streaming overhead.
At dawn they saw six Indians in the dietance. They had now struck the trail, which
they left again to strike into the coulees aDd
elude their pursuers. They drove all day, and
towards nightfall caught sight of the Indiana
again. This time they thought it was all up
with them. The Indians were oertalnly following them, aud were possibly waiting till
nightfall to kill them. All Applegarth could

do was to tell his wife he would ssk them to
make short work of the basinets.
His wife
and the little girl cried a little, bat kept ap
their uoarage well
They had no arms with
them. Before leaving the house Applegarth
had been searched by the sqaaws, and his
arms and money taken from him. The only
defence the party had against their pnrtaers
was

an

axe.

At 2 o’clock in the morning of Wednesday,
The horses
they rested (or a couple of hoars.
were
Bat a little before
nearly exhausted.
were
morning they
pat together again and
driven on.
When daylight came there were
no Indians in sight.
They drove on ail Wednesday, and at nightfall took another rest.
Applegarth never closed bis eyes however.
8ometlme after midnight they went on, aud
tne forenoon of Thursday they came ap with
Judge Koulean, who had left Battleford the
previous Sunday, with his wife aud child ,Mrs.
P.»a, wife of the Indian agent, a hired man,
the two Parkers of Battleford. and a man
named Foster—eight in all.
This brought ap
the party to 12 persons.
When the judge left
Battleford, there was no trouble, although
trouble was apprehended. Applegarth’e report
hurried op their movements considerably.
Thirty miles from Swift Current they were
overtaken by Constable Storer end Mr. 8mert.
Storer had left Battleford on Saturday, and
was
the hearer of despatches to Col. Herchmer. The Battleford garrison believed Herchmer was within a day’s match of Battleford.
Storer had plnckily volunteered to go out and
meet him and tell him of the events th*t bad
On his way he met Smart, who
transpired.
was coming in with goods, and the two journeyed south together.
They arrived at Swift
Current on Monday morning, aud the majority
of the party went east on Tuesday.
It may be of interest to know that the Indians who were bent on killing Applegarth were
those whose rations bad been stopped by him
until tbev consented to work.
This ended a night which undoubtedly is only a sample of many occurring in the north
conntry now, and wbioh illustrates the unhappy plight of the settlers throughout all the disaffected region.

A Physician’s Prescription.
The Supreme Courts of New Turk and Massachusetts have settled the matter aa to who
owns a medical prescription.
The substance
of the decisions is that the phystoian, In prescribing, gives the patient a written order for
drugs, and their delivery termioatee the operation. The druggist may, on his own responsibility, renew the drugs, for he is a mercbaut,
and has tbe right to sell drugs in any shape.
He is not bound to give a copy of tbe prescription, nor even to keep it, though he usually retains It as a protection in case of error on the
part of doctors or patients.
O.

A.
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Appointment
Programme •(
Place

Haverhill oil boxwood rollers at the Bijou. The Stars are
a good olub and were formerly in the Massachusetts league but withdrew.
They play good polo

the
at

Gathering*

to

June 26-20, immediately following the Grand
Encampment in Portland, will occur the 6th
annual reunion of the organization known as
the Sanitary and Christian Commissions and
Chaplains of the Army, North and South. It
will be a religious gathering, irrespective of
denomination, and will continue fonr days
July 10.—The Salvation Army of New England, commanded by Geu. Smith of New York,
will take possession of the grounds and bold a
series of jnbilee meetings, to continue one
week.
August 11.—The National Holiness camp
meeting, Rev. Win. McDonald, president, will
begin a series of meetings to continue eight
days, Mauy able preachers will be in attend-

WOBUKN

CITY8, 2.
At the Woburn city rink in Woburn, Mass., las*
•venlng the Alamedas defeated the Woburn Cityi
3 to £. Time of game, 23 minutes and 55 seconds,
Ateferee, Mr. Wilson.
NOTES.

Wallbams will be at tho Bijou next week,
The old Paris team will be here

probably Friday.
soon

ance.

1

1

District

Deputy Grand

nsrabab.

Old Orchard.

and managers of the Old
Orchard campground property held a meeting
Tuesday afternoon, at which the following
camp meetings was decided
programme of
npon for the coming season:

and wil l give the Bijous, as now organized, a good
Previous to their plaving the Star blondes
will piny the Mother Hubbards. The blondes bavo
fine costumes of blue, with wigs, and their polo
play in g is not so much of a burlesque as one might
imagt ue. The Mother JH ubbards belong in this city
and Mill have appropriate costumes.
The first
gam e will commence at niue o'c.ock and the StarBijo'u tame will follow immediately after it. Reserved seats can be obtaiued at usual.

of

Take

The stockholders

pull.

veek.

the Advertiser

There ie a great stampede among Republican
postmasters all over the country and resignations are punting in at the Postmaster General’s office at the rate of a hundred a day.
The new administration is not able to keep np
with this heavy list of vacancies and only
about 70 new postmasters are appointed daily.
There are over a thousand post office vacancies yet Unfilled, and in the other departments
there are 1200 vacant offices of various kinds.
While some States furnish readily half a dozen
applicants for every office in the gift of the
government, there are actual vacancies in
other States and nobody asking for them.

BIJOUS VS. STABS TO-NIGHT.
will play the Stars of

i

to

Henry

To-night, the Bijous

also.
The Alamedas played the Globes in the Haver
hill rink Wednesday night. They won ihe first goal
in 37 minutes and the Globes the second in nine
minutes. After plaving iu the third goal until i!
was time to
extinguish the lights tho referee stop
ped the game ana called it a draw. The Haverbil
papers h»ve considerable to say about the roual
work of the Alamedas whom they call “smooth
laced sluggers.” They spea k of it as a very rougt
game. The Globes were defeated by the Bijous oi
their trip there three to ono and iu the home riul
by three straight goals iu less than two minutes.
Musical Dale gave auother oi* his entertainment:
at Portland rink lust evening and his efforts wen
greatly apprecia ted and enjojed by a good sized au
dience, He wil l remain duriu g the rest of th

Resigns,

Tile.

Noitti Ellsworth -II. I. Mao,locks.
North Turner Bridge -William H. Hobbs.
North Vasaalboro -George H. Bamseil.
Oiamou—Henry L. Wheeler.
Kobie—Samuel H. True.
Saudy Creek- -George W. Harriman.
F. Sargent.
South GoultUboro—
South Newburgh Marcellui l'tnuey.
M
Warren- -James
Studley.

UN THE HOLLERS.

The

on

Washington despatch

X'adi

The rumor that General Jackson had declined the
Mexican mission is without foundation. He will
for Mexico next week.

3;

eaoi,

Goodale’s Corner—Charles D. Chapman.
Crabtree.
Knighlvllle—Lncy C. Seavcy.
Liinestoue—Nelson Getchell.
New Portland—Samuel Nose.

start

ALAMEDAS,

me

Haucook—Alfred B.

years.
A Chicago dispatch says the Straits of Mackinaw
are opeu, and the grain fleet cau now pass through.

The Admiralty has notified the officers ant
all coastguard stations to be in read!
join their ships at a moment’s notice
and a geneiai call has been issued to tin
officers of the Naval Reserve now serving ir
tbe mercantile marine, asking them to servi
as officers of the new cruisers.
The stndies of the graduating class in at
tillery at Woolwich Academy have beer
ordered shortened to enable the cadets to joii
their batteries at the earliest possible date.
The Standard, in an editorial referring tc
the occupation of Maruchak by the Russians
says: There can be no question of Afghat
provocation in thiB instance. Tbe occupatiot
of Maracbak stands ont broadly and audio,
guisedly as a clear invasion of the territory ol
Afghanistan without even tbe pretence oi
militaiy necessity. Assuming that the newi
of the occupation of Marnchak is correct
there is little room for doubt that it can be
considered anything else than a deliberate acl
aggression. And this act of aggression bai
the appearance of being specially chosen in
order that there may be no possibility of furtber mistake. It is a deliberate breach of a
solemn covenant, a flagraut violation of Russia's promises and assurances.

uu

mentioned—Twenty

Eatou—Lucy

dames Rees, an old time dramatic critic, and the
biographer of Edwin Forrest, died in Philadelphia
Rees whs known under the
yesterday morning.
nom rteplume of ‘’Colly Cibber.”
Many years ago
ho was a prominent contributor to the newspapers.
men
at
binning quarry
doimt, ill., are again creating trouble. A large force is re nor tcil to be on
the way from Lemont to invade the Joliet quarries,
and the troops have been ordered out.
Iu the Illinois legislature—joint session—yesterday, no vote was cast for United States Senator.
Representative Fuller effered a joint resolution to
adjourn May 15th, but the necessary two-thirds
vote could not be obtained.
Scott’8 hxidge, over the St. Charles river at Quebec, has b^u carried away by the floods. At Montreal the water iu the river is subsiding rapidly.! he
estimated damage by the flood is $100,000.
Fires are consuming forests and fences along the
tier of mountain counties of Virginia,
including Rockbridge, Highland, Allegheny, Augusta and
Rockingham. The Iojs will be the heaviest for

English government.

in » uuuao

says;
Tbe postmasters at East Bucksport, Moses
W. Harding; at Hollis Centre, Thomas C.
Mulrey; at Sooth Orrington, Lincoln Wbedden, are deceased and the offices are vacant.
Charges are now pending against the followlog postmasters: F. E. Carpenter, at East
Bethel; Arabina Ludden, East I.iocolu; Benj 'min Load. Plymouth, and the offices will become vacant.
Toe following post offices in Maine are vacant, the incumbeuts having resigned:
Belgrade—James Tibbetts.
Caswell-Richard S. Caswell.
bast Dover—Lewis A. Harvey.
East Honhfort—Strpben E. Fletcher.

Ex-Gov. McLane of Maryland, newly appointed
Minister to France, left New York yesterday morning, with his wlte and daughter, on the steamer
Normandie for Havre.

men at
ness to

iivcu

liens Now

Clarence H. Freeman of Providence, R. I., won
the checker championship of America and $400
from Barker of Boston, yesterday, iu Providence.
The final score stood, Freeman 0, Barker 3, drawn
39.

London, April 29.—The channel fleet is re
taming from Ireland.
Two Arms at Cowes are working nigbt am
day on the 40 torpedo boats ordered by thi

»uu

MAINE POSlMASraBS.

GENERAL NEWS.

to which power the Heratians wonld lent
their assistance in tbe event of war is declare!
to be at present one of absolute doubt.
St. Peter-bukd, April 29.—The Novoi
Vremya, acting, it is believed, nnder imperia
inspiration, has attracted attention by publish
ing an article with tbe startling headline “Oi
the Eve of War.” This article declares tha
“Russia, in the event of war, will settle mat
ters with England in India, and not in Af
ghanistan alone.’’

29.—The Russian advance
Bonth of Penjdoh and the
occupation of M«tu
chak are regarded in
Parliamentary circles af
the
last hopes of peaoe.
dispelling

Will

Winnipeg, April 28.—Lord Melgnnd and biB
a recouuoissance yesterday and reported the rebels entrenched at Batouche,
where it is expected that they will make au

as

HLondon, April

Battle

scouts made

London, April 29.—A despatch from Tirpu
states that Gen. Komarcff, having written ar
open letter to the Afghans in which he ex
pressed surprise at their conduct in forcing
him to wage battle against them, the Afghani
have become indignant at what they term tin
Russian commander's impudence, and are be
coming more cordial towards tbe British. I
is stated that the populace of Herat, however
appear to be just as well inclined towardi
Russia as towards England, and the qnestioi

speech It
the House of Commons on tbe vote of credit
is generally applauded by the German
press.
Cairo, April 29.—Urgent orders have beet
received at Buakim for the recall of all tbi
marines now serving with Gen. Graham's
command.

a

Place Very Soon.

ernment to exbaust every means to preserve peace.
It is impossible to speak on the subject wheu the
irr-ues ot peace or war are trembling in the balance.
An unguarded word might be productive of much
mischief.
If, however, the government found
themselve3 coufiunted with a determined policy ol
aggression, their summons would be answered as in
past times, and the English democracy would show
itself patient, resolute and enduring, exhibiting the
courage anil tenacity that formerly distinguished
the Anglo-Saxon raee. It is a matter of regret thal
such question should be delay ed. We need political reforms, but are fortunate that we have not yel
arrived at the stage requiring us to abandon ah
hopes of a peaceful settlement.

Berlin, April 29.—Gladstone’s

That

Prospects

eminent

of Middle and Willow streets, which
escaped Mowatt’s burning, bat went down in
that of 1866
In the desolation of 1775, be
moved to Stanriirb, and waa appointed State
Attorney in 1777.
In 1779 Mr. Bradbury moved to Newburyport, was elected Representative to Uongress
from Essex county in 1796, and Judge of the
Sopreme Court ol Massachusetts in 1797. He
died in 1802, aged 61. Major Thomts Hooper
married his daughter Harriet in 1792. A ship
in which be took passage to the West Indies
never was heard (ram after her sailing.
His
wile, the mother of Mr. Hooper, died while
very young, when the orphan child was taken
into the family of his uncle, George Bradbnry,
who came to Portland and commenced the
practice of law in about 1800. That year he
married Mary, a daughter of John Kent, who
built and occupied the well remembered honse
od the northwest side of Middle, above Pearl
street, afterwards successively owned by M. P.
Sawyer, George Turner, and last by Hon.
John M. Wood. Alter the death of Mr. Kent
this house became the residence of George
Bradbury, where be died iu 1823. He was a
Representative to Congress from 1813 to 1817,
and afterwards clerk or the courts.
Iu this noted house, on which a vast amonnt
of money was expended, first and last, Mr.
Hooper lived nearly a quarter of a century in
the family of his kiud uncle. He waa educated in the best schools of bis time, and was
remarkable for affability, dignity and fine
appearance.
With his nephew,
Thomas Hooper, Mr.
Bradbnry also received bis sister, Sarah
Hooper, two years younger than Thomas. She
there grew to womanhood. She was always a
welcome guest in the best familes of the town
aod in her ycuuger days no social gathering of
her friends was considered complete without
her presence. She died iu Portland, unmarried, iu December, 1878, aged 81.
In 1817 young Mr. Hooper with twentythree others of similar tastes associated together as a literary club. Most of them were
less than 21 years old, and were sons in the
most respectable families.
Their meetings
were held in a room in Hay market Row, and
were private except on special occasions.
The
name of the society was not made public—only
its initials. The only living member of the
club, now 88 years old, and living in a distant
State, gave me a detailed history of the club,
several years ago—its members and its doings
which in due time will be printed.
He says
regular meetings were held moutbly, but some
members were at the rooms every evening,
where Hate music, draughtp, chess, Bongs and
stories were indulged in.
“At their regular
meetings original compositions iu prose and
were
articles
to bo printed in
poetry
given;
newspapers were read—serious, comic, mystical and obscure. No liauors. tobacco, cards
or gambling w6re admitted.
The society became a power in the town, and led society. In
fact it became a kind of “Almaeks’’ bolding
assemblies and dancing parties. They took no
new members, and iu 1823 tbe laws of secrecy
were repealed. Of the list of members five
have been presidents or cashiers of banks; two,
judges of probate; three, officers in marine insurance companies; one, member of Congress;
one, shipmaster, and several have been successful merchants. In 1823 a social meeting
with invited gnests, was held at Union Hall
with an address from a member and a poem
from another; their papers were sealed np, and
after a supper came
a final adjournment.
After a period of forty years, in 1863, eleven
survivors met at the house of a member on
High street.
The papers were unsealed, overhauled, and
closed np again. Iu 1882 there were five members alive. And now, I think, the decease of
Mr. Wuod bridge leaves only one survivor, a
most-polished gentleman, from whom I received a fail and valuable history of thiB first
literary society of the town; to wbicn he is indebted, he thinks, for bis early cnltnre.
W. G.
April 29.

the present crisis.
On the arrival of the news of the Rossian defeat in Afghanistan, the Czar sent a oonrt
despatch to England in the shape of an ultimatum and signed the order lor the mubilizition of the forces.
The imperial bank has
been ordered to provide the government with
20,000,080 roubles.
St. Pbtbrsbubg, April 29.—Orders have
been issued for the mobilization of the entire
Russian army.
The ice is rapidly disappearing from the harbors of St. Petersburg, Cronetadt, Helziuglas and Riga. In coart and diplomatic circles, the opinion expressed today
ia that affairs have a much more pacific aspect.
It is reparted that leading financial bouses are
operating with a view to a rise in Russian
stocks.
The Czar, it ie declared, desires to
maintain the frontier line now held, bnt is
disposed to accede to tho decision of a joint
commission.
An inquiry will be made into
The recall
the cause of the Penjdeh conflict.
of Baron De Staal is imminent.
M. De Giers
is dissatisfied with the oondnct of the negotiations between England and Russia.

The

an

corner

Brussels, April 29 —A despatch to the Independence Beige from St, Petersburg says
that after the council yesterday at which M.
DeGiers’ proposals to adopt conciliatory measures towards England
were
rejected, M.
DeGiers tendered his resignation as foreign
minister bnt the Czar refused to accept it at

Lonbon, April 29—Advices from Allahabad,
Hindoostao, say: Tirpul despatches state that
supplies are reaching Sir Peter Lamsden’s
forces slowly and in small quantities. Sup1 :_____.a_A
T»*
a:

Hooper, Esq., formerly

merchant.” From his wealth, influsnee and
social position he was called "King Hooper,"
and the Btreets were swept on the day of bis
burial.
His second son, Stephen, was the
grandfather, and Maj. Thomas Hooper the
father of Mr. Hooper, whose death prompts
this notice. His mother was Harriet, daughter
of Hon. Theopbilus Bradbury, who was a descendant of Thomas Bradbary, who went to
Salisbury, Mass., in 1638. Tbeophilus graduated at 'Harvard College, in 1757; came from
Newbury, (where he was bom) to old Falmouth in aboat 1762, and first taught school.
He married Sarah, a daughter of Ephraim
Jones. He was the first practicing lawyer in

tral,
London, April 29.—The admiralty is negotiating for the purchase of twelve of the best

Lonbon, April 29.—There is great uneasiness
in tbe market on fresh reports that Rnssta has
ordered her army to advance. A sharp decline
has taken place in continental aDd national
securities.
In the Honse of Commons to-day, Lord Edmund Fitzmaurice, Under Secretary of State
for Foreign Affairs, confirmed the report that
Maruchak had been occupied by the Russians,
and that they were advancing on Herat in
force.

—

Btood in his boat and called out, "Who will
lead us?” when the Marblehead men answered "Marblehead,” and
boldly pushed

Ely

London, April 29.—A gloomy feeling prevails here this morning, the belief being general that the commencement of open hostilities
between England and Russia is now only a
The Dnke of Cammatter of a few days.
bridge, Commander-in-chief of the army, inspectea

bridge, as he chose to call himself, has lived in
Standish, where his grandfather fled from the
smouldering rains of the town in 1775. He
used his patrimony freely; he was always
happy and sought to make others so around
him.
Hii great grandfather was Robert
Hooper of Marblehead, an extensive ship
owner and merchant, born in that ancient
town in 1709. Farmer's Genealogical Register
says: "Hooper, John and Robert, were of
Marblehead in 1671, where the name continues
to the present day, having furnished many
enterprising men.” Eleven of the name had
graduated at Harvard College pravions to 1838.
Robert Hooper dined with Gen. Washington
at Marblehead in October, 1789.
When Washington crossed the Delaware to attack the
British army on Christmas night, 1776, he

Loudon and a number of forced sales occurred
in connection with the monthly settlement.
London, April 29.—All the continental
bourses were weak and lower today.
A Rawal Pindi letter states tbe Ameer of
Afghanistan regards tbe Russians as enemies
anxious to seize Herat, the whole of Afghan,
Turkestan and Badakshed, and therefore looks
to England apparently in all sincerity to aid
him in repelling Russia.

Herat Officially

Personal and Peculiar.

Woodbridge (Hooper.)

father was Major Thomas Hooper of Newbaryport, where the son was born in 1795. For
several years Mr. Hooper had dropped his
family name, signing his name only, from
what canse his relatives did not know. Certainly it was an honored name, as was also his
middle name. For many years Mr. Wood-

Anglo-Rusaiau war.
St. Petersburg, April 29.--The Czar has
sigued orders lor the equipment of the whole
Russian fleet.
Paris, April 29.—The bourse was very much
agitated today on the unfavorable news from

from

Panama Today.

Thomas

To the Editor of the Press:
The Paxss of yesterday contains a brief
notice of the death at Standish of the eccentric gentleman whose name stands above. His

ing entered into here are undertaken subject
to heavy war risks. Tbe Russian government
has ordered the Southeastern railroad to preare several bnodred railroad carriages and
ave them ready at as early a moment as possible for the purpose of conveying troops. It
is reported here that newspapers published
witbin the Russian empire have been forbidden to priut anything in reference to current
events m Central Asia.
St. Petersburg, April 29.—Five steamships have been purchased in tbe United States
by Russia, and are to be used as cruisers.
Copenhagen, April 29.—At tbe initiative of
Fraoce negotiations are proceeding between
Sweden and Norway and Denmark for tbe
preservation of the neutrality of those countries od a common basis in the event of an

Confirmed.

Patrick McHngh, fifty-three years old, a
laborer, died Monday forenoon from the effects

ST. GEORGE.

Th

Rumorg of Another Insurrection
at Cali.

public debt for April will show
about $4,000,0C0.

to

ap30dlw
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Fair.
29.—The trustees of the
State Fair held a meeting here to-day and appointed superintendents as follows:
Rufus
Prince, general superintendent; Col. Girard,
tickets; Alonzo Libby,stock; B. Hilton, horses:
N. S. Allen, exhibition building and grounds.
An elevator will be put into the exhibition

Lewiston, April

stepped

—

Entertainment

Friday

Ooretnor and Council.
Augusta, April 29.—The executive council
met this morning and confirmed the following
nominations:
John F. Anderson os railroad commissioner.
•T. W. Carpenter of Pittston, county commissioner for Kennebec county.
Ira M. True of Hallowell, private detective.
Mrs. Brackett, register of deeds for Franklin county.
A large number of minor nominations were
also confirmed. Adjourned to meet May 26th.

of

—

Y.i.C, K HAIL,-WEDNESDAY

—

meet at Bath the first

of

Orango Supper,

NINTH

to

Herat.

Gunboats.

BANGOR.

Three Men Drowned by the Capsizing
of a Sloop.

At 7.45 o’clock.
per Extra.

newspaper as the organ of the

In June.

Wednesday,

ST. STEPHENS*
entertainment
AT

Adjourned

sent

citement at New York.

—

a

The artesian well at the Orphans’ Home.
Bath, has reached the depth of 105 feet, and
plenty of water is the result. A sample was

—FalL

VIOLENT STORM.

MUSICAL DALE!

AND

the enactment of more favorable laws for
hotel keepers. The directors were instructed
to ascertain what
could
be done toward

ALFRED.

This wonderful performer will give a musical entertainment on live different instruments.
C. H. KNOW LTON, Manager.
ap27dlw

—

uaopuug

a

Great attraction this week, commencing Monday,
27th.

aaa

road.
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PORTLAND RINK,
Middle Street.
Stoker Bros.’Block,

3
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if I”

Block

the management of
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“I

sf If |5 !,§

Is
-a

A RAG BABY

!f
ll

“s

s

Two Niglits.—Friday and Saturday, May 1st and 2nd.

MARK

uuaiueas,

Berlin, whosought to recover 86,250 from the
Grand Trunk Railway for personal injuries
caused by a derailed c>r on the defendants’

[11,00 P. M.]

management reserve the right to ref use admission or skates to objectionable parties,
marlodtf
JttERl’ C. WHITTIER. Manager.

CHAS. H. DREW,

lu© uutci

full amount in

aSBTBOEOLOGICAIi RJSPOBT.

The

FRANK

INDICATIONS.

The indications for New England are
fair weather, slightly warmer, winds shifting
to westerly, generally higher barometer.
Cautionary signals from New York to East-

Open

A Great Cast of

1JLA

and maintaining such plans as shall lead to
the mutual benefit and protection of its several
members.
The liquor question was not included in the questions before the meeting.
The purpose of the association is to secure

The Slate

Washington, April 30.

BIJOIJ SKATING PARLOR,

OF

specialty,

Portland. Me-

AJDlVLI8SI01Sr:

under

a

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

Afternoons: Gents 10 cts; Ladies Free. Evenings:
Gents 15 cts; Ladies 10 cts. Skat* Checks 10 cts.
The management reserves the right of admission
to all objectionable parties.

A BUNCH

resolutions which were signed by nearly every
landlord present, stating that the name of the
organization shall be the “Hotel Proprietors
Association of the State of Maine,” and that
the object of the association is tobriDg about a
better acquaintance of the
several persons

The

reserved seats.
Evening—Adults 25 cents: Children 15 cents; reserved seats 36 cents.
For sale at Ira C. Stock bridge’s. No. 15G Exchange
street, and at the door.
Doors open at 1.30 and 7.00. Performance commences at 2.15 and 7.45,

A,ti«

Saco.

Committee to Draft Constitution and By-Laws—
Gibson, Charles Miiliken. James M. Taylor,
Eben Marsh, Waierville; A. K. Quimby, Augusta.
A committee was appointed and reported
M. S.

association.

104 1U1DDEE STREET, Portland.

NO.

ap20dtf

Yates,

Or the Russians Will Proceed to Occupy

Work

THE ISTHMUS TROUBLE.

Odessa, April 29.—The Russian reserves are
mobilizing. All business transactions now be-

England Must Accept the Proposed Boundary Line,

and

State association with the following officers:
President—M. S. Gibson of Portland.
Vice Presidents—By Counties:
Androscoggin—Frank Hale, Lewiston.
Aroostook J. N. Clark, Houlton.
Cumberland—Wm. H. McDonald, Portland.
Franklin—J. W. Withee, Farmington.
Hancock Geo. Gould, Ellsworth.
Kennebec—Charles Miiliken, Augusta.
Knox—Herbert Lovej^y, Camden.
Lincoln—W. G. Hubbard, Wiscasset.
Penobscot—M. J Roach. BaDgor.
Piscataquis—Robinson Turner, Guilford.
Sagaaahoc-James M. Taylor, Bath.
Somerset -Benjamin Hilton, Anson.
Waldo—G. H. Duuton, Winterport.
York—L. P. True, Saco.
Secretary and Treasurer—A. W. Thayer, Bangor.
Directors—Horace Couey, Augusta; P. R. Cobb,
Mechanic Falls; S. B. Brewster, Brunswick; Fred

securing

—

matinee--Adults 15 cents; Children 10 cents;

Bath.6s & 4s
Maine Central. .7s & 6s
P. & 0. K. R.6s

For the past few days two whales have several times been seen in Frenchman’s Bay by
people on the steamer Electa. One is a very
large humpbacked whale, and 40 feet ol bis
back bas been seen out ol the water.

Augusta, April 29.—In response to a call
sent out from Portland some 60 proprietors of
hotels throughout the State met in convention
here this afternoon and evening, and formed a

DuB«sou

PORTLAND.

mar 30

outs.

tionalljr,

cal Booms

The Williston Church Circle

IN GENERAL.

The Governor has nominated Joseph Colburn of Windsor for justice of the peace and
quorum.
No trains can run between Presque Isle and
Caribou for several days.
The track is submerged in places, and there are Beveral wash-

RUSSIA’S ULTIMATUM.

General Aizpuru Surrenders Uncondi.

Formation of

PRICE THREE CENTS.

MORNING, APRIL 30, 1885.

to the county jail for ninety days and bound
over in the sum of $500 for their appearance at
the August criminal term of the Supreme Judicial Coart.
Humphreys was captured in
Brownville and taken to Oldtown yesterday.

HOTEL MEN.

THE

apr!7__sn2w*

under the auspice, of the Eniou and the Annex.
Supper served tr. ni 6 to 8 o’clock.
Admission, including Supper, 21 cent*.

THURSDAY

PORTLAND,

Immediately following the Holiness meetings will ocoor the Portland District c»mpmeetiug, under charge of Rev. W. S. Jones,
presiding elder of the district.
A grand temperance
camp meeting will
probably be held during the last week in A.ugnst, which will close the series,
It is expected that the State Grange P. of
H. will repeat its successful reunion of last
some time in Sepyear on the camp gronDd,
tember, but it is not yet fully decided.

G. M. W., J. Edward Burtt, of the Ancient
Order of United Workmen, has appointed the
following District Deputy Grand Marshal* for
Maine:
District No. I.W. S. Thompson, M. D,, Hallowed;
District No. 2. Uustavus Moore, Gardiner; District
No. 3, Edward Gould, Augusta; District No. 4,
William T. Haines, Waterviile; District No. 6,
•James Lowe. Oakland; District No. 0. A. H. ToU
District
No.
FairiieUI;
J.
7,
J.
man,
North
Anson;
District No.
Esq,.
Purlin,
8, H. 8. Sands. Bangor; District No. 1). Joseph 0.
Wilson, Esq Orono; District No. 10, .J. H. Snow,
Bangor; District No. J1, Ben; F. Small, Oldtowu;
District No. 12. Waluwright Cushing. Dover; Die'
trict No. 13, Angus O. Campbell, Saugervilie; Die.
trict No. 14, A. H.Geun, Bucasporl; Distrust No.
16, S. D. Wiggin, Ellsworth; District No. 16, H. H.
Nevons, Deoring; District No. 17, Geo. W. Way M
D.. Portland.
The Order in Maine numbers nearly 2000, 1«
divided into seventeen districts, and is grow-

ing very rapidly.
BAIl/WAI

U\T 1'fc.lt*.

M1NOK NOTES.
About l.SOO mechanics in the employ of the
Graud Trunk in their shops at Point St. Charles
Montreal, held a meeting Fiiday, and appointed a
committee to confer with the officials and protest
against the reduction of wages, which they had
been notified would occur May 1st. Mr.
Penney.an
elderly euip oye, said that he was ouposed to strike*
but that wou Id be a noted day in Montreal and he
called lor united action.
Unless the company retracts, it is believed a strike is Inevitable.

THE

him from taking a step which might
easily have been justified before the civilized
world and to make one more effort for peace.
H;s proposal to Russia is as just to Russia

PRESS.

..•

-■

......

THURSDAY MORNING, APRIL 80.
W» do not road anonymous letters auil common
eatious. Tlie name and address of the writer are 1b
aU

eases

indispensable,

not

necessarily

for

publica-

tion but as a guarantee of good faith.
Wa cannot undertake to return or proserre communications that are not used.

The afieension advertised to

come

off

Coritina, yesterday was postponed. It
too windy and loo cool for thiu clothes.

at
was

Mr. Hendricks

probably argues that as
base ball Is a national affair he must
long
attend to it before going to receptions.
as

to

as

Eogland. Certainly

Mr. S. B. Elkins sat down at the Pendlebanquet wlih Mr. George William Curtis and Mr. E. L. Godkio, and it is not recorded that anybody’s appetite was disturbed.
Sunstrokes, snow drifts, freshets, winds,
violets, may flowers and budding trees, all in
New England within a week. But as Mark
Twain says the most curions thing about
New England weather is that it spreads all
over

the country.

undertook that job
tome years ago, but gave it
up in disgust.
But fools rush in, &c.

bigger

men

The SpriDgtieid (Mass.) board of aldermen
have granted 163 licenses to s?ll liquor in
that city. That is one liquor shop to about
200 inhabitants. The thirst of Springfield
people must be of a most raging description.
The Argus should urge upon Mr. Martin
J. Flaherty the duty of resigning forthwith
from the Democratic city committee. There
R something incongruous iu the presence of
«o pestilent a rumseller as Mr.
Flaherty
on an official committee of the party of prohibition.

The President has addressed a letter to
Gen. Lawton expressing regret that Mr.
Lawton did not see his way clear to accept
the St. Petersburg mission. Another Confederate brigadier, however, can probably be
found to accept the office so the country
won’t be left entirely disconsolate.
If the report proves true that Gen. Middleton with 150 men has gone in pursuit of the
Riel half-breeds bis valor is likely to prove
very much superior to bis discretion. Gen.
Middleton has never bad any experience in
Indian fighting. He is in great danger of
getting it at a very high cost.
Mr. Plllsbury has received his commission
is no reason to doubt that Mr.
Chase and Mr. Troup will receive theirs.
If the President was deceived into making
these bad appointments, as the Mugwumps
say, why did he stick to them alter their
iniqnity was pointed out to him?
and there

Tbe Boston Herald has sufficiently recovthe shock of the Hew England
revenue appointments to style the President
a "broad gauge
man.” But how a broad
gauge man can run on sncb a narrow gauge
track as tbe President has been on lately is a
mystery. Perhaps bis gauge is of the patent
adjustable kind.
ered from

In view ot the fact that there is still a
strong smell of powder smoke, and still
many winged razors in the atmosphere, a
Mew York clergyman was forced to come to
the conclusion last Sunday, that the day is
yet very far off when, as Isaiah prophesied,
the nations would beat their swords into
ploughshares snd learn war no more.
Mr. Kelley says he is goiDg to Rome as
United States minister and Mr. Bayard says
he isn’t. Mr. Bayard ought to have the
most exact information on the subject and
probably does have. After the speech Kellast

maoe

week

id wmcn ue

aescriDea

this government as a “blood; usurpation”
it wonld be a national disgrace to permit
him to represent it abroad.
Mr. Washington McLean has expressed
the opinion that Gen. Grant’s disease is
nothing bat ulcerated sore throat, and the
fact is telegraphed through the country as if
Mr. McLean’s opinion was of some consequence. Bat what does he know about
Gen. Grant’s disease? He is a politician,
not a doctor. An opinion from him on politics would be valuable, but on the character
of Gen. Grant’s disease it is absolutely
worthless.
Tha Health Law.
A correspondent wants to know the law
which it is the duty of the Health committee to enforce not only at times oi danger
but at all times.
The following is perhaps the most impor
tant section of the health law. It U section
16, chapter 14 of the Revised Statutes. Its
language is perfectly clear, and no technical
knowledge of sanitary engineering is requisite to its Intelligent comprehension:
“Whan any

filth or other cause of sickness is found on private property, the owner or ooenpant thereof shall, within 24 hours after notice
from said committee [Health Committee] or oflicer,
at his own expense, remove or discontinue it; and
if he neglects or unreasonably delays to do so, ho
forfeits not exoeediog one hundred dollars; and
said committee or officer tball cause said nuisance
to be removed or discontinued; and all expenses
thereof shall he repaid to the town by snch owner
or occupant or by the person who caused or permitted it.”

There is

source

or

trouble with the law. That is
All the trouble is likely ts
arise from the inefficiency of the local
boards. The State hoard will, however,
brlDg them to a realizing sensdof the fact
that they have something to do but sit
around.
no

plain enough.

_

The European War Cloud.
The Russians have occupied Merechak, a
town about 20 miles from Penjdeh, a position which the Ameer regards of great importance. This certainly does not indicate
that the Russians are seeking to avoid a conflict. On the contrary it looks like a challenge to Afghanistan and consequently to
England to begin hostilities, which cannot
well be refused. It is plain enough that the
war cloud which has been settling down over
Europe lor weeks past is deepening everv
day. The rifts which could be discerned in
it a while ago and which it was hoped presaged a break up, have all disappeared, and
now nothing but the black and angry cloud
of war, unrelieved by any glimmer of peaceful sunshine, is visible. When the storm
will break forth no one can tell, and when it
breaks no one can foresee the result. Evidently the situation is viewed with the

gloomiest apprehensions by English statesMr. Gladstone’s speech in the Commen.
mons showed by its very calmness that the
Premier’s mind was fully alive to the gravity
of the situation and that he peered into the
Its
future with anxious forebodings.
tone was that of a man who sincerely felt
that he had done all that a due regard for
the honor of his country and of himself
would allow in the interests of peace, and
if war came it would ccme because the adversary would be content with nothing less
than bis country’s humiliation. Mr. Gladstone’s coarse in the treatment of the Egyptian question Is open to grave and just criticism, but in his controversy with Itussia it
seems

impossible

to

point

out a

single step

taken which it would he better if it could be
The oee inexorable demand he
makes of Itussia is that a military inquiry be
held to get at the facts in regard to the battle of Peujdeh which are now in dispute.
Had ha been anxious for war he would
have accepted the report ol Sir Peter Lumsden, which threw the whole responsibility
for that affair upon the Russians, and immediately have recalled the Euglish ambassador
reluctance to
from St. Petersburg. But his
eventualand
perhaps
plunge his country,
the whole of Europe, into war restrained

retraced.
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OPINION OF EMINENT NEW YORK CHEMISTS.

ear

The
will

A Real Richter

Hatter,

give either

We have

analyzed samples

A

of the Royal Baking Powder

and of Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder,
selves in the open market.

bought by

Bag

of Mixed
or a

our-

To

We offer tills week complete lines of Sun Umbrellas
In a great variety of styles, colors and sizes anti the
best value for the
money we have ever showti. We
teel suxe that ladies can save money by
buying Sun
Umbrellas of us*

Belt,

Marbles,

Base Ball and

STRIPED

Cap,

any boy wbo will buy bis bat at

197 MIDDLE STREET.

Royal Baking Powder,
Scsqui-Carbonatc of Ammonia.

We

these two

regard

Ammonia,

which is

of the worn-out
of food. It is a

BARBAROUS ENGINES OF WAR'.
Texas Siftings.

tissues, should

as

of

product

a

powerful drug
all
by
physicians.

condemned

The English should establish an American
boardinghouse on the frontier of India.
would keeP lhe Russians at a

ingredients

THE HATTER.
baa hia own delivery, and delivers
goods bought of bim at once.

highly objectionable.

decomposition

and

a

Cleveland’s Baking

CHAMPION KICKER.
Macon Telegraph.

which

and its

use

It Is said that the kangaroo of Australia
csn break a horse’s
leg by a kick. Colonel
Morgan, who goes as consul to Australia,
can knock out
auy kangaroo of that clime in
one round.
Big money is talking in this.
THE
“loyal” and “patriotic” mb,

New

York, Aug.

find

we

Powder, and which,

of flour to preserve the
of this powder.

compound,

in food is

THE HATTER.
Has the Original

are

THE HATTER,
only one who sells the

No.

LADIES’ AND CHILDREN’S JERSEYS.

is the

IDEAL^HATS.

PATENT WOOD THUNKS.

197 middle Street.

No. 197

All sizes and colors
In these goods we feel sure I hut
we are giving better
goods for the money than can be
found elsewhere.
100 Jersey Waist Linings at 25 cents each.

middle Street.

uncontaminated in
with a small amount
the

THE HATTER,
the

THE HATTER,

new

will open

SILK HITS,

rafts of

OPENING

TO-WAV.

$3.00.

No. 197 middle Street.
eodtf
ap25

If*. 197 middle Street.

[

Analytical and Consulting Chemists.
Chemists to the New York Produce Exchange.

OF

l onng Men’s

the South, after he has finished his cxecutive duties, let him come to MacoD. Just
now the people would rather see
Republicans go out of office than friend
Grover
come in town.

FINE SUITINGS

COAT OF ARMS,

MERRY,

WAY THEY WORK IT AT TOGU8.
Kennebec Journal.

THE

Spring Oversacks,

HATTER,

AND A FULL LINE OF

la sore to bo (be

GENTLEMEN'S

CORRECT AND MOST

FASHIONABLE

FURNISHINGS,

-AT-

STYLE,

Boys’

THEBE IS A

GOLDEN MEAN.
Lowell Courier.

NOW

Doubtless

some daily papers err in giving
of criminal cases that would be
better left out or be merely hinted at.
There is no need of
gratifying prurient
tastes by full particulars of divorce
cases,
or of gratifying Drutal tastes
by giving con
amore reports
of
prize or dog fights.

Fred R.

and Children’s Straw Hats

READY.

Farrington’s,

THE CLOTHIER AND

the details

AT

237 middle Street, Portland.
eodtf
&p25

may nuke its appearance among men far
adown the millennial age, and that not even
one hundred millions of
dollars, far less one
COMES

TOO HIGH

Allen &

FURNISHER,

IN THE WEST.

Chicago News.
Colonel Morrison tells it. It must be trae
Mr. Hickeuspiel, oue of the colonel’s constituents, had always been a Republican, but
last fall he became possessed of
Mugwump

E.

inclinations,

and even went so far as to attend a I lemocratlc pow-wow which was held
in a grove near the colonel’s towu.
While
tho speakers were shouting loudly for Democracy and reform, a gang of St. Louis pickpockets went through the crowd in a professional way. The next day Colonel Morrison met Mr.
Hicbenspieil. “Well, Mr.
Hickeuspeil, you are going to vote for
and
reform this time, I underDemocracy
stand.” “No, znr; I go back mit der old

A new and Nobby Hat.

GREAT REDUCTION
for

TO-DAY.

The latest out for a Spring style.
fore baying.

me, but yoost so soon veo I go mit dot re-

a

short time only in the price of

Cabinets and Panel Photographs.
To meet the demands of the times, we have dea short season, to glYe the public
advantage of obtaining Strictly First Class
Photographs at Popular prices, and therefore

termined, for
the

CaU and see them be*

quote

has just received the latest New York styles In soft and
stiff hats in hlack, blue, brown, wine and brown mixed.
The latest styles in Derby for young men are the best
ever seen in Portland, and by calling and examining
for yourself you will be convinced. Young men’s silk
hat, nobby Spring style now ready. Old silk hats made
over, and a perfect fit warranted,

barty.” “Why, how’s that, Mr. Hickenspeil?” “Veil, I vas a Republican vor
tzwenty-four years and noddings happen to

Company,

eodtf

ISSUED

N. PERRY

etc.

®!FC>jaLJ2,

SOMERS, THE HATTER.
Our
Novelty Hat

cuuiu secure.

Diagonals,

Under Falmouth Hotel.

®Pr7

Nevertheless, a paper that will shock no
prejudice, oppose no person’s conscientious
opinion, be out of harmony with none in
the community—a paper
whose lightest
word is to be as solemn as if on
oath, whose
reporters are to be infallible, wbich is never
to contain a mistake, is a phenomenon that

ZKTJEJ'W

Whipcord

Young Men’s Sack Suits in modest
Checks and striking Plaids. Of these
goods purchased in the New York
market during the past thirty days,
to meet the requirements of the Fine
Clothing trade we pronounce the
cloth fine in quality, the garments
elegant in fit, and the workmanship
most thorough. An inspection is solicited, and a glance at our window
display invited.

ALSO A NICE LINE OF

It is now stated that the latest
dodge of
the rumsellers is to move
boldly npon the
grounds of the Togus Home, and commence
the sale of liquor. It is claimed that the
State has no jurisdiction over land ceded to
the United States, and
liquors intended for
sale cannot be seized in transit. The
liquor
sellers hold that if lager beer is sold on the
and
grounds, whiskey
other intoxicating
beverages can also be put on sale.

REFORM

Brown

Men, Youths, Boys and Children.
A HAT FROM

Stylish Spring Suits.

Our present exhibition in our large
Clothing Window is made up of
Young Men’s Stylish Four Button
Cutaway Suits in Fancy Checks,

-FOR-

Chicago News.
We are told that Mr. Edward J.
Phelps of
Vermont, who has been appointed Minister
to the court of St.
James, is the possessor of
a family coat of arms.
We are not informed what it is, but we suppose it
represents a pickled codfish
rampant over a cake
sugar dormant, vert, and surrounded by a bordure of
huckleberry sprigs, under
which appears the legend, “Goll darn it.”

Lumiuu|

dtf

NEW HATS

and exchaoges for

GLADDING,

»p28

PLAIN TALK.
Macon Telegraph.
If Grover Cleveland r^olln wanfo

THE

BUTLEB7Ao7s47 Middle St.

A, B.

only ingredients

1, 1884.

Alas I that Abraham Lincoln had not been
consigned to infamy aDd forgetfulness before he succeeded in
drenching the laud in
blood and converting our free
government
into a military despotism.

_

vigorously

has

STILLWELL &

PILLSBUBY.
The Franklin Patriot In >62.

Umbrellas

not be tolerated in any article

cheap, inferior and deteriorative substitutes for the more
costly and wholesome pure Grape Cream of Tartar and pure
Bicarbonate of Soda

and

.

Hosiery the past two weeks lins greatly

exceeded out-anticipations,and we have been obliged
to add largely to brokeu lines, and have also added
many new lines,so that we can safely say that in low
priced, medium and tine Hosiery, we can suit every*
body: We name:
200 doz. Ladies’, Cents'and Children’s Hose in Plain
and fancy colors, at 25 cents per pair. 1 he best hose
ever seen for the money,
150 doz. Laiiies’, Cents’ and Children’s Hose at IO, 15
and 20 cents per pair,
itlany of these are finished
scams, and are an excellent value.

THE HATTER,
Hats, Gape, Trunks, Bags Gloves,
No. 197 middle Street.

are

At one time during the Civil
War, when
the Kinefield draft rioters were at
work, it
looked more as It
Piilsbury would be a receiver of lope than of revenue.

for

Wo* 197 Middle Street.

Free Tartaric Acid over-accelerates and wastes the leavening action of the baking powder. Both of these ingredients

THEN AND NOW.
Boston Record.

Our trade in

refuse

SHAWLS.

H O SI ER Y

ALWAYS SEND TO

Free Tartaric Acid.

CASHMERE

We hare secured anotiicr lot of these shawls and
shall run ihcm this week, us follows:
75 Cashmere Shawls at
$1.50 each
“
“
ii
“
lOO
...
2.25
This is less limn half the value for these shawls and
people who have seen them fully appreciate them.

We find in the

trumpet.

HI8

SUN UMBRELLAS

Harmonica,
A Base Ball

Really, if the Independents feel so bad at
seeing an old-fashioned Democrat appointed
to office, they should have voted for Blaine.
doesn’t seem to dear them.
New London Day.
The Mugwumps organs should club
together and present President Cleveland
with an

Mr. Mark Harden, Gov. Garcelon’s pri-

ley

COE,

distance"868

vate secretary, undertakes a defence ol the
count-out in the Boston Herald. A good
many much

■

HOME ORGAN SPEAKS.
Buffalo Courier.

A

nittCEIiMNEOim.

■m

accepting it

Current Comment.

thinks Mr. Daniel
Manning a good man to anchor to. The
Bourbons discovered that some time ago,

niSCELLANEOIIS.
_

Russia would make no greater sacrifice than
England. But the Czar replies that he
accepts the report of his
General as
conclusive. If the Czar takes that ground
and proposes to abide by Komaroff’B
report
it is difficult to see how the
English premier
without a sacrifice of honor, can refuse to
abide by the opinion of the
English general.
Mr. Gladstone’s proposal for a joint
inquiry
placed the issue In the hands of the Czar
and apparently the Czar’s voice is for war.

The New York Sun

ton

in

anoiiiLiNEecg.

FINELY FINISHED CABINETS
Now at $4.50 per do*., former price $7 per do*.

PANELS,
Now at $5 per do*., former prioe $9 per do*.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
—

MONEY

formers, he schteal my pocketpook. I guess
I go pack mit der old party.
Dot’s cheap-

OR

—

REFUNDED.

$5 to $10 per day made by live agents
vassing for us. Apply at Studio.

can-

er.

N.

E.

CATARRH

245

apr4

PERRY,

MIDDLE

STREET.

eodtt

PHOTOGRAPHER

FOUND ATlAST]
Black

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,
The threat Baloanie IHhi illation of Witchflnzel, American Fine, Canadian Fir,

Onr facilities for Manufacturing onr

Silks

We will offer a full line of the Haskell Silk Co.’s American Black Silks at $1.25, $1.50, $1.75,
$1.87 1-2 and $2.00 per yard.
These Silks

in Color, Brilliancy and Finish to any
Foreign Goods, and very much superior in point of wear and service.
Every purchaser of a Silk Dress of this make will receive the following

Electric
A I Al Planter Voltaicaffects
the
instantly
Sm S Foil
IV Nervous
and banishes
SM

are

T.V®,al8V,h0WI!0U
Si

§]

System
A perfect Electric
combined oiha
Battery
If
I rK Till’ cm PorouM Piaster for tvrenIt annihilates
trfiveceutM.
__°®\A
™
SUFFERING NERVE Pain, vitalizes Weak and Worn
Out Parts, strengthens Tired Muscles, prevents Disease, and does more in one-half the time than any
other plaster in the world. Sold everywhere.
ThM&w2w
aplG

fa'stiff ami*

Spring

duuko

Sacred—Social—T?ati*iotio.

use.

or

Emma Pitt.
Its charming
11 uOlt rlUviulOi pages, filled with,, the sweetest
music, pure and reverent Hymns and bright Pic-

it a book of surpassing beauty. For
the Younger Scholars in Sunday Schools.
Price 26 cts., $2.40 per doz.
tures render

Wo. 499 Congress Street, Corner Brown.

anVR

eoiiRt

PnJIflira Qnnfro 74c 01 the brightest, best and wit-.
uUllu^U uUllgOitiestof songs for Social singing
0 in

Colleges

R. Waiie.

or

elsewhere. Great favorites.

By

Price 60 cts.

H.

(SONGS OF THE WAR) The best of
TV Ul tjUllfcO- Sacred Song- aud Hymns for Memorial Da} a, Patriotic music and the ringiug
campaign songs that make the ttocial Camp hires

UInr OnflffO

THE

.LEADING

HATTERS !

Have you got one of the
beautiful Panel Pictures
that are given away with

are

the

Soap V* They

burn

so

brightly.

R. STANLEY & SON,

NO. 410 FORE STREET,
Portland, Me.
Alto, General Managers (or New England,
FOR THE CELEBRATED

Bum suit

Mineral

Breakfast Cocoa.

Oil has been removed

It has three
times the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or Sugar,

and is therefore

far more economical, costing less than, one cent a
It
is
delirious, nourishing,
cup.
strengthening, easily digested, and

A full line of Canes, Gloves and Traveling

Bags.
Silk, Stiff and Soft Hats made over,
mo charge for ironing our Silk Hats.

IFYGUCONTEMPLATE

admirably adapted

for invalids

ao

well as for persons in health.
Sold by Grocers everywhere.

Insurance,

I. B

fc

CO., Dorchester,

Mass.

ap27<11 w

be sure to look into System and Advantages of the Endowments and five
year distribution plan of the old

SOLAR TIP

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
OF NEW YORK.

SPRING TRADE!

Young Men’s Styles we have a large variety and you can be sure
getting snited if yon will bat make an examination aud we warrant
to fit equal to the best custom work and at a much less price.

of

In the line of

BOYS' SUITS,

Spring Water,

FROM HARRISON, MAINE

14 to 17 years, we have a very fine assortment at $5.00, 6.00, 7.00,
12.00 and 15.00. The nobbiest styles in the market.

8.00, 10.00,

OUR BOYS’ KNEE PANT SUITS.
4 to 14 years, we take the lead.
We have several lines of exclusive
are very desirable and cheap.
A strong durable suit for
$2.00; better ones at $2.50, 3.00 and 4.00; extra fine ones for $5.00,
6.00, 7.00, 8.00 and 9.00.
A large variety of BOYS’ SHIRT WAISTS from 25 cents to $1.00.

styles that

TTS&w2w

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of

Traveling Caps in variety.

FOR THE
In

Importers

Extraordinary Bargains.
BOYS’ KNEE PANTS 50c, 75c, 100,

1.25 and 1.50.
BOYS’ BLOUSE WAISTS and NORFOLK BLOUSES for Gentlemen.
We have an extra fine stock of SPRING OVERSACKS and invite your

BAKER’S

ket.

inspection.

WOIaFE'S

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC
Soli na pps.
As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered Impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulphate of
Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other preparation for these purposes. A
public trial of over 80 Years duration in
every section of onr country of Udolpho
Wolfe'S Schnapps, Its unsolicited endorsement by the medieal faculty and a
sale nnequaled by any other distillation
have insured for It the reputation of salubrity claimed for it. For sale by all
Druggists and grocers.

Casco

Clothing Co.,

COR. MIDDLE AND TEMPLE STS.,
Falmouth Hotel,
Opp.
11
.p

LIEBIG

Premiums may be paid monthly if desired.

Wo ta.ve made » specialty of this
SHOE for BOYS’
W EAR for years. Wo make
nothing else, and produce perfection of fit, comfort, good
style, aud the bent wenrimboot that is made. Cost uo more
than is generally chawed for ordinary shoes, aud will save 60
^5*52=*per cent, iu wear. No cornu, no
bunions. Any dealer content with a fair profit will
confirm what wc say. Give them a trial, aud you will
be a permanent mend of THE SOLAlt TIP.
Beware of’Imitation*called by names so nearly
like .Solar TiP as to deoeive. Trade mark aud “John
Mundell A Go.." Jr mil* is on sole of each pain

ejcjiUent

ROBERT F. SOMERS & CO.,

D. LITTLE, Ifljt
W.
aprl
__UIJ
LINCOLN PARK LAWN SEED.

232 Middle St.,
L

H. F. SOMERS,
ap26

....

W. A. FROTHINGHAM.
*od“

18 BEATER STREET,
NEW YORK-

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

Bowher's Lawn Dressing
luxurant growth of grass of rich green
Put up in 10, 25 and 50 pound bags.
For Sale by W. C. HAWYEB (k CO., No. 5
Preble Stree?.
ap21
d2w

produces

a

color.

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR S0UP8,
WADE DISHES & SAUCES.
CAUTION.—Genuine ONLY with
fae-Bimile of Baron Liebig’s signature in
ANNUAL SALE
Bluo Ink across Label. The title " Baron
8,000,000 JARS.
b'"
An invaluable tonic in all cases of weak
and debility. *^l
digestion
“"d, hi*
ph?t°gIup!'
«s*d
“Isa success «nd a boon for which Nations should feel grateful >•
T ’“^’y
by deulera having no
oonnection with Baron Liebig, the pnbUn
-See Medical Press, Lancet, Brt
Nrffcrf
,re
_

itiy

Me.
Portland,eoiltf

COMPANY’S

SHOES

$104,000,000.

A mixture composed of selected grasses, purposely
for Lawn Grass Plats, Cemetery Lots, &c.
For male by W. C. 8AWVEB & CO., No. a
d2w
Prebl Street.
ap21

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
-FOR BAM* «ry“

GOLD MEDAL, PAE1S, 1878.

is always wel-

•

LIQUORS

Unit, la the

cts.

apr27

The largest stock of Silk Hats in the city.
Every style of Stiff and Soft Hat in the near,

ASSETS,

ot all

JBarnabee’s hong-, or an Evening with
KEarnabee. 21 of the best Comic Songs $1*25.
Forest Jubilee Hand. Juvenile Cantata, by N.
B. Sargent. Very attractive. 40 cts., $3.60 per
doz.
Merry-Making Melodies. By Wade Whipple.
Jolly Nursery Songs. Piano accompaniments.
75 ots.
Mailed for Retail Price.

come in every family.
Tl'Slmnrm2dp
apl4

JLifc

Price 60

SUITINGS

OLIVER DITSON A CO., Boston.

going very fast, and

Soap

WINES &

Our Counters

AN UNUSUALLY FINE ASSORTMENT OF

IMPORTED

7,

Crooh rtnu/Qrc By

Manager.

We Have Placed On

26,3 Middle St., directly opp. head of Cross St

muaiu

dtf

now in.

Practicaliflannfactiirins and Retail Ilatter,
t

ST., PORTLAND.

Hats in all the

Carriage Robes, Latest Styles

a

STUDLEyT-

Spring

somersTthe HATTER,

Guarantee.

-

of

mar28

goods for

Shades.

By Emerson and Sherwin. Fall
Wnrohin
This Silk is warranted not to crack or shift, and CniMT
IT Ul uilipi of the beet 8acred masio, hvinns
OUliji
and tunes of
order, but bright, musical and
high
we will make good any justifiable claims made withfaking for Sunday SchooI
36 cts
$3.60
per doz.
in six months of date of purchase.

N. H.

“Welcome

Nobby tine

us to sell our

I,eatlin£ Sew York Broadway Hatter’s

t/°r

Soft H a
Kid Gloves in all the New

fully equal

"Written

own Hats enable

less than other dealers.
our counters to-day a fine
Latest and Leading New York Styles.

WARRANTED NOT TO CRACK, BREAK OR SHIFT.

Marigold, Clover ISIoaom, etc.
For tho Immediate Relief and Permanent Care of
every form of Catarrh, from a Simple Head Cold or
Influenza to the Itoss of Smell, Taste and Hearing,
Cough, Bronchitis, and Incipient Consumption, Relief in five minutes in any and every case. Nothing
like it. Grateful, fragrant, wholesome.
Cure begins from first application, and is rapid, radical, permanent, and never failing.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and Sanford’s Inhaler, all
in one package, forming a complete treatment, of all druggists,
for $1. Ask for Sanfokd’s Radical Cubk. Fetter Drng and Chemical Co., Boston,

Sjgl

Dress

5U CONGRESS

v

f“k
J?
Grocem'aS Cheats

To be had of all Storekeepers,
that the Liebig Com.
Sole Agents for the United States (wholesale onlvl C David AC,, P??y a,e ‘he only mannfactnrera who an
^
u able to offer tha
article with Baron Lietolg'g
^ Fanchnrch Avamno, London, Kngland
guarantee of genninepeBa.
^_

‘■"cbyjnformed

THE PRESS.

;

market

Aplll £9,
As a rule tacre is little improvement iu the business situation, although values, in most instances,
THB WEEK ENDING

maintained. Some of our exchanges report more animation in seasonable goods, but movements generally are conducted with caution and the
situation is about the same as previously noticed.
The feature of this market has been in Oat?, which
well

week’s quotations, while in other dcpaitments of the wholesale
market prices have been very steady with only slight
variations. The demand for Flour, with a few' exceptions, has been of a limited character, but the
advance recently reported is fully sustained, and
a

sharp r

compared with

se

last

the

The

question.

war

a short one, notwithstandplsces the damage is not as serious
Advices from San tranas was at first reported.
ciseo indicate that the grain yield in all the counties except one will he only from one-quarter to
thrce-quaitersof that of last year. This is largely

wheat will
ing that in

no

doubt be

:

the decreased acreage. At |New York to-day
market was very feverish and considerably excited with an advance of 4(a6c in prices, due
to r decline iu consols nd more warlike news from
Europe, together with increased orders from the

due to

the wheat

West.

which show

quiet particularly

Coffee has been
reduction of 3Ac;

Kio

weakness.

some

grades,

Formosa

dull and easy, prices showing a
mild grades steady and unchanged. The movement in Sugars has increased with prises strong and
higher, selling bore at 6%c for granulated and 6©
for extra O. Hog products are steady and firmly
held. The Coal trade is quiet without material
change in figures. Coal Freights are low at 65@
70o from New York to Portland, 75485c from
Philadelphia and 1 25®1 80 from Baltimore. Fresh
Beef steady; sides 7%@8%c Q lb .hind quarters 9®
lOVfrc, fore quarters 6Vfe@6%, rounds with flanks
@8o; rounds at (g9c, rumps and loins at 12@15c,
at
rumps —e, loins —@—®» rattles 640c, backs
«%@7*fcc, chucks 6@«c, short rib outs at 104
_

foreign Gxporb.
MONTEVIDEO. Bark Bertha—691,123 ft lumber 33,0* 0 galls oil 7000 lbs wire 16,960 do lard
30 bbla pork 210 plows 24 harvesters 30 mowers.

quotations

Bidet

os

Ox and Steer Rides 90 lbs weight and over 6%o$)&
Ox an t Steer Hides under 90 lbs—.6
c 6* ib
Cow Hides, all weights... 6
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4
cl-1 lb
JO ©*Mh
Gulf Skina..
Sheep Skins,... ..... 7n.?it> each
hoc each
Lamb Skins......
Light and Deacon Skins.... ...26 to 36c each

following quotations Of stocks

received

are

daily by telegraph:

to choice White Wheat Western extra at
6 25(0.6 60; fancy do 6 60@6 26; common to good
extra Ohio at 3 8t>@6 26; common to ohoico extra
St. Louis at 3 75@6|25: Paten
Minnesota extra
good to{prime 6 6056 80; choice to double extra
do at 6 90(6:8 25,
4800 bbis City Mill
eitra at 6 00@5 10; 700 bblBtine 2 75(6)3 90; 2100
bbis Superfine at 8 5864 40; 4800 bbis extra No 2
at 3 85@4 25
4000 bbis Winter Wheat extra at
3 85@0 26; 5100 bbis Minnesota extra at 3 85@
0 25. Southern hour linn; common to fair 4 1Q@
4 76; good to choice do 4 80(50 00.
Rye flour is
steady, \VS***tt -receipts 9460 hush; exporis 23,464 bu,; excited and very feverish on war news;
spot grades advanced 2%@3%, closing firm; ex
port and milling demand very(i»odera*e;spe«ulation
unusually brisk, sales 13,912,000 bush future and
144.000 bush on spot; No 2 Spring at 1 08; No 3
Ked at 1 01 %@1 01 »A ; No 2 Rod at 1 04@1 04 Vz
elev, No 1 Rea State 111; No 1 White 1 03. Rye
firm. Barley is steady. Cl«rn—srot lots are up 1
@2c. closing lirm export demand very moderate;
speculation more active; receipts 10,260 bush; export* 22,630 bush sales 2,838,000 hush for tuture
and 180,000 on the spot; No 2 at o8 r«@69celev
graded Yellow at 00c. Oat* % @l%c higher and
bush;
active, receipts 31,360 bush; export*
sales' 90,000 bush on spot; No 3 at 41c; do White
at 44c: No 2 at 42 a42A4c; No 2 White 45@45 Vs;
Mi-ved Western 42 545c; do White 46ao4c; White
State at 46(6f>4c. Coffee duu. "ingae stronger and
in moderatedemuud; refined tinner. 0 4%; Extra
at C 4%@5 %c;j White do 5 3-l0@5%c. Yellow at
4JV8@4«'yfcc; off 4 6»/8@5‘a c; Mould A 0Vs; standard A at 6 11-1605^0; Confectioners A at 5 1310@6%«; powdered 6%@6}V».«1 granulated at 6 1l*»(ft0%c; Cubes at 6%c cut loaf and crushed 6%
@0% c. Petroleum—united 80%c. Talioe is
firm. Pork easier; family mess at 13 00@13 25;
mess quoted 12 75@13 00.
Heef is steady. i-artl
stronger and 4@6 points higher, trade moderate;
Western steam spot 7 16@7 20; refined 7 36 a7 40
for continent; S. A. at 7 70. Butter barely steady;
Western at 10@27c; State at 14@22c. Cheese easy;
Eastern 0@lS?c.
Freights to Liverpool weaker; Wheat #’ steam 3d.
~

L

/UlS, April 2(;.—I"iour 10@15c higher;

BOSTON STOCKS.

A. X.f c.f...
Boston
Maine..
Eastern Railroad.
Flint & Pere Marquette preferrM—
do common
New York A New Eng.
Mexican Central 7s.

176
49%
76

London. April 29 —Consols 95.
Liverpool,April 29—12.30P M.—Cotton market
is dull; uplands at 6 13-36d; Orleans 6y8d;sales 7,000 b&lie; speculation and export 1000 bates.
Liverpool,April 29—Winter wheat7s lid 38 3d;
spring wheat at 7s 7d@7s Pd; California average at
7s 6da7s 8d; club at 7s9d@7slid; Corn 5a 3d
peas at 6s 3d. Provisions, etc.,—Pork 62s €d; bac n
338 for short dear and 32s for long clear:lard,prime
Western 30s; cheese at 60
3d.

13

21%
blVz

Portland

Corrected

..

Erie

..

...

12
2L

..

Hoops, new
old,

93
17

Alton & Terre Haute ..
do preferred...
89%
Boston Air Line.
Bur. & Cedar Rapids....63
uanaoa Southern. 29
31%
Central Pacific.
DoI.Se Hudson Canal Co. 82
103
Del. & Lackawanna.
Denver &K.G.
6%
E. Tonn., Vir. & Ga..
3%
E. Term., Va., & Ga. pref.
5%
Kansas & Texas.
18%

...

....

........

Manilla

66%

116%
48

15s/s
Reading... ........
20
8t Paul Si Omaha.
74%
do| preferred.
Union Pacific 6b.—114
do L. G. 7s.1063/s
dosiuK fund 8g..
..118
..

Mining; Stock)*.
New Yokk,April 29.—The following are the
ing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
New York

clos-

}?’!?
Homestak*...10.76
Colorado Coal.

Onta lo...

Quicksilver.

*.00

Bodie.

| 9JJ

22 .Of)
do pret...
Horn Silver. 2.10

7®?ya

Minins 'Stocks
(By Telegraph.)
HgAH Fkaitcisoo, April 29.—The! following are the
•losing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
1%
Chollar...
G *uld & Curry. lVa
6%
Haie & JNorcross.
Crown Piinc.. 1%
V‘A
B<*t * bolcner.
Savage. 3%
Eureka. 7%
I
Navajo.
1%
Bodie.

quotations of Better, Cneose, Eggs,

were§

..

..

—

00]Cadiz,b’dl

t

&>%

....

Pork—Long: cuts, 14 50316 00; short cut? 16 Or
@15 60 becks $16 00316 60: light backs 14 OIKS
%\ 4 60: lean ends 14 50@$16 00 prime mess 16 GC
@$16 50, extra prime 12 00@12 60; mess. $14 00:
pork tongues atl4 00@16 GO; Western prime mess

....

Loose.14 00@17 001 Pepper
20@22
Starch.
Straw.8 00@10 001
b
Iron.
I Laundry
@ 8
...

pork $13@13 60
Lard at 7%@7%c ® ft for tierces; 8@8*4e foi
10-lb pails: 8*4@8% c for f>-fb pails; 8*4@9c

....

Common..
Refined. 2
Norwav. 4
Cast Steel... 12
German Steel 6

for 8-tb nails.
Fresh Beef—Fair steers 8*4@8*4c$>ib; light steeri
bind!
At 7% @8*40; choice 8*4 @8*4 c; choice
ll@llV*c; good do 10*4@llc; light 10@10*4c
good heavy fores at 6@6*4c;second-qaallty at o}frCa
6o* rattles at 6@5*4c; ribs 7@7*4o; rumps at U
@14e;rounds 7ya@$*4c;rump loins 11@16*4 doine
at 10317c.
i>6»iis—cnoice large hand picked pea at 1 65 a
1 66 ^ bush; choice New York small hand-picket
do ail 65(5/1 70; small hand-picked pea.*Vermont
at 1 70&1 80; common to good at $1 40.31 46
choice screened do 1 40; hand-picked mecium a
@1 60, and choice screened do at 1 30(5*1 4U. com
mon do 1 10@1 20; choice improved yeilow-oyos a
1 95(32 00;old fashioned yellow-eyes at 1 90@1 95
1 90@1 95.
red
Apples—We quote Baldwins at 2 6033 00; Hus
sets 2 26@2 60. Evaporated Apples at 6 37*40 ®lb

lead.

f.iuie*
Per cask.

Cement....

Urain

I Meal

68@65c._

thica^o LiTcSiWk jiaravi.
(By l'elegraph. >
CHICAGO, April 29. —Cattle— iteceipu* 5200 t-eai \
steers at 4 60;.
shipments 24u0 head: 10c higher;
'»
6 65 butchers’ at 2 50@4 8u Stockers’ and feeden
at 3 75(34 90; Texans 4 60@6 16.
h*
7000
Hogs—lt jce p;B 24 0**0 cmm, shipments
10s lower; rough and mixed at 4 15 a 4 46; packiu 9?
and Shipping 4 60a4 66; light 4 20(34 3o, skips >
3 60(3* 26.
Sheep'—rece pts 2000 head; shipments 1U00 liea*
firmer; shorn ut 3 0*.*(34 2o: wooled 4 00@4 86,

« utter.

8eeiin.

Store..
....10@12c Muscatel.2 75 3 2 i
kjfoeeae.
Lay’r.2 76& 1 j
[London
I Ondara.
Vermont.... 10 @13
lf% 3
N V Faot*y..lO
@13
*u&ar.
Orange*,
Granulated & ft —6% 1 Valencia
6 50@7 (• )
Extra Cl..... 6
Ex largecfe7 00@7 6 *
Vi«h.
4
i Florida,.
bO.x»;6 0 3
0.3d, per qti.,
.Messina.3 Of@3 6 :
.3
26u£3
60
Shore..
Palermo.3
L’ge
00@3 2 J
Lemoun.
L’geBanknew2 60@3 00
76
j
na.3
email...2 2d@2
60@4 0 3
>

(Valencia.

@ 32

6o@6J

Creamery.23@26 Red Top.2 12@2 2i >
Gilt Edge Ver....23@25ciTimothy.1 76@1 8: *
Choice.,,.20@22ci Clover.
10ya@ll«
iiaiNiku
Good,....16@16cl

Markri.

30

68g61

62a6S
46a41
4b@4fc

..

14i»@16Vic. South 14@ 16c,
Potatoes—Northern Bos© at 62@tt5c; Eastern d *
bush at the roads ;
63365c; Houlton at 68@70c

—[Reported for the Press]—ft
prico** quoted this afternoon;
following ia a
Ohio and Pennsylvania—
PlokiocR and XXX.-.34 @36
Choice AX....32 @33
FineX.30 @31

60@61

00 Cottonseed,oar lots 28 o(
60@5 76 j Cottonseed,bag lots30 Of
1 Sacked Bran oar lot.
21 00&22 0(
26@5 60
001
76;&0
dobaglots22 00@28 Of
iMids.oar lots. $22.(424 0(
atents.6 00@6 501 do bag lots 23@$26 Of
I
Produce*
Provisions.
1 PorkCrauDerries—
16 00@16 6f
Capo Codl6 00@17 001 Backs.
Maine.. 12 00@13 001 Clear.... 16 00@16 6(
Pea Beans
175@186j Mesa.13 60@LA(X
Meoiomi....l 66@176,Me«H Beef.. 11 60@ix 0(
German modi 40@1 60
Ex Meac..ll 60@12 Of
yellow Kyesl 90@2 00
13 00@13 6( >
Plate
Br Onions**0x3 00@3 251 Ex Plate.14 00G£14 5(
Potatoes
Irish
6&Cq/65e iKams. 1U%@11
Eggs & doSv.«. 14@16olHamsioovered 13 @14
Turkey*
19@20|Lard—
Geese,
16@17| Tub, ft 7% @ 88
Chickens,
18@20| Tierces..
7%@
Fowl.16@18o Pail.
8, @9

16c; Wesiero
packed at 12314c: do fair to good 10.5 lie; iaiita
tion creamery, choice, at 16@JVc. Jobbing price
range higher than these quotations.
Cueese—Choice Northern at 10*4@Hc; low©
grade* according to quality; West 9c.
Eggs—All strictly iresh stock 116*40; Western a 6

29
list of

30@
(g
60 @ 7(

I>o roller.... 6
St. Louis Wintor straight. 6
Do roller. ..6
Winter Wheat

18@22c; June^creameries at 1*
dairy, fresh made, at i*i@17c; ladl )

Medium.

....

6C
4t
4(

60@
40@

Varnish
I
r....l
lOBiDama
1461 Coach.

Michigan Winter rtralghts4 76@6

at

Wool

[Medium....

flour.

nutter—Choice Northern creamery old 16:5,18o
at 133'16o
York and Vermont fall dairy
new dairy at 18319c; long dairies at 12 a! 14; extr; ;
Western fresh-iuade creamery at 24326c; choic !

fbe

1 Beet brands.

Superfine ana
High Mxd Corn
low grades .3 25@3 60
2 Spring and
;No2 do, car lots.
XX Spring .6 00@5 25jOorn, bag lots,
Patent Spring
'Oats, car lots.
Wheats.6 00@6 75. Oats, bag lots....

Now

Boston,April

@ 6%

..

Sheet.6Vfe@6V4 I Common....
Hall ft.
Pipe. 5y*@6y2
Pig.4 o0@4 26 ’at 1 Leal...

Hay—Choice prime nay quoted $18@19 OOJp ton
good $ @$18 00; choice Eastern tine 16 0(
(3*18 00; floor do at $13(3814; Eastern swale 10$ \
$11. Kye straw, ohoioe, $23 00@$24 00; oat strav
$103$ ll** con.

prolific**

Shot.

@2^, Drop

Galv. 7@8Vk

fair to

common

1%@2!

@ 7Ma
@4y2 Buck.
Teas*
@16 i
!Souchong.... 15@ 4E
@7
ShoeSteoi..
@2ya lOoiong. 25@ SC
Sheet Iron.
1 do choice. 45@ 6C
3C
Common ...33/i@ 4l4 i Japan.
26@
H. C.4 V2@ 6
! do choice.
36@ 6C
I
Tobacco.
Russia.... 13Va@l4

kidneys

—c;

...

>....

California

Boston

I

jElUne.

195
Alice
2 76
Basnick.
106
Sierra Navada.
Hale* Norcrose...5 75

jBmmb Market.
April 29 -The following

Strut

c

Pittsburg.13934

..

inn—

ova

25§5

..

..

a

....20 @22
(ft
Rope.
|
21
Sisal.9
English
@10
@22
ami
I.
Char.
Drug*
C.. 4 25@6 76
Dyes*
Acid Oxalic... 14@ 16| Char. I.X...8 00@8 60
**
tart. 60® 621 Terne3
6 26@8 CO
60
Alcohol$gal. 2 26@2 35 i Coke.6
14® lo
Ammonia.
Antimony..
sarD.
26@ 27 Zino.****. 6 76@6 60
8 Solder y2 xy2 ..16x16
Asnes, pot.... 6% @
Bala copabia.. 56® 60!
HftolasKee.
45
j Porto Rico..
43
Beoswax. 40®
30@
27
26®
Bleaching
(Muscovado.
30
Powders....
@
CjBarbadoes
28@
23a)
24
Borax. 12@1
(Cienfuogos
Brimstone,
2^2® 3 (Boiling
S17y*@18
Cochineal. 35 a 40 iS H in hhds..
00
@
1 Vs@
bbls..
81 “
uopporas...
@ 00
401
Nails,
Cream Tartars 30®
2 30@2 40
Ex. Logwood
12® 17) Cask
Naval Sio’-e
Gum Arable.. 3b@ 66,
25
3 26%3 50
Aloes cape...
liar. ^bb*..
15®
Camphor.
22® 24|Pitch(C.Tar) 3 5023 76
56
Wii.
3 26@3 60
Pitch..
60®
Myrrh.
Opium. 4 26 ®4 50lRosin. 3 00te4 00
36
36 a 43
Shellac. 30®
Turpt’ne.g’l
indigo.1 00@1 25 j Oakum.
8@ 9
00,
Oil.
Iodine.3 75&4
@1 26iSDerm.1 16@1 26
Ipecac ........
Licorice,rt.... 16® 20 Whale. 65@ 76
Lai ex. 34® 40iBank.
47® 60
Morphine.3 30.®3 3b; Shore. 46® 47
Oil bergamot 2 O0@2 25 Porgie.
36® 40
Cod liver... .1 75@3 00 Linseed.....
62@ 65
Lemon.1 60@1 76 j Boiled do....
66@ 60
Olive.1 25@1 75 lizard.
66.® 7»»
P»ppt. 4 75@5 00 Castor.1 55® 1 66
Wintergreen. 2 40@2 60 i Neatsfoot.... 90 tel 00
proPotass
62® 65
mide.
38@ 45 (
t'ainiK:
Chlorate.
20® 261P. Pure Lead.
@6 00
iodide.
@3 261 Pure Gr’d do.
@6 00
@ 50\ Pure Dry do..
Quicksilver..
@6 00
6 00te>7 30
Quinine. 95c@l 06 Am. Zin
Rt. Rhubarb.. 75@1 601 Rochelle el.
2Va@
Rt. Snake.
40® 46 Eng.Ven.Red
3@ SPA
Saltpetre. 20® 16 ; Red Lead.
Senna...
16® 261
Hice»
Seed. Canary ib
4@4ya i Rice. ^ it....
6@ 734
2 00®3 00 Rangoon.
Caroa-nons
@6
Saleratua.
Soda, bi-carb.. 33/i@ 6% I
Sal.2'Va@3
iSaleratus, lb 5@ 6ya
*9alt.
Salpl ur.3 @ 3% I
Sugar Lead
20® 22. Turk’s Island.
White Wax... 60@ 66(
hhd.(bd.)2 O0@260
2 00@2 6
Vitrol, blue... 10® 111 Bonaire
1 Cadiz. du.pd2 00® 2 60
Vanilla,
1
*ean.10 00@12
76® 2 00
iluck.
(Liverpool.
176
No i...
@32 | Duty paid
@2 OC
I In bond
1 50tel 75
No. 3.
@28
16 4* boa
iGr’nd butter..
No. 10.
6620
@16
HAv. tine sack. 1 26@1 75
8 oz.
10 os..
spices.
@20 j
13215
iCassia pure.
Ciiaupowder.
a ou^ 4 uu| moves.
Blasting
13(alc
Sporting.... 6 25@ 6 60| Ginger.
76fa 91
;Mace...
Ifeny
Pres’d tf'ton 1 i 00@16 00 i Nutmegs
65{a 6E

..

Mall
Pacific
Pullman Car...
Richmond & Danville.-

non

16

Hannibal & St. Jo. 38
88
ao preferred.
11%
Hartford Si Erie 7s.
5
jjake Erie & We9t.
30%
.*.
Xymifl St Na8b
95 %
Missouri Pacific..
Morns* Esse*.,,..122
6%
Mobile * Ohio.
Metropolitan Elevated.115
86%
Manbattan Elevated.
New York Elevated.. .135
17%
Northern Paeiiio ooramon.
75|
Oregon Nav.
Pittsburg & Ft Wayne.139
..,

14ft

7ft 8 00@
met&lH.
i
Pop'rStaveel2 00@14 001 Copper—
Bolts.
Spruce r?gh
@12 00,
19@20
Oak Hhd.
i Y. M. Sheathing, 13
20
StaveB
.20 00@25 00j Y. M. Bolts...
Cordage.
I Cop bottoms..24@25
Amer’n ^plb.ll
13%
@
Ingot.
Russia .11
I 14x48 common,23@24
@
Manilla.14%@15%| 14x48 planished, 30

....

-•

111
..116
.120

Calais City Bonds.103
Cumberland National Bank.. 40.... 62*4

107
54
..167

Bangor City Bonds, 20 years.109

e

1

i

j

{

OF

2
2
6
6
6
7
7
7
7
9
9
9

Wieland.New York..Hamburg .May
City of Alexandria New York..Hav&VCrnzMay
..

Santiago.New York..Cienfuegos..May

Etruria.New York. .Liverpool ..May
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool ...May
Polynesian.Quebec
Liverpool.... May
....

HA

RVE

___25-1
LET.—A desirable house arranged for two
TOfamilies,
pleasantly located in western part of

never

varies,

a.

marvel

\

}

I

AL-Ali-ailN-H;
PORT OF

competiweigh al-

Hold onfv in cms.
phosphate powders.
Royal Baaing Powdeu fliWail 8t., N. Y
mar7
dlyr
um or

and ENRICHES THE BLOOD.
the action of the Liver and Kidneys. Clears the
complexion, makes the skin smooth. It does not

advertisement!* are inserted under
one week far £5 cents, paid in
K«ivauce.

Sch Express, of Macliias, which was towed into
this port last fall by tug Salem from Richmond
Island, has bet?n libelled by the owners of the tug
for towage.
The owners of the Express will probably allow the vessel to be sold without contesting
the claim.
OUR CORRESPONDENT.

EAST MACHIAS, April 23-Cld, schs C V Minot,
llaiqaway, Portland; J Baker, Bancroft, for Provi-

dence.

exchange.!

Sid fm Bombay Apl 25tb, ship Tam O’Shanter,
New York.

Sid fm Auckland, NZ, Mch 23, barque Beatrice
Havener Curtis, Iquique.
S1.1 fm Melbourne Mch 9, barque Abiel Abbott,
Chase, Maeasear.
Ar at Nuevitas Apl 15, sch Ida Praucis, Francis,
New York.
C<d at Melbourne Mch 23d, sch Heraldine, Tibbetts, Guam.
JVIlSiUUPKAADA

Barque Edmund Phinney, which arrived at Sydney. NSW, Feb 2S. from Boston, bad heavy gales
in the Indian Ocean and lost and split sails, but sustained no othor damage.
Sch A Hammond parted her line from Railway
wharf, Cape Elisabeth, 29th, doing some damage to
headgear and considerable damage to wharf.
Sch Harriet, ot ana from Calais for Boston, before reported at Salem dismasted, was in collision
with schr N H Skinner off Nahant 29th. Her bows
arc stove in, bowsprit gone, foremast broken off at
the deck, and vessel full of water.
The N H S lost
bowsprit and parted sprouds.
Sch Helen Thompson, Young, from Rondout for
Boston, wnile running into Vineyard-Haven 28tb,
collided with sebr C S Vnngilder and broke mainboom and tore mainsail.
Sch Charles Haskell, fisherman, is ashore at Sandy Hook.

27th, sch Emma, Dyer, south,
PORTS.

MOBILE—Sid 27th, sch A J Fabens, Peck, for

New York.

PENSACOLA—Ar 27th.barque Freeda A Willey,
New Orleans; schs C K Campbell, McFarland, Aspinwall; May McFarland, Montgomery,

Willey,

New Orleans.
JACKSON VILLE-Cld
Swett, New York.

25tff, aeh T

H

Livingston,

BRUNSWICK—Ar 26th, sch A D LamsoD, Smith,

Feruaudina.
Cld 27th, barque C B Hazeltine, Gilkey, Montevideo.
At St Simon’s Mills 27th, sch Etta A Stimpson,
Bunker. Savannah.
GEORGETOWN. SC-Ar 26th, seh H G McBuck,
Putnam. Brunswick.
BALTIMORE-Ar 26th, sch Lizzie M Dunn, Potter. Hoboken.
Sid 27th, sch S G Hart.
PH 1 LA DELPHI A-Ar 28th, barque Matanzas,
Orcutt, Matanzas; brig Chas Dennis, Wood, Pensacola; sch Jehu H Converse, Leighton, Cardenas.
NEW YORK—Ar 28th, barque Henry Burnham,

Gorham, Guantanamo; Boy.ston, Small, Cardenas;
schs Sarah F Bird, Farweli. Tospan; J M Kennedy,
and Wesley Abbott, Ellsworth; Clara E Rogers,
St John. NB; Freddie L Porter, Vinalbaveu; JenXT
T>T„ II
j-tn»

Drinkwater, Baltimore.
Cld 28th, schs Hertensia, Sanborn, Point a-Pitre;
Waiter L Rich, Rich, Barnstable; Nellie Clark, lor

Boston.
Sld 28th, barque Robt Porter, for Portland.
Parsed the Gate 27th, schs Ella Frances, and
Olive Branch, Kondout for Boston; Willie DeWolf,
New York for Salem; J B Knowles, Elizabethport
for Portsmouth; Grace Cushing,-.
PERTH AMBOY -Ar 27th, sch Helen A Chase,
Aoarus, Boston; Olive, Frye, and Hyue, Hinckley,
New York.?
FALL RIVER—Sld 20th, sch Laura H Jones,
Stevens, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—Sld 27th, schs FL
Porter, Frankfort for New York; Loring C Ballard,
Gardiner for Washington; Hoi ace R Sturgis, do for
Philadelphia; Edw Lameyer, New York for Boston;
Stella M Kenyon, Weebawkeu for do.
Also sld 27th, sobs Wm Frederick. Belfast for
Charleston; Charlotte Buck, and Ella, fm Portland
for New York; Reuben EaBtman, Kennebec ior do;
Andrew J Yark, Thomaston for do; Lucy Jones,
Roekland for do.
NJfiWPORT—Ar 29th, schs Sinbad, from Rockland; Geo E Prescott, Philadelphia for Vinalhaveni
Willie DeWolf, Amboy fur Salem; Moses
Eddy.
Rockland tor New York; H S Bridges, St John. NB
tor New York; Nancy J Day, Bristol for New fork:
R L Tay, Hobart, Calais.
In port, sch Golden Rule,
Rawley. Tenant’s Harbor for New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Sld 26th, sch Eagle, Robbing *

New York.
Ar 28th, sch Python, Cheney, New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 27th, schs Terrapin,
Hannah, and Wm Derniug, Hodgins, from Calais
tor
N^v York,
Sail#}, schs King Phillip, Kendnskeag, Victor,
Delhi, Robert Dority, Charlotte Fish, Vulcan, Fleetwiug, Charlie & Willie, Ada Arnos, Siias McLoon,
Yankee Maid, Mary Laugdon, S J Lindsay, Nulato.
Alary Sanford, Nellie K Gray, David S Siner, S J
Lindsay, Sinbad, Geo B Ferguson, Prescott Hazeltine, and Saarbruck.
In port, brig Castalia; schs Belle, Lookout. Nancy
y, Maria Adelaide, James Warren, Trenton,
John omes, Abbie H Hodgman, Plymouth Rock,
Anna Frye, Addie Sawyer, Francis Edwards, Mail,
Abbie Walker, Marion Draper, Northern Light, L D
Wentworth, Ada F Whitney, and others.
Ar 28ih, brig Nyanaa, Stewart, from Cardenas for
Portland; schs Nellie Star, Souie, Somes Sound for
New York; Alice Oakes, Xobin, New York for Hallowell.

BOSTON—Ar 28th, schs Sarah E Hyde, Murphy
and Nellie G Davis, Davis, from Barrington. Ns;
Fleetwing, Maddox, Kondout; Stella A1 Kenyon,
Williams, New York; Fair Dealer, Potter, Ellsworth; Henry Clay, Stevens. Franklin; Emily, Gasper, Surry; J P Merrimau, Gilman, and Henrietta
Hutchins, Orlanu; R L Kenney, Shaw, Rockland;
Katie Mitchell, Oliver, Bath.
Cld 28, barquo Sami B Hale, Haven, Portland,
(and left in tow.)
Ar 29lh, barque Am Lloyds, Whitmore, Cardenas;
ecbs Geo A1 Adams, Staudinh, do; Carrie A Norton,
cola, Valparaiso. Knowlton, Deer isle.
SALEM—Ar 28th, ech Flora King, Warnoek,
Calais tor New Bedford.

GLOUOESTEK-Ar 27tb, sebs H S Bridges, McVane, St Johu, NB, for New York; Nellie F, Huntley. Providence for Machias; Leonessa, Melvin; do
for Castine; Gleuullen, Bunker, Steuben for Pawtucket; Nina Page, Taylor, Boston tor Portland;
Laura Robinson, Matthews, do for Wiscasset.
Ar 28t, sell Fred G Holdeu, Rich, New York.

foreignIporti.
At Hiago March 30. ship Lucy A Nickels, Rogers,
from Philadelphia, ar 9th, tor New York.
Ar at Melbourae Apl 25, ship Emily F
Rollius. New York, 79 days passage.
Jn port Mch 24. barque Peuubscot, Chipraan,
for Newcastle, NSW, to load for Hong Kong* to bo
ready in ten days.
Sid fm Newcastle, NSW, March 6, barque* Nina

Whitney

Sheldon, Colson. Manila; barque Onaway, Crickett,

do; lVJtb, Kstella, Avery, Wilmington, Cal.
in port Mch 16 barque Antioch, Hemingway,

for

Brief

Quickens

this

iujorc the teeth, cause headache, or produce constipation-ALL OTHER IRON MEDICINES DO.
Dr. N. 8. Rttggles, of Marion, Mass., says: “I
recommend Brown’s Iron Bitters as a valuable tonio
for enriching the blood, and removing all dyspeptic
symptoms. It does not hurt the teeth.”
Dr R. M. Dklzell, Reynolds. Ind., says: “I
have prescribed Brown’s Iron Bitters in cases of
anaemia and blood diseases, also when a tonic was

DOMESTIC

It

Ur

..n.irm'l

J-1,

22, a gold crescent shaped pin, set
with Rhine stones. If the finder will return
the same to the Penn Mutual Life Insurance office,
No. 80 Exchange St., ail charges will be met. 25-1

LoMT—April

UP—At Cape Elizabeth, a dory 15
leet long. The o /vner can have same by call25-1
ing ELISHA STOVER, Ferry Village.
gold locket on the Western Prome-

PICKED

FOUND—A
nade; the

<1

..

Swansea for San Francisco.
April 24, lat 33 05, Ion 76 47, barque Gleneida
from Caibarien for Delaware Breakwater.
April 26, twenty-live miles north of Jupiter, ech

by address

Ladie9’ Hand Book—useful and attractive, containing list of prizes for recipes, information about
coins, etc., given away by all dealers in medicine, or
mailed to any address on receipt of 2c. stamp.

Day,
Commercial St.,
LO«iT—Fast
Portland Pier,
the finder will be rewarded

zb-l

pocket book containing quite

on

kevs;
at 4 PORTLAND

of

a sum

House Wharf,
a bunch of
by leaving them
1

Custom

or

P1KK._28

INDIGESTION

The finder
Hunting Case Gold Watch.
will be suitably awarded by leaving the same
at the office of BLAKE, JONES & CO., No. 1 Galt
Block.
ap20dtf

LADY’S

To

strengthen the stomach, create an
appetite, and remove the horrible depression and despondency which result from
Indigestion, there is nothing so effective
as Ayer's Tills. These Pills contain no
calomel or other poisonous drug, act
directly on the digestive and assimilative
organs, and restore health and strength to

Row,

Brief advertisement* are inserted under
this head one week for 95 cents, paid in
advance.
_

AN TE D—To enable you to have pure water
v T
by using Lamberton’s Eureka Water Filter,
the best and cheapest, ever invented; ODly 35 cents
each, made to fit any faucet and causes the water
to flow in a smooth, steady Btream. Cali for them
at No. 151 FEDERAL

ST._29-1

invalid,
first floor, either in

an

WANTED—By
exposure,
on

of the

had not been for them. They

city

Peering.

at

or

a

room

with sunny

quiet part

a

Address 160 P aRK ST.
29-1

first class coat makers, and
journeyman tailor. Address PARSONS
29-1
Damariscotta, Me.

WANTED—Two

Cured

one

the

Tailor,

to

WANTED—Everybody

go to the People’s

all other remedies
and their occasional use has kept
me in a healthy condition ever since.”
L. N. Smith, Utica, N. Y., writes: “I

Theatre ou Exchange St., and see the best
Matinees
show in the city at popular prices.
Wednesday and Saturday. Admission 5, 10, 20,
25 and 35 cents. An entire new company of Star
29-1
Artists each week.

have used Ayer’s Pills, for Liver troubles

WANTED—A

mo

of

Dyspepsia when

failed,

young lady to learn the rephyr
worsted and art needlework business, with a
view to take charge of a department of this class of
goods in this City; applicant must possess a natural
talent for embroidery work, good business capacity,
and energetic willingness to work. Address stating
age, business experience, if any, and giving refer27-1
ence, X. Y. Z Press Office.

and

Indigestion, a good many years, and
have always found them prompt and
efficient in their action.” Richard Norris,
Lynn, Mass., writes: “After much suffering. I have been cured of Dyspepsia and

D—A situation by a good strong young
man to learn some business or trade that
Address
will he permanent; good reference.
MAINE BOY, P. O. Box 449, Milford Mass. 27-1

Liver troubles

WANTE

By Using

X\T AKTkD-A situation as watchman or gar
vv
dener. Apply or address H. J. LOWfc.nL,
rear 73 Parris St.
_27-L

Ayer’s Pills.' They have done me more
good than any other medicine I have ever
taken.” John Burdett, Troy,
Iowa,
writes: “For nearly two years my life
was rendered miserable by the horrors of
Dyspepsia. Medical treatment afforded
me only temporary relief, and I became

once, Custom Coat makers.
F. S. SOULE. Merchant Tailor, Freeport,
27-1

WANTED.—At
Me,_

fearless and without tricks.
J. P. BAXTER, 61 Peering St.27-1

WANTED—Pony;
WANTED—A
work. Must

uuuacu,

nuviscu

mo

w

Ayer’s Pills. I did
happiest results. My

so, and with the
food soon ceased to
distress me, ray appetite returned, and I
became as strong and well as ever.”

Ayer’s Pills,

must be
HORSE WANTED
and safe for ladies to drive and should
1000 to 1100 pounds. Address giving de25-1
scription and price, S. G., P. O. Box 655.

fearless
FAH1IL.Y
weigh

PREPARED BY

CO., Sowell, Mass.
by all Druggists.

SB. J. C. AYE It &
For sale

,

a

RHEdC

EXZESA OR SILT

Another Cleat and Positive Recorery—An
Elderly Lady'tt l.etter.
Among the numerous letters received by Dr. Ken
nedy testifying to notable Salt Rheum cures, the
following will be found of interest to our readers,
who may accept our assurance of its perfect authenticity and truthfulness:
Worcester. Mass., March 23,1884.
Dr. D. Kennedy, Itondout, N. Y.
Dear Sir: Until recently I have been for three
It followed
years a sufferer from Salt Rheum.
upon an attack of Erysipelas, for which I was for a
medical
treatment.
I
time
under
placed mylong
self again in the hands of the physicians who did. I
have no doubt, all that could be done. One thing is
sure, however, I was none the better for all the
medicine they gave me. The painful and unsightly
disease made continual progtess, until I began to
fear 1 should never get rid of it.
By moans of one of those accidents that often result in so much blessing I had my attention called
to your FAVORITE REMEDY, which 1 was told
would surely do me good. 1 used it, and witbiu a
muck shorter time than I would have believed

pos-

sible, I received a permanent cure. I am now perfectly free from Salt Rheum. What a comfort this
is, and how it places your wonderful medicine in my
opiuion, you may guess at, bat never know. I keep
it now constantly in the house as a family medicine.
MRS. DINAH PHAIR.
Yrnrs truly,
Mrs. Phair sometime simm, when on a visit to
Kansas, found a case of Salt Rheum, could not get
FAVORITE REMEDY, sent to New York City for
it, and cured the case.
For all diseases of the Blood, Liver. Kidneys,
Bladder and Digestive Organs. Dr David Kennedy’s
FAVORITE REMEDY, Rondout,. N. Y.

MALARIA.
As an

and malarial fever in the world. It is especially offered as a trustworthy specific for the core of Kidney
and Liver complaints, Constipation and all disorders
arising from an impure state of the blood. To women
who suffer from any of the ills peculiar to their sex
Favorite Remedy is constantly proving itself an unfailing friend—a real blessing. Address the propriator, Dr. D. Kennedy. Roncfout, N. Y. $1 bottle, 6 for
$5, by all druggists.

TuTh&Slmnrm

THE SCIENCE OF UFEJQNLY

$1

POSTPAID.

Manhood,

Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility, Premature Decline in Man, Errors of Youth,
and the untold miseries resulting from indiscretion
or excesses.
A book for every man, young, middleaged and old. It contains 125 prescriptions for all
acute and chronic diseases, eaoh one of which is invaluable. So found by the Author, wboBe experience for 23 years is such as probably never before
fell to the lot of any physician. 800 pages, bound
in beautiful French muslin, embossed coverB, full
gilt, guaranteed to be a liner work in every sense—
mechanical, literary and professional—than any
other work sold in this Country for $2.50, or the
Price
money will be refunded in every instance.
only $1.00 by mail, post-paid, illustrative sample
6 cents. Send now. Gold medal awarded the author by the National Medical Association, to the
President of which, the Hon. P. A. Bissell, and associate officers of the Board, the reader is respectfully referred.
The Science of Life should be read by the young
It
for instruction* and by the afflicted for relief.
will benellt all.—London Lcvicet.
There is

no

member ot sociotv to whom

The Sci

of Life will not bo useful, whether youth, parent, guardian, instructor or clergyman.—Argonaut*
Address the Pesibodv Medical Institute, or Dr.
H. Parker, No. 4 Buliincli Streot, Bostou, Mass,
enee

who may be consulted on all diseases requiring sku
and experience.
Chronic and obstinate disease:
that have baffled the skill of all T1 P*T. Q*hoi
physicians a spec? alty. Such treaFl-t
successfully without any
|1
stauce of failure.
this A AA A Cr AJ mJm.

Mention

paper.

give best

Danforth

ref-

St. 25-1

WANTED.—A competent girl for general
?»
housHwork.
Apply at house cor. B RAMHALL & VAUGHAN STS._25-1
a

and ability,
WANTED—By
position
No
to
a

panion

a

as

of

objection to traveling. Highlady.
given. Address M. A. B., Press

references
Office.

er

education
governess or com-

woman

young

_23-1_

sold

on

a stone

own
out
Norwood,
Boston; no coiupeti:ion; plenty of work on hand; a great bargain for
W. F. CARKUTUERS, 24 Tremont
somebody.
20-1
Row, Boston.

HALE—A cottage house, containing 9 flu-

feet front on Lincoln street, and 65 feet front on
Pearl street, and contains 12,278 square feet, inPortquire of L. J. PERKINS, 489 Congress street,
land.

:_1r'a

HALE—Farm iu Gorham, about two miles

from Gorham Village: the property consists of
FOR
barn
two story house with ell and outbuildings,

a

of fruit,
40x86, thrifty young orchard with varietyabout
1C5
apples, nears, grapes, well of pure water,and
pastur
acres of excellent land divided into held
terms
tons
49
hay;
age, and wood, cut in 1883,
of ELISHA DOUGLASS, Gorham

easy. Inquire
Village. __

IlOR
patent right,

NAIjE.—One half interest in a valuable
a new process relating to lighting by electricity; this supercedes all other inven-

sails
FOB
sloop yacht 1G feet keel, 7 feet beam, newFREE
and well found in
respect. Apply at 46

tions iu this line and needs only to be examined to
be appreciated; the inventor requires more capital
SAMUEL (4.
and wants a live man for a partner.
CURRY, 45 Milk St., Boston.27-1

*jT,

stock

of

HALE-Or to

or

a

FARM

rooms

near

SUMNER BARBER,
PETER GAMMON,
SMITH BARBER,

always
nected;
«>pening
licensed, good increasing trade, good fixtures; location no better iu Boston; splendid opening for a man
with limited means.
GUS BKAUDREAU & GO.,
187 Washington St., Boston, Mass.25-1

farms for sale.
McLellan farm, owned by Mrs.
acres of tillage, pasture,
orchard and wood laad; well*watered; brick house
with wooden out buildings; near depot, churches
and schools, at Gorham Village.
The other, known as the Codman farm, owned by
Mrs. Devine, contains 50 acres of tillage and pasof
250 apple trees; 1
ture with au orchard
mile from the village; building of wood; a nice cider
mill.
These farms will be sold at great bargains.
One known

NAIjE.—Ladies’saloon, gent’s cafe and
with four large private supper rooms and
■several living or sleeping rooms connected, au exceedingly good location on Washington St., Boston,
an elegaut bar, cafe and ladies saloon very fine, private supper rooms nicely fitted,
everything firstclass, parties looking for money making business
G. L. POND & GO.,
should investigate at once.
27-1
178 Washington St.. Boston.

Apply

thor-

great
MALE—Fancy goods
FOR
oughfare iu Boston, large stock of iresh goods
in
ol all kinds
kept in such
on

great vatiety
stores, large conveniently arrauged store with nice
fixtures, everything tasty and neat as wax, fine windows for displaying goods, price $1700, grand
chance for some one to get a pleasant and good paying business. G. L. POND & CO., 178 Washington
St., Boston,25-1

Pool

good condition,

good pool

one
a saloon

another, seldom

ton close to theatre,
G. L. POND & CO.,

JLiverpool

THURSDAY,

178 Washington St., Boston.

WANTED—By
experience,
8,

travelling salesman.
385 Congress St.

Address

_23-1

general house23-1

capable girl
WANTED.—A
work. Apply at 323 SPRING ST.
for

buy
gentlemen,
cast oil clothing and carpets;
WANTED—
pay cash.
166 Danforth
Address MRS.
Please send
Ladies and

we

will

we

S.,

postal.

St..City._22-4
D—A first class

desires
WANTE
beach for the

a

er

HAMILTON,

coming

Walnut

some

season.

Hill,

violin playhotel at the
Address H. H.
2

piano and

situation at

Me._16

work, simple and easy; no photograph painting or
can
and
and
ladies
young girls
easily
agreeaglass;
bly earn large income by working on our samples at
home; work sent by mail any distance and provided
all the year round; no canvassing or previous experience necessary; large demands for the work. For
particulars, address CARLTON & CO., 76 State St.,
Boston, Mass., Box 5162._16-8

WANTED—Ladies

for

entirely

aim

new

gentlemen

m

city

or

easy work at borne

ian31eod&wly

people to know that I have
removed to Nof. 116 and 117 Kennebec St.,
and that 1 have the largest stock of Refrigerators in
the State o? Maine and prices lower than ever before. J. F. MERKIuL, Nos. 115 and 117 Kenne11-4
bec St., foot of Treble.

WANTED—The

something
WANTED.-Ladies,
perfectly simple and easy,
ladies and

entirely new,
photograph

no

painting,

young girls in city or
to $20 per week, work sent
country
mail
and
all
furnished
the
by
year round, distance
no objection, no canvassing, no stamp required for
Andress
PIONEER
MANUFACTURING
reply.
CO., Box 50i)8 Boston. Mass.24-8
no glass,
can earn $12

Warned.
ON first mortgage,

75

acres of
i
laud at Rock Bouud Park and the
Eastthe
House.
The
is
situated
on
park
unapruan
It has been laid out
ern shore of Peak’s Island.
*nto Cottage lot**. 120,600 Bquare feet have already
been sold at one, two and three cts. per sq. ft,, according to locality. Several cottages have been
built and more are to be built this season. The
Park contains many of the fiuast sites for hotels and
cottages on the ooast of Maine, and natural advantages for a Pleasure Garden. Its pure atmosphere rocky coast and picturesque scenery attracted thousands last season and is sure to make
it a popular summer resort. The Chapman House
Ihe
is the largest and finest hotel on the island,
property Is good security beyond question. Address
MRS. MAY CHAPMAN, Rock Bound Park, Peak’s
Island, Portland Harbor, Me.
apr23eodlm

$*7

ALL

on

G. A. R. Rooms Wanted.
persons having rooms to 1st with or without
and

their
board to Comrades or Comrades
wives, or will furnish meals to tb© same during the
will
G. A. R. Enoampment week, June 22*27,
please
send the number they can accommodate with prices
Headto A. M. SAWYER, Sec. of G. A. R. Com.

quarters No. 400 Congress St.ap28dlw

Wanted.
enterprising comrade to manage the sale of
war views during the National Encampment1
I own the original photographs of war scenes taken
by the Government Photographer during our great
war, Camps, Forts, Regiments. Batteries, Battlefields, The Dead, The Wounded, Prisoners, Libby
Prison, Castlo Thunder, Picket Posts, Monitor,
Gunboats, Pontoons, and hundreds of other interesting and thrilling scenes of our great war. As
these are the .actual photographs of those scenes
taken during the war, they will be in big demand by
the comrades assembled at the Eucampment and

AN

comrade who resides in Portland and can ernemploy about a dozen local agents who will show
those views around among ihe comrades, can get the
absolute control of them during the Encampment.
As it is a monopoly, this is an opportunity for some
comrade to make at least a thousand dollars during

some

that week. From three to five hundred dollars cap
ital required, but no bonus will be asked. A pushing enterprising man of busiuess muv apply, for further information, to
JOHN C. TAYLOR,

apr25eod3tna

Hartford, Conn., 17 Allen Place

Portland
Halifax.

THUR8DAY,
2
Apni
*'

regular boarddining room con-

"

SALE -Fine cafe with 75

FOR
ers, seats 100, wilh private
has
transient

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

custom; everything is
or the finest- family hotels at
the south end; rent $33.00 per month including
steam heat and
klrchen arrangements; cleared
$1500 in last 7 months; price if sold at once $1600.
JOHN SMITH JR. & CO., 243 Washington Street,
30-1
Boston.

nected;
large
first-class, under one

Time table.
landings
Diamond Islands, at 6.46,
WILLLittle and Oreat
and
4.30 and 0.10 p.m.
Portland for all

leave

8,00 and 10.30

_

SALE—$1050. Lodging house, 18 rooms;
B. W. furniture, tapestry and
woolen carp its; rent $150 month, good lease; notice
is paying $100 month besides the rent, rooms always let year round; right iu heart of city, short distance from R. JH. White’s. HILL & CO., 178 Wash30-1.
ington St., Boston.

1710B
makes 15 beds;

a.

Peaks’,

on

2.16,

m.,

Sunday T line Tabic.
Leave Portland at 9 and 10.30 a. in. and 2 and
3.30 p.

m.

B. J.

ap21dtf

WILLARD. Manager.

dominTonline.

C4 ALKSBA1V.—Can add A 1 line, especially
among mills &c., samples small, commission
BOX
cash, Boston agent earned $3200 in 1884,
26-2
1371 New York.

1884.

1886.

ARRANGEMENTS.

WINTER

Portland.
Liverpool and
SERVICE.
U1HECT

thiM head

are

TORONTO.9th April.

physician or
gentleman and

rooms for
rooms for

office

LET—Fine
or

29-1
«TORAISE. Large and safe stor-

TO~LETEagle Sugar Refinery,

of buildage room offered for rent in a number
Fore St., near the
the
for
room
cotton,
flour,
G. T. R. R.; very desirable
reasugar, molasses, canned goods, etc., etc; teims
reor
at
the
&
sonable. Apply to G. S. HUNT
CO.,
25-2

ings at

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

LET-Unfurnished

BE

at

rooms

UNDER WOOD,

St

the

TOJulian Hotel, No. 198 MiddleApply
St.; good
to R.
taurant connected with house.

TALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT

res

W

Commencing, Nov. 3,1SS4.

Janitor._13-7
3

LET—The largest and best second floor for
in Portland, fine elevator with motive
power, M aking the room about equal to first floor,
over Woodman, True & Co., now occupied by Lord,
Haskell & Co. Possession given July 1. Inquire of
2-tf
GEO. W. WOODMAN.

r business

STEAMERS OF THIS
LEAVE
LINE WILL
KAI1.KOAD

6 p. m.. for Eastport and St. John, with
connections for Calais, Robbinston, St. Andrews,

Pembroke, Honiton, Woodstock, Grand Menan,

Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle, Amherst, Pictou,
Shediac, Bathurst, Dalbousie, Charlottetown, Fort
Kairliela, Grand Falls and other stations on the
New Brunswick and Canada. Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Kail Roads,
and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage cheeked to
destination
gy* Freight received np to 4 p, m. and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
sor,

IAXE.-3 good business horses, weight

light

corner

J. J. THOMPSON

for

hatching,
Address

from

at

TO

Sandwich

pure

CALIFORNIA,
New

Islands*

Can be

summer

Point,

Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran
cisco.
Steamers sail from 8an Francisco regularly oi
Japan, China, and Sandwioh Islands, New Zealano
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern

Agents.

E. A. ADAMS A C O.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Bottom
dtf

febS

scenery, ice, milk, groceries, etc. delivered at door.
For particulars address L W. STARB1RD, Thorn-

work and driving horses at

HOLLAND’S Stable, Silver St., Portland, Me.
FOR
25-1

Steamers.

A XE—Babv carriage. Good style, little
Ring
u?ed, for sale at 201 NEWBURY ST.
25-1
left hand bell.

FOR

a

Tuft’s Soda Fountain

as good soda as the best
price. In a good locality it
fortnight or less, 1 o any be-

FARE SLOG

would pay for itself in a
ginner iu the soda water trade this is an extra bargain. For further particulars address DRUGS,
25-1
Box 436, Bath, Me.

The Favorite Steamer

LEA HE.—Three story
OK
HALE
brick bouse No. 6 Park Place, 9 rooms, gas
aiid water, first-class neighborhood, will be sold at
a great bargain as an investment.
W. H. WALDRON, 18o Middle St.

Boston,

17!Olt

25-l_

HALE.—Good brick house with modern
improvements, located on Federal St., garden
and fruit trees.
Apply to PRENTISS LOK1NG,
No. 31 Va Exchange St.25-1

II©K

HALE—House in western part of the city.
with ell aud stable, all in pertect repair; 10,000 feet land; apple and pear trees; will be
sold cheap* W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St

1,1

OK
9

Elegant New Steamei

JOHN JBUOOKS and
TREMONT
alternately leave FRANKLIN WtHaRP

will

Portland, at 7 o’clock p.

WHARF
m.. and INDIA
p. m. (aunciays excepten.;
line
are
reminded
that
this
they
Passengers by
secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex
pense and inconvenience of arriving In Boston late
at night. Through Tickets to New York, via the
various Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken as usual,
J. IK. COYLE, Jr.,
ai / o cioca

Manager.

septtdtf

—

AJTD

rooms

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.

25-1

50,000 pure Wilson strawberry
plants. Apply to J. L. PARROTT, P. O. Address Knightville.Cape Elizabeth, Me._25-2

From BOSTON

HALE—50 cottaee lots. $80 will buy a
cottage lot 40 x A) (2800 square feet,) at Rock
Hound Para; a choice of lots can be had within a
certain limit, on high, dry land, back from the
shore; most of tht*se lots are in eight of Portland
and the ocean;300 cottage lots for sale and to lease,
price according to locality. Apply to MRS. MAY
CHAPMAN. Rock Bound Park, Peak’s Island, Port
land Harbor.
_23-1

From PHILADELPHIA

FOR

HALE

—

FOR

_

acres of good
laud suitable for market gardeu, with good lot
of building-*; situated in Cape Elizabeth, 2Yz miles
from Portland bridge. On easy terms of payment.
N. S. GARDINER. No. 40 Exchange

FOR

MALE—Small Farm of 9Vs

St._23-l__

MALE—Summer cottage on Echo Point,
Great Diamond Island; best location iu Casco
Apply to CAPT. WAl. W. SNOWMAN,
Hay.
Steamer John Hrooks.

FOR

_23-4

large peddler’s cart suitable foi
I; dry gcbdi tin ware, iu excellent condition.
23-1
Apply to P. O. BOX 443, Sacoarappa, Me.
LIOR MALE —a
or

M A I.E—Cottage and garden lot 50x100
feet, eleven nice looms newly papered and
painted, situated at Wood ford 8 Corner, on Wo>dlords St, two minutes walk to the steam or horse
cars; near the salt water.
Inqaire on the premises
of MRS. ALLEN.21-2

FOR

HALE.—Second-hand 12 borse powei
by A. L. JOHNSON, 6 Custom

FOR

boiler for sale
House

Wharf._21-2
SALE.—The "E. P. Weston” place,

sc

FOR
called, situated at Gorham Village, within few
minutes wa'k of Portland & Rochester depot,

Gorham Norma,
schools and
school; consists ol 17 acres of land; line orchard ol
300 trees; strawberries, raspberries and other smal.
fruits; large house with shed aud stable attached
all in perfect repair; cause of sale death or late own

churches, public

who bad fitted it up as a peimanent home; nm
for ;
scenery, healthy location, an excellent place
gentlemen’s country residence, and will be sold at
GUPTILL
W.
to
E.
terms.
Apply
bargain. Easy
17-*
Gorliam, Me.
er

<

SALE—The stock, fixture* aud good wil
Foi
long established grocery business.
particulars apply to JAMES COSTELLO, No, 21
11-3
Alfred St., Biddeford.
of
FOR

a

N1INE CENTRAL RAILROAD
On and

Every Wednesday and

Saturday

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p. m. Prom Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.

PaH»age Ten Dollar*.
For

Portland

70

Long

Wharf.

Monday morning.
IThe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
slei ping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowbegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.

on

Wednesday*

*nd Saturdays at 6 p. m..
leave Pier 38
East River, New York, on Wednesdays and Satur
J. B. COYLE, JR.f Gen’l Ag*t.
days at 4p.m
dtf
sep21

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.
and

fastest and best passenger
BY mail largest,
steamers between America and Europe.
Rates: First cabin
cabin $4C
tho

$8u to fl()0; aeoond
to $80; intermediate $36 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports. $17 to $26. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply tc
lelOdtf
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exchange street.

CONSUMPTION^

1 have a positive remedy for the above ilieeaso, by Its usa
thousands of cases of the worst kiii'l au»l
have been cured. Indesd^so strong lsmy fslth In
a
that will 8<*nU TWO BOTTLBH FUEL, together with VALU ABI.K TREATISE on this disease, to »»y snfforcr. Qtve exDtt. T. A. BLOC U M, is I T carl St. N. Y
press & 1*. Q. address.

00**0

in Portland

as

follows: The

aim n»u o.ou

».

morning

Lew-

iu.,

m.; the day trains from Bangor, and
all inter mediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 j». m.; the afternoon trains from
Waterville. Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.40 p. m.; the night Pu Lilian Express
train at 1.50 a. m.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desort and Machias Steamboat Company.
COMMENCING MAY 1,1885.
CITY OF KICIIiTIOND
NTEVnEB
leave, Portland every TCESDAY ami FRIDAY at
11.00 p. or after arrival ol night train from Bo,
ton, for Kocklnud, Ca.linc, Orrr lair, »«d|w ick Month Wnl
Uarbar, Bar Harbor,
Millbritlge, Jonnpwl and .Vlacbia.parl;
or parties for last three named point, deairing to
do so can proceed by rail to .111. Desert Ferry
on days Bteamer Balls from Portland, crocs to Bar
Harbor by Ferry Boat and conneot with the Richmond there, as it doe, not run to Mt. Deaert Ferry
on Eastward trip
KE'I'CKillflOr Leaves Machlasport every Monday and Thursday Morning for Mt. Dewrt Ferry,
and ihere connecting with train, for Baugor, Portland and Boston, ana leave, th« Ferry Bume forenoon for Portland via all landings and connecting
with night Pullman and carl} morning train, lor
Boston.
Limited Ticket*, Bel aad second claw, few
**rwviace» on sale al
ia ike
nil poinfe
reduced rale*.
par SON TUCKER. Gen’l Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen L Paw. * Ticket Agt,
Portland Oct. 1C. 1884.apgSdtt

Portland & Ogdensbnrg R.R.
Loaves Portland S.23 a. m., for all stations oa
through line as far as Burlington ami 8 wanton,
connecting at Wing Road tor Littleton,Wells Hirer, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all point* on Paesumpslc R. K.
Leaves Portlacd 3.00 p. m., fcrall stations si
far a* Bartlett.

AKBI?AL8I^ PORTLAND.
from Bartlett and intermediate sta»
one.
5.60 p. m. from Burlington and Hwasiss, and
all stations on through line.
CHAS. H. FOYE, A G. T.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
oel3tf
Oct. 11, 1884.
a. m.

BOSTON HMINE R. R.
PASSENGER
XU

TUB. .a
JUIl^VV

SERVICE

u.. -i_n..._v _ _
*1 vJtvuiwvi
ilivuun Jf

<

4 DO J

XV,

«vwa

Western Division.

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
AT 0.15 A. HI.—Way Trains for Old OrchKenncbnnh,
ard, Maco. Biddeford,
Rtuue bunk port, (-rent Falla, Dover,
Exeter, Manchester aad Coacotd, (via
Newmarket Junction,) Lawrence, Lowell
and Boston, arriving at Boston 10.45 n.

8^45

A. IT1.—Way Trains for Old Orchard,
AT
Haco. Biddeford. fttenaebank, Hesse
buakport, Dover, threat Falls, Rock,
ester. Alton Bay, Exeter, Lawrence,
Manchester and ('oncord, (via. La«renceJ
Lowell and Boston, arriving at Boston
1.15 p. ns.
AT 1.00 P. HI.-Express Train for Saco, Bid-

deford, Kennebauk, Hcnnebunkport,
hover, brent Falls, Koche-ter, Alton
Bay, Exeter, Lawrence. Lowell and
Boston, arriving at Boston 5.00 p. ns.
AT 3.30 F. HI,—Way Train for Maes, Biddeford, Reanebunk, Kennebankport,
Dover, (Jreal Falls, Rochester, Alton
Bay, Manchester and ( oncord, (via. Now
Market
Junction)
Exeter,
Lawrence,
Lowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,
«u.

5.30 P. HI—Way Train for Kranebunk,
Kmnebuukport, and all Intermediate sta-

tions.
TRAINS LEAVE BOMTON FOR
LAND

POBT|

Mornini
ns., f£.30 an«» 3.30 p. na.
Reanebunk for Portland
trains leave
7.15 n. na. anti Dover for Portland 8.M

9.00

a.

NUND4Y TRAILS
Leave Portland for Hostoa and Wav Bin*
Leave Boston for
tious at 1.00 p. as.
l eave Portland
Portland at 0.00 p. na.
for Dover and Way Mtaiiono 1.00 aad
3.00 p. m.

Eastern Division.
PORTLAND
Pullman) few
Portsmouth,
Ncwburyport. Malena, Lyna and Booton, arriviug at 6.30 a. m.
AT 8.45 A. M-: For Cape Elisabeth, Mcarboro. Maco, Biddeford,
Kennebauk,
TRAINM LEAVE

Wells, North and Month Berwick, ConJuuction, (connecting for all fetation!

way
on

Conway Division), Kiltery, Portsmouth,

Newbnri port, *alew, Gloucester, Rock*
port, Lvnn, « helnea und Boston, arriving at 1.15 p. m.
AT 1.1)0 P. M t For Maco, Biddeford. Ken-

nebuuk, Conway Jtitactioa, Kiltery,
Portsmouth,
Newburypor*,
Malem,
Lynn and Boston, arriving at 5.00 p. m.
Boston
and
AT 6.00 P. M.i (Express) for
principal Way Stations, arriving in Buston at
WUNDA VS AT 4.00 P. NI.» Express for
W ay Stations, arriving is
lou ami prit cipal
Boston at 5.30 p.

m.

LEAVE BOSTON FOR PORT*
LAND
AT 7.30,9.00 a. m., 14.30 and 7.00 p. at.,
week ilaya, and 7.00 p. m. Suadayt.
PARLOR AND PI ! LRAN SLEEPING
CAR SERVICE
WESTERN DIV.: Parlor ear on 1.00 p. m.
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. m., Boston to
Portland.
EASTERNDIV.; Portland to Boston. Pullman
car, (through car from the East.) 2.00 a.
sleeping
in. daily.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
in.; Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.,
and 12.30 p. m. week days. 7.00 p. m. daily.
Pullman sleeping car 7.00 p. m. daily.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Portland depot ticket office**, and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., Portland.
JAS. T. FUKBEK, Gsn’l Manager.
dec!9dtf
TRAINS

Portland

andJVoreester Line.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
Arrangement of Trains.

_On find after Monday, Dev. .ih
1
l Nfs-i. i'arsengcr Train* will leave
at 7.30 a.
and

Bo*ton

For Ufew York.
Returning

follows:

Agent)

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf,

as

For
Bangor, f 11.worth, Bar Hark—,
Vnucebara, Mi. John, Halifax, aud I be
Preriwrea, Ml fndrrwa, MX. Mtrpbru,
Ar«Mtook Cianlf, 1.26 p. m., via If..
I.leu, and 1.3(> and (11.16 p. m.. via Awaa.in;
for Han..r & 1’i.caiaqaia B K*. 111.16 p.
for Mkou began, Brlfa.1 aad Dexter,
or
l. 25, 1 30,111.16 p. m.; Walerville, 7.00 a.
m.
1.25, 1.30. 111.16 p. m.; for Aaguua,
llnllowrll. Gnnlinrr aa4 Mrau.wicla.
7.00 a. m., 1.30, 05.16, 111.16 p. m.; Bulb,7.00
a. m., 1.30, 6.16 p. m., and on raturdayt only at
11.16 p. m.; ttocklnud, and Knox * i.ium.; Sahara
c, Iu B. K., 7.00 a.m.. 1.30 p.
and l,rwi.lan at 8.15 a. ra., 1.26, 5.06, p. m.j
a. ui., 111.16
7.00
l.ewiaion via Brunswick,
p. m.; Uni aiingiau, Ehillipa, Menniaalh,
nail
North
linn,
fViulkiop. Ouklnud
1.25 p. m.; Fnraiiaglua via Hrumawick,

Round Trip $18.

Meals and Room included.
freight or passage apply to
E. B. MA.VIPMOIV,

Sldtf

after 9IONDAV, Oct. HO.

1884, Ftnio’nger Trains leave

AT 2.00 A M.s Daily, (Night
Maco, Biddeford, Kiltery,

mm

Me.___27-1

can

and

ports.

seen at

WALE-A

Zealand

carrying

FOR No. 513 CONGRESS ST._27-1
NILE OR TO XET.—A two storied
furnished
cottage, situated at Ocean
FOR
Lincoln Co. Me., Aue location, chaiming

simple
which will furnish just
FOR
be ha l for
very low

1

8p.

Australia*

FOR

W AXE.—Good

Arntugemeut iu Effect Vpl. Vlk
IN84Connections yia Grand Trank Kailfcmi«oq*‘-w*"Hway ioavo Portland for Bockfleld and
at 7.36 a. ra„ 1.30 p. ni.
s5>^<*i30anton
‘“‘t—
'1
Leave Canton for Portland 4. lo a m.
with p. in. train
m.
connection
and if.46 a.
Stage
for Turner,Chase Mill*. Weit Sumner, Britton’
Knuiford Fall
and
Mexico
Mill.. Peru, Dixfleld,
U L. UNOOyS. Snpt.
jan21dtf
Mummer

AT

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
passengers and freight for all the above named

FO«

dike,

~Cu

JAPAN, CHINA,

C. B. DAL-

SAXE—46 inch bicycle for sale.

apply at
Building,

J. B COXLE, JR., Gen. Manager.

29-2

premises.

SAXE—Eggs
bred Plymouth Bocks.
FOR

Exchange Sts.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S.

for gardening; located on Meadow Road about two
miles from Portland; bnilaings in thorough repair
and heated by furnace. For further particulars
apply to JOHN C. PROCTOR 93 Exchange St., or
on

Middle and

noS

con-

further information
First National Bank

and

Company’s Office,

Deering—l^i
FOR
taining 8 rooms, good cemented cellar, wood
house and barn; 15 acres good land well adapted
story cottage

Rooms

State

sets
light
FEKNALD &
Concord wagon.
29-1
SAWYER’S Stable, 697 Congress St.

express wagon; 1

SAXE in

Wind-

Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,

single harnesses;

JOSEPH HICKSON, General »UHH
'»M RDOAR. G. P. A.
1. Slli.THEKECK.SnnorlBtendeut

WHARF,

day at

fl^O XET-House at the seashore, at Searboro
X Me., accessible from Boston and Eastern Kailroads; boating. Ashing, shooting and beach bathing.
For particulars address EVERETT SMITH, 85 Ex29-2
change St., Portland, Me.

FOR
1050; 2 second hand phaetons; several
double harnesses; 1
2

WEEK.

PER

TRIPS

In Uie

Romford Falls aud ISiickHeld Railroad.

10.50

Eastport, Me. Calais, Me., St. John, N.
H., Halifax, N. S. Ac.

finery_

points

Commencing Monday, Oct. IS, 1884.

MONTREAL.23d April.
CABIN—*60.00, $60 00.
IN RETURN—*90.00, $110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for $15.00.
For passage or lreight apply to DA VID TORRANCH, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dtf
dec9

advance

TO
dentist,
lodging
wife. 610 CONGRESS ST.

and all

Northwest, West and Soulhwul

WINTER AKRANGEDILNT.

Portland:

From

inserted under
week for 35 cents, paid in

one

—TO—

Canada, beirois, Cbicnao, Tlilwankes,
( iuunuKlE Nt. Louis, Ouanhu, Na(|iuow, Nl. Fatal,Nall Luke City,
Uesrer, Nan Francisco

DATE OF kAILINU

KOOITls* TO LET.

Brief advertiaementfi

TICKETS SOLS) AT RED It ED KATES

are due
trains irocu
iston, 8.4U a.

16
30
ISardjman
For passage apply to H. A. ALLAN, General
Passenger Agents, 80 State St., Boston, and C. P.
WALDBON, 40 Kxchange St.; T. P. McGOWAN
422 Congress St., or lor passage or freight to H. &
a*. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
dt
nov20

in
for

room

|

|
Parisian,
.Circassian,

March 12
*•
26
Apr. 9

everything
and

I From
via.

STLAMEK'

|

Depot

Foot of India Street.

Trains

Service.

Portland

ond

From Liverpool I
via. Halifax.

one of
room on
near theatre, unus-

table

~

Winter Arrangements. 1885.

1884.

ottered lor sale in Bos$1100 on easy terms.

is
price

Exchange Street, and

74-

7.00 n. in.
‘The 0.16 p. m. train for Augusta will run through
to Watervilie on Saturday only, returning on

Gorham.

AlLANT LINE,

furnished lodging
bouse on one of tLe best streets iu Boston, 17
rooms, black walnut furniture, tapestry carpets,
worth
rooms let readiiy at good prices, furniture is
$1700 but owner is obliged to leave city on busiPOND
L,
G.
ness and will sacrifice considerable.
25-1
& CO., 178 Washington St., Boston.
corners

WEEKS,

STKAB1KKS._

WALK.—Elegantly

the best
in Boston,
FOR
ual chance, nice bar and all fixtures,

G. D.

to

April 1, 1886.
apr2

usually

FOB

the

as

Wiggiu, containing 50

17^0R
bar,

store

Me._apr28d2wfcw2tl8

Falmouth,

SAXE-One good willow basket baby carriage. Apply at NO. 10 ADAMS COURT. ^

or

acres

con-

of education and
bookkeeper, clerk
H, Rooms 7 and

young man
a situation as
a

of 37

reduced from $1200; liq-

uor

For Auburn bu<1 Lewisiob, 7.16 a. m., L. a
and 6.20 p. m.
For Ciorham, 7.35 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. mind.
For iilArliwni, Montreal, Quebec and Chisago, 1.30 p. m.

and Connecting Steamboat Lines.

with house, barn and out
buildings in East Deering, known as the
Graves farm; also 8 acres on Graves Hill; a so 80
acres of tin* her and wood-land iu Falmouth, adioioing farm of Mr. E. La tig ou Presumpscot river.
For further particulars inquire of Committee,

_27-1

NAIjE—$700,
saloon
FOR fine
depots, with 12
for small hotel: saloon

orch-

Nice

to the estate.

For Sale.

agent in every city and town
In the State to sell an article used in every
family. For particulars call or address Room 2,
23-1
No. 105i/fe Exchange St., Portland, Me.

WANTED—An

opposite belonging

land

ard, good well of mineral water, hue privilege for
boating, fishing and bathing. For further particulars enquire at premises or address
MRS. R. JOHNSON,
East Peering, Maine.
maroeodtf

50
rooms, fine dining rooms and kitchens, well
hotel
iu
Bosfurnished, always full, best chance for
ton, near depots, license can be had tor the asking,
liniug rooms s^at 80. well furnished, sell on easy
terms. BKAUDREAU, 187 Washington St.. Boston, Mass.

Nib, 1£N4,

follows

__
■

BEAUTIFUL

NAIjE.—Lodging and hoarding house,

FOR

<s8-J

Summer Residence situated on the
shore of Casco Bav, at Falmouth Koreside, 4
miles ftom Portland, with 20 acres of land and is-

fancy

run as

DEFABIlKXtHt

epS
small

the season;

SUMMER residence for sale.

ware and
or good
estate or

will

let for

every

great
exchange for good real
kuy productive property; clean stock; rare chauce
torbusiuess; sold on account of owner leaves the
ountry GUS BKAULRb.AU & CO, 187 Washing
km St., Boston, M«>s.
_29-1
at

security,

Trains will

at

Boston._27-1

TIME,

«■<! after MONDAY, Mept.

on

OR “AIjE.—A job printing ofllce having a
first class trade in large town near Boston,
located near the depot six years established, 100
fonts of typo, yearly business $3000, water motor,
SAMUEL
3 presses aud t>aper cutter, price $900.
G. CURRY. 4o Milk St.,

NAIjE—Or

On

of Canada.

12.of p. m.
Pullman Paiaco Sleeping Cara on niglit train aor
ParJor ‘Jars on day train bet-sreen Portland and Mon.
tre&l.
TIC 11 FT OFFICE*

toe south side of Linighed rooms, situated
1*0R
Woodfords Corner, Decrlug; lot C5
coln street,

FOR

exchange,
FOR
goods, toys,* jewelry, silver plated
discount for cash
small wares,

OHAN GS-HJ ~01T

HALE-A nice range nearly now; also extension table and other household furniture
goods. Cheap for cash this week only at No 42

SOU H ST.28-1

NAIjE—At appraisal, the stock and fixtures of lst-cla»8 family
grocery store, rnn by
present owner 12 years, well stocked, good teams,
ioiug a business of $1200 per week, good lease, low
rent one of the tiuest stores in this slate, located
within three miles of' the State House, stock clean,
l»est of reasons for selling. W. F. CARRUTHEUS,
20-2
24 Tremont Row, Boston.

Railway

AURIVALth
From Lrwlsion u»tl Auburn, 8.35 a. m.,
3.16 and 5.50 p. m.
From fJorbaui, 9.46 a.m. and8.30p.m. wiaad.
From Chicago, llouiresl and Queboc,

FOB
and

29-1
TON, Woodfords, Me._
NALE-A piano box top buggy with side
bars; for sale cheap; it is in good condition
and newly painted this year. Inquire at 63 BROWN
ST.317-1

5117._15-8

FAVORITE REMEDY

A Great Medical Work on

can

corner

light,

has won golden opinions. No traveler 6hould consider his outfit complete unless It includes a bottle of
this medicine. If you are exposed to frequent
changes of climate, food and water, Favorite Remedy
should always be within your reach. It expels malarial poisons, and is the best preventative of chills

BY jnAlJT.

Apply

erence.

country, to receive
all the year round; distance no objection; salary
J. FOWLER
from §1 to $3 a day; no canvassing.
& (JO.. Boston, Mass., box

anti-malarial medicine

•P*

capable Protestant girl to do

second work in the city;
WANTED—By
55 HIGH,

J-auies

DR. DAVID KENNEDY’S
?

account

solely
NAIjE—$200,
ill health,
mason’s business, located
FOR
of
5 mile
of

can

WANTED.—Situations

heavily

acres,

17-2

of
in

AWTK'n_The*

by competent cooks,
kitchen, table and chamber girls; also housekeepers furnished for hotels and widower’s family,
nurses for the sick and child nurses furnished with
good reference. Apply at my office 379ya Congress
at, MRS. PALMER._25 1

125

2o-l

Boston.

nnfrita tn know where tliev
have Locks and Keys of every description 1
made to order. Special attention given to opening
Brief adrertwemeot* are inserted under
safes and repairing combination locks, also to outside work, including lock repairs and bell hangiug.
this head one week for 25 cent*, paid in
J. P. GABKLELall work promptly attended to.
advance*
25-2
SON, Locksmith, No. 17 Plum St. Portland.
var

try

10

for

No. 231 HIGH ST.25-1

reduced in flesh, and very much debilitated. A friend of mine, who had been
cumuliiy

general houseunderstand cooking. Apply at

capable girl

HALE.—Wood lot,

Oram! Trank

wooded, hard and soft, on Kenebec river, vessel landing. 14 feet low water, hard wcod and oak
timber enough for two vessels’ frames of 800 tons
each. Apply to F. 1. MERRY MAN, Bath, Me.

FOR

1710

rremont

Place,
28-1

at

___25-1

WANT*.

the entire system. T. P. Bonner, Chester,
Pa., writes: “I have used Ayer’s Tills
for the past 30 years, and am satisfied
I should not have been alive to-day, if it

seen

Livery Stable,
West Eud, Congress St.

:ed, low rent; 3 years lease; a bargain. W. F.
LtUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston._27-1
H N 4 EE—$3000; stock and fixtures of cash
and family grocery and provision store; busiless $450 a week; tenement connected; good stable;
oca ted within 5 miles Boston; years established;
ow rent, good lease.
W. F. OARRUTHERS, 24

wale.—Bar and

Lost.

and olhere.

SPOKEN.
April 12, lat 35 N, Ion 15 W, Henry Viliard, from

have the same

xiuiei.

raimuuvu

u.,

LOST—A

Hong Kong Mch 24, ship Commodore, Blanchard. for san Francieoo; barque Spartan, Crossley,

Carter, Philadelphia.
Ar at Demarara Mch 28, «h Marv Lord, Smith,
Wilmington, NCj Apl 2, sch War.en Adams, Colcord, Boston.
Ar at St Thomas 11th, sobs Hittie E
King. Howe,
Jacksonville; Sallie l*on, West, Guadaloune, (and
eld 11th for Aguadilla, PR; l4ih. sch D D ttfesktll,
Herrick, Barbadoes;
ltotti, Martinique, Lowell,
Grenada; Lettie Wells, Warr, St Croix.
Sid 8th, sch Alfaretta S SDare,Swansea; 9th, brig
Giles Luring. Evans, Arroyo; llth, Kate Wentworth. Bropby, Porte Rico; 15th, Dora M French,
French. Arecibo; 17th, Mary A Hall, McDonald,
Fajardo, j
in port 17th, sch Wyor G
Sargent, Sargent, from
New York for Port Spain, repg; Latnoinu,Leach, fm
Port Praya, 15 days passageAr at Barbadoes lath mst, barque C M Davis,
Trefy, Montevideo for Mobile.
Ar at St Pierre Mcb 31, sch C J Willard, Wallace,
Portland.
Ar at St Jago 6th, ech Parker M Hooper, Harkness, Barbadoes; 12th, barque Alexander Campbell,
Bunker, Philadelphia.

owner cau

money and some old papers. Probably lost
between Portland and Gorham, Tuesday Apiil
21st. If the finder will leave it at this office he
will receive a reward.
23-1

o.

mg

At

for Victoria.
Sid fm Manila Mch 17, barque S R Lyman, Pinkbain, New York.
Passed Angier Mch 13. barque Belle Wooiter,
Higgins, Manila for Boston.
At iquique Mch 12, Bhip Portland Lloyds, Hi**sey. from Valparaiso, ar 8tb, disg; barque Chats R
Lewis, Slrout.ldg; S R Bearse, Bernard, do.
Sid fin Rosario FeD 6th, barque Henr y b Greftg.
J

keud

Mb.Wm. Byt.NS, 26 St. Mary St.. New Orleans, La.,
says: "Brown’s Iron Bitter* relieved me in a case
of blood poisoning, and I heartily commend it to
those needing a purifier.”
The Genuine has Trade Mark and crossed red linos
on wrapper.
Take no other. Made only by
BROWN CHEMICAL CO., BALTIMORE, MR.

Hong Hong lew days.
At do Mch 26. barque Edmund PhiDney, Young,
from Sydney, NSW, ar 17ib, for Valparaiso.
At Sydney, NSW, Mch 26, ships Rosie Welt,
for San Francisco; India, Rich, from San Fianchco

A R Weeks, from Cardenas for-.

LET—Two large rooms on second floor, furnished if desired, furnace heat, hot and cold
bath room, sunny exposure.
Apply to
28-1
ST._

LOMT AND FOUND.

load lum-

Grand Banks.
hid fm Boothbay
for mackerel.

fllO LET OR FOR MALE—A cottage with
X elland8table and one acre of land,—a nice
home for somebody; very pleasantly lcoated in
Gorham; one mile from 8ebag<j Lake; pure air and
pure water.
ALFRED WOODMAN, at Woodman, True & Co’s.
ap28-2

Combining IRON with PURE VEGETABLE
TONICS, quickly and completely CLEANSES

Physicians and Draggists everywhere recommend it.

Milllken.
Sch Abby Thaxter, Lowe, Kennebec, to
ber for New York—J B Dodge.

to W. H. JER22-2

ORES in the Thompson block, Nofl. 117. lib
tp 121 and 128 Middle street, a few dc ors below
the post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164
Brackett street Portland, Me.
1anl4dsf

BITTERS

Barque Bertha, Benjamin, Mentevideo—W & C R

ing.

improvements. Apply

TO_Li2T.

PORTLAND.

Lfrom merchants'

RI3

•-

NEWS

Cleared*

FROM

LET-Furnished house, for » few months,
on Winter near Spring St.; contains

TO located

the modern

fTlO

g£«a

■

WEDNESDAY, April
Arrived
Sch J H Kennedy, Doughty, Western Banks, with
18,000 lbs halibut.
Sch Orient, Bakeman, Penobscot.
Sch J P Ober, Denning, Rockport for Bangor.

disg;

TO

water, gas,
52 HIGH

29.

A

LET—House on Oxford St., and stable connected. wiili tine stalls and carriage room. En23-1
quireof F. E. HAGUE IT, 62 Oxford St.

st9ugtb and wholesome no *a. More eeonc mical than
the ordinary kinds, and oaunot be sold in
tion with the multitude of low test. Bhort

gas,

_____23-1

purity

of

sebago,

furnace, &c.
Apply to
JAMES F. HAWKES, No. 225 Commercial St.

POWDER
Pure.

city,

11 40 AM
12.12 PM

4.33 I Hiph water
w8ter
I
■jlui Ml*.6.44 I

Prescott,

the

ALSS.-5.NAC.APRIL 30.

Sunrises..

St.

TOO LET -In Deertng, on George, near Ocean
X St., a very pleasant upstairs tenemeut six
rooms, including bath room. Inquire on promises,
or of CHAS. M. BAIN’K, 193 Commercial St.. <-i.y.

Thia Powder

FOR

Exchange

25-1

TO

Absolutely

Saratoga.New York. .Havana.... May
Britamc.New York .L;verpool ...May
Wyoming.New York.. Liver pool.... May
Ailsa .New York..Hayti. &c ..May
St Laurent.New York.. Havre.May
City of Chester.... New York.. Liverpool... May

93

Lfc’l —2 stores Nos. 4 and 6,10 and 12 York
St., suitable for shoe, grocery or barber shops,
in a good busiuess locality, and large thoroughfare.
J. DUMAnidy on the premises, or 11 Yiue St.

..

STEAMHHIF8

FROM

tage with two

PROCTOR,

Canal National Bank.100.... 165
First National Bank.
.100....143% ..145
..166
Casco National Bank.100.-..154
Merchant’s National Bank... 75.. .118
..120
144
National Traders’ Bank.100_142
..102
Portland Company.100
02
Portland Gas Company. 60.... 60
A. & K. R. K. Bends. 106
107*4
.122
Maine Central R. R. Bends 7’s.121
Leeds & Farmington R.R.b’ds 100....108
..110
..111
Portland & Ken. R.R.Bonds,100... 109
Rnmford Falls & B R. R. Receiver
.108
1st 7s.106
Portland Water Co., Is. 103.. 104
106
2s.
..108
3s.108
.110
*AtK.5nrtt

4

RENT—At Old Orchard a stylish Gothic cotpiazzas, cottage very pleasantly
rear depot, contains nine rooms fully furnished. For further particulars enquire of JOH N C.

..102
..111

Sid fm Bucksport 28th, sch Snow Squall, Cush-

matckes.
@26 00
60
20@23 Star.^gross
@
Short do 8ftl0 00@12 001 Dirigo.
39@41

Co...136
...

Slaughter...36

and Heads
2d Clear 22 00t&24 00
1 60@L 75
do K©. 1.16 00@18 00
16
Jrine.26
Sug. City.. 110@1
00@60 00
Shingles.
Sug Sawed shk 60@75
Ex Cedar.. 3 50@ 3 75
Pine Sugar
3 OOroj 3 25
Boxshooks
45@
BOriplear
ExNo.l
2 00@ 2 60
Sugar Heading.
201 No 1 Cedar 1 25@1 75
18@
Spruce 36in
Pine.
1 45@1 66
201
Spruce.
18@
Hard Pino.
22 Laths.
@
:
Mol. Heading 25@
Spruce....
@2 00

..

Ex.

...109
State of Maine Bonds.
Portland City Bonds, Municipal.100
Port1 and City Bonds, aidR.R.104
Bath City Bonds
.100

c’hsb confectionery

1st

on

located

FISH ERiflE.'V.

Hhd. Shooks
Mol. City..

—-•—

A dams

301

@24
@24
@26
@41

Lumber.
Sperm.20 @26 |
1South. Pine,30 00@40 00
Coal.—{Retail.)
6 60@6 00 Clear Pine.
Cumberland
Acadia.7 00@7 60 Uppers.$56@65
Chestnut.
@6 60 Select.46@56
Franklin.
@7 60 Fine Common....30@42
Lehigh.6 00@
Spruce.13 00@14 00
Coffee.
Hemlock... 11 00@12 00
Java,^tb.... 18@21
{Clapboards.
Rio.10 @12
I Spruce, ex.28 00@80 00
Clear.... 20 00@28 00
Cooperage.

....120%
Illinois Central..
58%
Lake Shore...
62%
Michigan Central......
36%,
Now Jersey Central.
Northwestern.
96Vi
.130
..
Northwestern pref.
89%
New York Central.
,.112%
Bock Island.
70%
8&. Paui......
103%
fit. Paui pref....
49y8
Union Paciiio Stock.,..
^6fltern Union Tel.....
68%
American Ex. Go....

it her.

I'andlet*.
I Gd.Dam’g’d22 @23
Mould ^ lb.12@12% 1 Am. Calf....
92@1 10

121%

.-

April. 30,1886.
JLe

25@

100.

..

pref-

for the Press to

Pilot Sup.... 7 60@10 001 New Yora,
do sq p 100.
@6 60 i Light.22
Ship.4 50@5 00 Mid Weight 23
Crackers 6%c lb
I Heavy.24

to-day’s closing quotations cf
Government Securities:
United States bonds. 3s.....102%
do
do
do
4yas, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%s,ooup.112%
122
do
do
do
4a, reg......
do
do
do
4a, coup. .122
Pacific 6s. *96-....-......127
The following are the closing quotations iStooss:
Alton

Wholesale Prices Current.

Bread.

ed 119 246 shares.
lix* following are

Chicago & Alton pref...
Chicago, Burr &,Quincy........
Erie—

XXX

Knreyeaa markets.
(By Telegraph.)

72

iHpw VarkHtock and money fflarko
(By Telegraph.)
New York. April 29.—Money on call ea**at 1@
1% per cent: prime mercantile paper at 4&5. Foreign Exchange continue extremely dull at 4 86 and
Governments firm. State bonds quiet. Rail4 *K.
road bonds heavy until late in the afternoon, when
they rallied and closed firm. The sicck market
closed tfrm at about best prices of the day.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregat-

Ofce&goA

@ 20
@ 15
@28
@ SO
@ 29
@40
@ 23
in Wool

Savannah, April 29.—Cotton very quiet; 31iddiin$ uplands 10% c.
Charleston, April 29—Ootton is quiet; Middling
uplands 10% c.
Memphis, April 29.—Cotton dull; Middling uplands 10% c.

ft

Siech market*
fhe

@

lands 10 3-16c.

....

Bandore*! fallow..

@ 30

on

Pearl
lots and

on

are corner

on

situated upon the side of the hill with splendid
view of the city of Portland and the surrounding
country for miles. Enquire of L. J. PERKINS,
489 Congress St Portland.16 2

cre-.ro

TO
TO

St*;

NAk.E-$9<>0 buys
HALE—A second-hand cabriolet in excelFOR
Washington St., Boston;
business, located
FOR
lent condition; Kimball’s make. Can be
stand nice soda fountain, finely fit{nod ice
W. L. ROBBINS’
Muuro
CAR-

LET,—'The lower half of house No. 106
Clark St., with eebago, well arranged for a
■mall family. Enquire ot R. DEERING, 394 Commercial St. PossetBion given May I, 1885. 27-1

Portland Daily Pres* Stock Lin,
Gprected by Woodbury & Moulton, Investment
Bankers. Oor. Middle and Exchange Streets.
Par Value
Offered.
Ask
Descriptions.

@ 26
@ 22
@24

_29

St._

the south side of Lincoln St.; 6 lots
FOK
2
Grant St.: 4 of these

a

Boston._27-1

prepared to furnish first clas* teams at reasonable
raves.
KASTMAN & GOODWIN, Proprietors. City
Hotel Stable, formerly Robinson’s, 35 and 37 Green

...

Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls,wheat 22,000 bush;
corn 176,000 busb, oats 4,000 bush, rve 2,000 bu,
barley 0,000
Detroit, April 29.—Wheat quiet; No 1 White at
1 04%; No 2 Red at 1 03%.
0'J.fc
Wheat—Receipts 3,100 bu; shipments 000 b sb.
Njbw Orleans, April 29.—Cotton is weak; Middling nplanils 10 3-16o,
mobile. April 29.—cotton is easy; Middling up-

IS idra a3ixl Tk'lisw.
Portland

@25

■

...

3 65@3 75; family at 8 90@4 00; choice at 4 46@
4 60. fanoy4 80 a 5 20. Wheat, higher; No 2 R d at
1 06%. Corn is higher;No 2 Mixed at 46%@47%.
Lara o
uats mgnerac auc.
id,
Bit
Receipt—Fionr 40.00> bbls.wheat 21,000 hurt,
oats 6,000 bush, barley 7 OQO
corn 61,000 bush,
bush, rye 2000 bush.

29.

Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
46 ears miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads. 80 cars ralmeUaneoua merchandise.

are

Texas.15
Canada pulled.20
Do Combing...
Smyrna washed.18
Uunwashed.10
Buenos Ay res.
26
Montevideo.
20
26
Cape Good Hope.
Australian.82
Donskoi.
20
There continues to be a fair movement
at previous prices.

H♦

Beccijp>i

The following
tad Tallow:

@30

Fairly

13

Portland,April.

Low and coarse...28
Medium unwashed.24
Low nnwashed.
20
California...
ID

entirely stocked our stable
elegant carriages, we are now

LET—Having
rpo with
new and

....

Including

seme

Teas

@29

28

advance.

...

common

of winter

crop

@20

Domestic markets*
fBy Telegraph.)
v«w York. April 29 —Flour market—receipts
17,222 bbis; exports 2971 bbis; stronger and 10@
15c higher with a fair home trade demand; sales
19.000 bbis.
Flour, No 2 at 2 76@3 90; Sup.Western andjStaie
at 3 00 a. 4 10; common to good extra Western and
State 3 85@4 40; good to choice do at 4 50@6 25;

a very confident feeling in the future of the
market. Holders aro strengthened by the crop rethat
ports as much as by the war rumors, and claim
referhigher prices are likely to prevail, without

to

@

80
26

in Boston,
FOR
urnished

Deerlng, 3 lota

M4 LE.—House lots in

on one of the best streets
first class lodging bouse finely
all well let at good
17
rooms,
throughout.,
jrices; low rent; sickness soie cause of soiling; one
»f the best lodging houses in Boston. W. F. CAR
iUTHERS, 24 Tremont Row.

NAIjE—Located

Brief advertisements are inserted under
thin head one week for £5 cents, pain in

..

there is

ence

31

.,.

FINANCIAL AN^CO^ERCIAL

Show

28

UAII.KO.4Dn.

FOK HAKE.

JBUNIflfENN THAPfl'ER.

TO LET.

4 60@5 00 Palermo.8 0O@3 oO
Apple*
Pollock.1 76(a3 00
1 75&22 5 Green, ** bbl2b0@3(0
Haddock...
lb
H» «...
1 75@2 25 Evaporatod
8&1J
Dried Apples.... 4 @6
Herring
4Va&6
Seal
14@18 8liccd
£>box
Oil.
No. I.
12@15i
i Kerosene.
&
Mackerel, ^bbi.
Port.
Ref.P’tr
1.18
@6*4
Bay No.
00@20 00j
9*4
Bay "'o. 2.10 OOffill 60! Water White
Devoe
00
Brill’t.
@12*4
bore
1.18 00(6:21
J
10 001311 601 Pratt’Astral.
2312*4
No. 2
9%
Large 3.... 8 00® 9 501 Ligonia.
9
Medium
3 00@ 4 001 Silver White uii
Centenial.
60
9%
2
Small
6033

English Cod,

Medium...80 @31
Common...
26 @20
Ptilled—Extra,.
26 @ 30
Superfine.20 @ S3
No 1.-.12
@ 16
Combing and delaine—
Fine and No 1 combing.34
@35
Pine delaine.„ .**.31
@ 37

Constantly increasing.

are

@29
@29

XX.....

Common.

there is none better than the old and reliable
Congress Yeast Powder, the sale of which is

FOR

Extra and
Fine.

Other Western
Fine and X.

Notwithstanding the immenso amount of advertising other baking compounds receive,

Portland Wholesale

@ 27

Medium..,.

THURSDAY MOBMKG. APRIL 30.

Beriew of

Coarse. ....20

Michigan-

TXA^&wlj

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nn.hun, I.awell, Wind hum, and Bp.
ping at 7.30 n. m. and 13-59 p. m.
Far Manchester, Concord and point* North, li
13.99.
For Rochester, Nprinit.lc, Alfred, Wat.
erboro and Mueo Hirer, 7.30 a.
■.,
13.99 p. in. ami (mixed) at 0.30 p. a.
Boturning leave Rochester at (mixed) u.46 a. m.,
11.10 a. m. and 3.36 p.m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 0.40 ». m., 1.15 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For liorhan, Mncrarappa, Cumberland
Mill*. Westbrook and Woodford's nl
7.30 a. n*., 13.99, 0.30 and (mixed) '0.30
Far

p. in.
The 13.99 p. in. from Portland eounect* a*
Ayer Junet. with Iloaauc Tu.srl Kant* lot
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New 5 orb via Norn ieb l.inr and all rail, via
MpriH«lleld,al«o with N. V. A N. B. B. B-,
(“Steamer Maryland Rnnto’’) for I'hiladelphla,
Baltimore, Washington, and the Maath and
with Boston & Albany K. B. for the West. H
Close oonnectiun* made at Westbrook Juno
tiou with through tram of Maine Centra) B. B., aad
at Grand Trunk ransfer, Portland, with throng)
train* of 'i rand
ruHk it. B.
Through Ticket* to all point* Wert and Sontb
be
had
of
S.
II. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portmay
land A Boeheeter 1 lepot at foot of Preble St., and of
Bollln* & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
•Doe* not stop at Woodford’*.
__

j2tttf

J W. PETEK8.

*

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY

MORNING,

SoT

APRIL

CITY AND VICINITY.
flfICW ADVERTISEMENTS TOD Alt.
ENTERTA INMENTS.
Enter tain meut and Orange Supper St. Stephens.
The Willltum Cnurcb Circjo- Sa'e.
Congress Square Chuicb— Entertainment.
Ninth Annual Bail—A. O H., Div. No. 1.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Ladies’ Hosiery Oven, Moore & Co,
Hill &

Co.,

Boston.

Fine Paintings—Cyrus F. Davis.
Wanted—Everyone to Read “Came Ashore."
Harbor Commissioner*’ Notice.
United States Hotel—Dr. W. Wilson,
For {“ale or Rent Hotel.
John Snitb, Jr., & Co., Boston
For Sale-C. F. Tuttle & Co.
AUCTION SALES.
Special Sale—Furniture, Carpets, &c.
Horse and Carriage Mart.

THE

IVHAUNG INDUSTRY.

NATIONAL, ENCAMPMENT.

Finny JMonsler* Round Down Eusl.
The tug Wm. H. Clark of Boston, Capt.
Millin, arrived in the harbor at 9 o’clock Tuesday evening, having in tow four whales bound
for Boothbay. The whales were anchored in
Diamond Island roads to await the passage of
the storm and the tng proceeded to the city.
The whaleB are of the finback variety and
abound along ports of the Atlantic coast.

Hotel.
U. Clay Hall, Department Commander of
New York, has been assigned to the Falmouth

Shooting them from steamers has now become
part of a regularly organized business. The
four brought in here were about sixty-five feet

Hotel.
Vau Houston Post, No. 3, of Jersey City,
want camp quarters for 100 men and dram

in

corps.
Storer Post, No. 1, of Portsmouth, N. H.,
want camp quarters for 100 men.
Department of Indiana have been assigned
to the Sea Shore House, Old Orchard.
Tbe committee having in charge the entertainment and reception of the G.A. R. in June
are hard at work to find quarters for all Com-

length and were shot daring last week from
the steamer Fannie Sprague of Provincetown
The gun used is loaded with a bomb which
explodes after entering the body of the whale
and soon terminates the life of its victim. At
Boothbay factories are maintained for the purpose of securing the oil and preparing fertilizers.
The industry is a profitable one to the
people of that place. Each whale nets about

Cowdrey’s Salad Cream cau be found at
the ■tores of Geo. C. Shaw & Co., A. L. Miilett & Co., W. L. Wilson & Co., and Wm.Mil-

$400.

liken & Co.

average of two a week.
Towing the monsters is a work attended
with some difficulty.
They cannot be towed
head foremost and when a tug gets four or five
of them behind her it is a heavy load. The

apr28-eod3t
II. H. CUrcnit

«

ourt.

BEFORE judge colt.
Wednesday.-Dennis Kelly, plaintilf in error, vs.
the United States. At tbe February term of the
U. S. District Court Dennis Keliy, convicted of
manslaughter, was sentenced to fine and imprisonment. in accordance with chap. 17G, laws of U.
8., 1879, s; id Kelly obtained a. writ of error from
tbe judgment of tbe District Court, aud the hearing
now ** on the transcript of tbe record in said District Court, transmitted to this couit with said writ
of error.
Hearing concluded. Decision reserved.
BEFORE JCTDGE WEBB.

Mary E. Doming vs. Western Union Telegraph
Company. An action to recover for personal injuries alleged to be the result of a blow received by
the plaintiff from a slack telegraph wire uuder
which she rode, July 1, l«81. At a former trial
the jury were unable to agree.
Adjourned to Thursday at 9.30 a. m.
Kupmur Judicial C

ourt.

BEFORE JUDGE VIRGIN.

Wednesday—The following divorces have been
docreed during the present term:
Dora B Inman

vs.

Frauk M.

Hinman;

ten years

utter desertion.
Divorce nisi. Custody of minor
Child to mother.
Maximilian W. Prochow nick vs. Maria Prochownick; three years’ desertion. Divorce nisi.
Ellen L. Stone vs Melville C. Stone; five years desertion. Divorce nisi.
Custody of two minor children to mother.
Edward A. Allen vs. Fannie Allen: ^adultery. Divorce nisi.
Elia **. Perry vs. Henry F. Perry; gross and confirmed habits of intoxication. Divorce nisi.
Adelaide M. Powers vs. Charles W. Powers. Cruel
and abusive treatment and confirmed habits of intoxication. Divorce nisi.
Alexander W. Macdonald vs. Josephine A.
Macdonald. Nine years utter desertion. Divorce

nisi.
Hannah G.Burnell vs. John B. Burnell; cruel and
abusive treatment. Divorce nisi.
Mary A. Taplin vs. Homer T&piin; nine years utter desertion. Divorce nisi.
Margaret Harmon VS. Albion .7 TTnrmnn bit
year* desertion.
Divorce nisi.
Custody of two
minor children to mother.
A. Laura Copeland vs. Edwin C.
Copeland; three
years desertion. Divorce nisi.
Marie Nelsen vs. Hans
Nelsen; cruel and abusive
treatment. Divorce msi. Care of lour minor children to mother.
Siv lion C. Oakes vs. Annie F. Oakes; nine years
desertion. Divorce nisi.
Irving O. Whiting et als vs. Henrv S. Burger et
als. and trustees. In this action the
plaintiffs, I. O.
Whitney & Co. of Boston, seek to recover from the
defendants. Burger, Hurl but & Livingston of New
York, a balance of 810,000 alleged to bo due for
molasses sold to defendants and commissions on
sales of molasses.
The trustees in this case arc several
Portland
merchants.
Xtii» cue ia heard by the court without
jury.
btrout & Holmes for pitta.
Mattocks & Neal for defts.

Muuicipul Court.
BEFORE JDDGE GOULD.

Wednesday—John H. Lawson.

seizure.

Discharged.
George Brown. Search and seizure.
and costs. Appealed.

Search and
Fined 8100

Lincoln 8. JT. Court.

(Reported for

Press.)
WiscASSEr, April

the

28.

The April term of the Supreme Judicial Court for
this county convened here at 10 o’clock this morning, Hon. Thomas H. Haskell, justice presiding.
Prayer was offered by the Rev. Mr. Pyne of the St.
Phillips’ Episcopal Church. The grand jury, which
is the

same as at the last
term, retired and entered
upon its duties, and the traverse jury was impanelled. The forenoon was occupied in going over the
docket. In the afternoon,there bei: g no cafe ready
for trial, the jury were excused until
Wednesday
morning.
cases have been marked for trial at
fwenly-®ighf
this term, but the indications are that
many of
them will be settled without the intervention of a
jury, and tbat the term will be a short oue.
The
criminal business will be light.
T here
prisoners now confined herein
are.three
the county j*il, one
eharged with breaking and entering the store of D. P. Haggett io the town of
Edgecomb iu December last and stealing therefiom
•25 iu cash and aoout 815 worth of
sundries, oue
committed us a tramp and oue upon the charge o£
being a vagrant.
Ainot.g ttio e present at the opening of tho court
this moruing were ex-Seuator Marble, Hou. J.E.
Moore of Ihomaston. C. E.
Littlefield, Esc., of

Rockland,

aud H. W.

Swasey, Esq.,

of Portland.

Brief

Jotting*.
Strong gale from the
with
east,
rain in early morning. The mercury
indicated 36° at 7 a. m., 42° at noon, 40° at sunHard day yesterday.

set.

The Ladies' Union and Annex of the Congress Square Church will give an entertainment and supper in the vestry this evening.
Rev. Dr. Bashford will conduct the Biblo
class at the Y. M. C. A. rooms tomorrow afternoon at 7.30 o’clock.
An entertainment and orange supper will be
advert

Kt

V

\r

n

a

Mali

evening by St. Stephen’s Parish.
The Plymouth Literary Society
this evening at Mrs. Whitlemore’s,
Brackett street.

Pierce.
The Williston Church Circle will hold a sale
at the vestry this afternoou and evening. TJeelnl and fancy articles, home-made candy and
flowers will be served in the evening.
A sum of monev has been picked np at the
salesroom of the Associated Charities in Farrington Block, which the owner can obtain by
applying there.
Officers Eaton and Heath, yesterday, seized
at the Boston train a box of lager and a box

containing a two-gallon jag of hard liquor.
Officer Fickett made a seizure at the Boslou
boat

yesterday morning.
The York County Pomona Orange

will hold
memorial service at Hollis Centre for Mr. J.
A. Meserve on Wednesday of next week. It
Was postponed yesterday on account of the
weather.

The Boston Globe’s Lawrenoe news, last
evening, contained the following: James
Travers and Dennis Delaney, belonging in

Biddeford, Me., were arrested Tuesday evening for evading car fare on the Boston and
Maine.
Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted,' Fob Sale, To Let,
Boabd and Booms and Lost and Found, not
exoeeding forty words, will be inserted in the
Daily Pbehs one week for twenty-five cents, if
paid In advance. When payment is not made
latcg

will

Uo

vliulgCUi

XUO

large circulation

of the Press makes it the
best medium for these advertisements.

Wedding Bells.
A very pleasant social gathering took place
at the Bay View House, Peaks’ Island, last
evening, tho occasion being the marriage of
Miss Lizzie J. Sterling, the oldest daughter of
the proprietor, and Mr. Eiihu H. Bice, freight
cashier of the Boston & Maine railroad. The
number and elegance of the gifts testified in a
slight degree to the regard and esteem in
which both parties are held by their large

circle of-friends. If the heartiest good wishes
of their many friends, both present and absent,
oan avail aoght, their journey through life
will be pleasant and prosperous indeed. Fifteen or twenty iriends went down from Portland on the Oadet, and returned at abont halfpast 10 o’clock.

They

found the

trip

a

rough

one.

The Castle Bordered Kbiae.
Mr. Stoddard delivered the concloding lecture in the Slockbridge extra course last ovoning before a large audience. The rirer Bbine,
with its grand aud picturesque scenery, fascinating cities and towns, and grey old rains were
described in the speaker’s most pleasing manner. Some excellent advice was given for the
benefit of those who may at some luture time

visit these scenee, as to the best way of traveling and the best places in which to tarry for a
longer or shorter period as time wiil permit.
The concert by Grimmer’s orchestra, which
preceded the lecture, afforded much pleasure
to the listeners.
Ike Fishing ftxcbnuge.
The following arrivals of shore fishermen
have been recorded at the Piehing Exchange:
From

Schooners C. B. Harrington, with 8000 lbs.;
Lizzie Bagan, 5000 lbs.; Ira Kilburn, 0000 lbs.;
Juenetta, 6500 lbs.; Pearl of Orr’s Island, 6000
lbi.; Joseph Warren, 8000 lbs.; Eva Eace,
3000 lbs.; Metcomba, 15C0 lbs.; Maid of the
Mist, 3000 lbs; Little Kate, 10,000 lbs ; sloop
Lizzie Frost, 3500 lbs.; total, 59,500 lbs.

The schooner J. H. Kennedy has arrived
from the Western Banka with 8000 lbs. of
mackerel.

—an

Wm. H. Clarke is a very powerfnl boat but it
took her from Monday morning until Tuesday
night to reach this port.
The Fanny Spragne has captured in all 26
whales this season, securing the last two on

Tuesday.
THE ISTOUin.
No Berions Accidents Reported in this Vi-

einily Yesterday.

White cap followed white
cap rapidly up the bay, carrying vessels from
their anchorages and tossiDg the boats at the
wharveB against the piling with considerable
force. No serious accidents have been reported. Many of the vessels in the harbor have
been chafed more or less badly and nnmerons
anchors were dragged.
A schooner collided
with the wharf at the Marine Railway on the
Cape side, and a small schooner there had

evidently suffered somewhat in running down
a larger vessel.
The trains came in on time
all right.

The

fiOIDA

t.imft in t.VlA

mnrniticr

ferry beat laid off for
hnt.

rnenmad

iiu*

trips in the afternoon. The Minnehaha made
her afternoon trio to Diamond Island, with
quite a number of passengers. The little boat
plunged into waves which almost bnried her
in flying spray.
The yachts lying at their
moorings in the upper harbor, jumped around
in a lively fashion, and as seen from Commercial street the fishing schooners lying near the
ends of the wharves rocked badly.
Church of the flewiah Fair.
The fair given by the Church of the Messiah at their vestry was not opened nnder the
The

favorable anspioes as regards the weather
yesterday, but the tables are full of pretty and
useful articles, and the hot dinners aud sup*
pers are a most acceptable feature. The Japanese wedding last evening was given in admirable style, beautifully costumed and elicited
most favorable comments.
It is unlike our
most

beautiful Christian ceremony, as there is
neither priest or minister to ask God’s blessing on the bridal pair, and never an audible
word spoken during tbe whole ceremony,

own

which is conducted by a person called a Go
Between, who acts the part of general mistress
of ceremonies. In the higher oastes of society
the bride is attended by eight of her young
friends, who correspond to the bridesmaids of
ceremony. The groom’s parents are of
first importance in this ceremony, and are
shown great respect, taking the precedence of
the bride’s parents in every particular, coming
on the stage first aud being greeted and served
first in every instance. Inste ad of preceding
the bride, as with ns, the maids enter after
she has been Baated by the Go Between upon a
our

raised seat prepared for her (the parents having previously taken their seats), and as they
enter prostrate themselves with the most reverential salaams iu front of the bride and
Tbe ceremony is
groom and their pareuts.

largely made np of drinking a great mauy cnps
of their favorite beverage, Japan tea.
Tbe
eatables are small rice-bails, which no one
tastes

until all

served.

are

Tbe bride receives
from tbe groom’s

but two presents, one
father, at whose side she is placed during tbe
ceremony by the Go Between and whom she
faces, showing she has become a member of
bis family, and oue from tbe groom’s mother.
Tbe presents always consist of jewelry. Tbe
pledge which binds the happy pair is made in a
whisper to tbe Go Between by the groom who
delivers it to the bride iu the same mysterious
manner and tue contract is sealed by tbe bnue
and groom drinking together three times from
the two-spouted kettle.

Art.

Mr.

Cyras F. Davis

so long and favorably
lovers of art in Portland, has—after
the New York fashion—taken the residence
No. 010 Congress street, and has arranged the

known

to

establishment as an art school for the exhibition of the choicest and most attractive works
ot the best masters. Tbe basement is devoted
to the workshop for framing and molding. Tbe
parlor floor is the art salon, and here the exquisite taste of Mr. Davis displays itself. The
great bay window, formed of a single sheet of
French plate glass, furnishes a splendid north
light to the front parlor, while the two long
windows in the rear furnish an equally good

light from the south.

The rooms are spacious,
old-fashioned tiled fireplace the logs
are burning cheerily, while largo, comfortable
chairs of odd designs are scattered about, and
an

protty rugs are placed here and there over the
The tapestries,
polished hard wood floor.
bric-a-brac and wall decoration, are all in harmony with the surroundings.
Among the fine pictures on exhibition is a
superb work by Mme. Peyrol-Bonbeur, a sister
of the celebrated Rosa Bonlieur. It is a cattle

piece, a cow standing by the side of one that is
lying down, while a little calf is approaching
the couple. Tbe lustre of the red and white
coats of the animals is wonderfully reproduced,
while the animals themselves are remarkable
for their truthfulness to nature. The landscape effects are fine, and the general tone of
the painting. Then there is an exquisite sheep

piece by Charles Jacque.the celebrated French
arf.itl

an

Aramnlfl

nf irhnsa

tnnrlr

nroo

conn

here at the Society of Art exhibition some
time ago; a beautiful landscape by Charles
Trayon, another great French artist; one of
Weeks’ brilliant Eastern scenes; a remarkably
good marine by H. 6. Brown; a delightful
example of F. E. Kimball’s, and another of
Howes’ skill; a young girl by C. K. Grant, fall
of sentiment and feeling; Fnller’s “Bird and
Girl,” seen here some time ago, and other
beautiful paintings. The engraving and etch-

ing portfolio is full of delightful things, and
an hour can he passed most
agreeably in this

cosy and refined resort.

Personal.

Dr. Charles R. Crandall will deliver the address in Gardiner on Memorial Day.

Representative Milliken, who has been in
Washington since Congress adjourned, has
leit for his home in Belfast.
Senator and Mrs. Hale have returned to
Washington from a visit of several weeks at
the house of Mrs. Chandler in Detroit, and are
at their mansion on 15th street, Washington.
The Senator says they will depart for their
Maine home at Ellsworth, about May 10th.
The following guests were at the Falmouth
last night: J. L. Shelley, Detroit, Mich.; C.
G. Rtdgway, Philadelphia; R. Denne, Seneca
Falls, N. Y.; H. L. Wright and J. J. Barron,
Boston; N. W. James and E. W. Tryon, New
York; E. Wilson, Thon aston; Gov. Frederic Robie, Gorham; F. W. Barden, Providence;
J. Higginbottom, Sherbrooke, P. Q.; J. McLellan, Quincy, Mass.
Pxcursiou

le

Boston.

Weather permitting, about twenty of the
members of the Boys’ Literary Society of the
Young Men's Christian Association will take
a trip to Boston
to-Dight on one of the
steamers of the

H.

Waifield, Department

Commander

and chairman of the California delegation,
and ten representatives with a number of
ladies have been assigned to the Falmouth

rades and wives.Postal cards have been sent out
and notices have been inserted in all the

The returns are
papers in tbe city for rooms.
very light, and it is hoped that every one will
reply at an early date.
W. F. Clarke, R. P. Boss, John McDonough
of Dahlgren Post, No. 2, Boston,.visited Headquarters yesterday.
A committee meeting was held at Laconia,
N. H., yesterday, by representatives of the different Grand Army Posts in Northern New
Hampshire to make arrangements for attending the National Encampment. The battalion
will be called the White Mountain battalion,
and will consist of over six hundred veterans.
The Highland Band of Lake Village, N. H„
will accompany them, and the party will reach
Portland via the White Mountains.

NEW

mnst not only be born there himself, bat bis father and grandfather mnst have
been born there, and be mast be related in
some way to everyone in the place.
Henry McKown isn’t as rich as Jacobs, althoagh he owns a share in his boat, bat he is
just as popular, and catches very nearly as
He is said to have sold $40,000
many fish.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Portland Steam Packet Com-

pany. The boys will spend to morrow in Boston, visiting various places of interest and will
start for home on the 7 o’clock boat in the evening. Rev. H. P. WiDter, General Secretary
of the Association, will accompany the boys
on their trip.
Special courtesies will be extended to the excursionists by the Boston Y.
M. C. A.

Music.
ThiB novel entertainment will consist of an
ilinstrated lecture upon music. It opens with
au organ voluntary by Mr. Kctzschmar. This
will be followed by a lecture by Rev. Dr. Bashford, lasting about twenty minutes, and laying
down the principles on which music has been
developed and which underlie our modern
music.
This will be followed by historical illustrations showing the development of music
through tbe Jewish cburcb, Greece, the eariy
Christian ages, down to tbe great masters. The
principles which nnderlie modern music will
then be illustrated by selections from the
masterpieces of Palestrina, Beethoven, Mczart

Haydn. Each selection will be
by Dr. Bashford.

anu

prefaced

The musical programme is as follows:
Syrian tune (very ancient).Mr. Kotzsciimar.
The most ancient Hebrew song.
Mrs. Chase ana choir.
Hymn to Calliope, 333 B. C.Mr. Coyle.
Greek Christian iiyrnu, 300 4. u.Mrs. Goudy.

The oldest English song, 1240 A. D... .Mrs. Cnase.
A selection from Palestrina.Choir.
Arcadelt’s Ave Maria.Mrs. Goudy.
A ch< ral from Bach.Choir.
See the Conquering Hero Comes.Handel,
A selection from
A selection from

Choir.
Mozart.Mr. Coyle.
Haydn’s Creation.

Stockbridge.
Mendelssohn’s Martyr Hymn.Choir.
Selection from Monnt of Olives.Beethoven,
Mr.

Four national airs

Choir.

on

organ..Mr. Kotzschmar,

Deserved Testimonials.
An Associated Press despatch from

Wash,
ing says: “Secretary Manning has awarded a

gold medal to Marcus A. Hanna, lighthouse
keeper at Cape Elizabeth, Me., for heroic conduct in rescuing two persons, the only two survivors, from the wreck of the schooner Australia, January 28th, 1885, and a gold medal to
Cornelias Koach of Boston for bravery in rescuing from drowning several persons at
different times in the years 1883 ana 1884.
Private Detectives.
Ex-Deputy Sheriff True of Hallowell is not
the only man who has been appointed and confirmed a private detective.
Mr. Robert A.
Davis of this city has been appointed and con-

firmed, and in fact Mr. Davis has had a well
arranged detective bureau in operation in
Portland for some time, and made several very
important arrests.
masonic.

The annual communication of the Grand
Lodge of Masons will be held at Masonic Hall,
on

Tuesday, May 5th,

at

9 o’clock.

The Grand
evening at 7

Chapter meets on Tuesday
o’clock, the Grand Council on Wednesday
afternoon at 2 o’clock,-and the Commandery
on Wednesday evening at 7 o’clock.
The People’s Perry.
The ferry boat building at Harrington’s yard
in Bath fur Portland parties, and to ruu between this city aod the Cape, will be launched

Saturday

Monday. The engine being built
at Moulton’s is Dearly finished.
or

CHAT WITH A BOIITHUAV

CAP’S.

Rear fork Reporter Goes Aboard a
Maine Mackerel Catcher aud
I.earns
Route hing About Pisheriueu.

A

Schooners of the Maine mackerel fleet arrived in New York on Friday and Saturday last,
1U
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Beaman, 3b.4,
Nichols, cf.4
Tildeu, If.4

Foster, xl.4
Litchfield, ss.2
Smith, 2b.4
Jones, e.4
Holden, lb.4
Winslow, p.2

0
2
1
0
O
1

1
1
3
1
X
2
O
1
0

Total.32

0

10

0

12

27

18

Dearth, 2b.

AB.
6

Cook, p. 4

Donovan, o.
Pusbor, lb.
Talbot, if.
Larrabee. rf.
oarron

cr.

B Bartlett, 3b.
Davis, ss

4
4
4
4

lB. TB. PO.

R,
O
0
2
O
O
0

O
0
3
1
0
0

O
0
3
3
O
0

3
1
7
6
3
0

»Pt30

dlt

U

1

1

1

U

O

0

0

0
0

0
0

1
2

0
1

0
1

36

2

5

7

24

13
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INNINGS.

123466789
Harvards.0 5 1 0 0 0 0 0 x—6
Bowdoius.1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0—2
Earned runs. Harvards 2. Three base hits, Nich%
ols, Pushor. First base on balls, Harvards 3, BowCoins 1. First base on errors, Harvards 4. Bowdoius 6.
Struck out, Harvards 6, Bowdoins 6.
Double plays, Jones-Sraith, Davis-Bartlett. Passed
Jones
balls,
1, Donovan 1. Time of game, lh. 40m
Umpire, A. L. Grant of Lawrence.
YESTEHDAY’8 GAMEL.
At Cincinnati—St. Lonis 6. Cincinnati 0.
At Pittsburg—Louisville 4, Pittsburg 3.
At New York—Athletics 5. Metropolitans 3.
At Philadelphia—Phiiadelphias 8, Trentons 2.
WILD PITCHES.

Phillips arrived yesterday morning.

Murray, recently released from the Providences,
will accompany the Biddefords to Lawrence, Saturday,

as

tenth

—

style

cap will

A

complate the

company them.
The Haverhill grounds have been newly laid out
under the direction of a civil engineer, a wire set?
ting placod on the grand stand, and the reporters'
stand made ready for use.
There is great interest in Haverhill over the approaching contest between the Portlands and Haverhills Saturday.
Dillon, of the Dartmouth College team, is developing into a very effective pitcher. He has very deceptive curves iu his delivery, and great command
over the ball.
The resignation of Charles A. Moody of Biddeford, as one of the directors of the Eastern New
England League, has been accepted, and Kenneth
W. Sutherland has been elected to till the vacancy.
Fernald of '86, has superseded Drew of ’88, as
third baseman on the State College nine.
Fernald
is a hard worker, and bis playing in thepaBtbas
been very creditable. The team are working hard,
but are under a great disadvantage in not being
able to get the practice which the other
college
teams are getting.
Capt. Start, of the Providence club, is desirous
of having the present league pitching rule revoked.
Ilawes, formerly of the Bostons, and now a member of the Brocktons, is doing good work with that
nine.
The Harvards are doing much better at the bat
than they did at the corresponding time last
year,
and thev show much improvement in base running.
It is now said that Purcell will sign with the Athletics to play left field, an annn a« ha !■ raleiiuirt hy
the Phiiadelphias.
Larkiu will be trausferred to
centre field, and Coleman will be made a regular

pitcher.
The Gloucester have finally withdrawn from the
Eastern New England League, aud their place will
be t*ken cither Djr the Newburyports or
Lynns.
Capt. Doe. of the Gloucester, states that a lack of
harmony in base ball circles in his team forces the
withdrawal.
ueoiooe'.uinioiB challenge the Portland
High
School nine to a gam-3 of ball Saturday forenoon, at
9 o’clock, on the NVeatera Promenade.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
There will be

THE RAG RABY.
matinee of the

Rag Baby Saturday afternoon, as advertised; only two performances
and
Friday
Saturday evenings. There was a good

and extending the other to shake with any one
who had come to see him.
That was Henry
McKown of Boothbay, skipper of the f.choon-

The entertainment which will be given under the
auspices of Bosworth Relief Corps, at City Hall,
Alay-day, will prove one of the most attractive of
tbe many ever ottered by the ladies of this valuable
institution. Among the leading features will be
the charming court minuet in costume,
readings by
a popular elocutionist, silent drill
by thirty beautiful young ladies, songs by Harry Nickerson, and the
delightful little operetta of “Grandpa’s Birthday.”
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of taking mackerel or any other rish except
All agreed that just at
through the nose.
name of
mackerel was
present even the
enough to disgust them. The catch bad been
and
such
an
unnsual number of
enormous,
boats coming in at once bad sent the price of
mackerel down to 52.50 a thousand, barely
enough to pay for coming into port. About
the highest price ever paid was 10 cents
apiece
or 5100 a thousand, ana
each crew had come
flying home with every stitch of sail lugged on,
fondly hoping to be first and find the price up.
All had got in together, and thus they had
spoiled everything. Even the shad fishermen
were bemoaning their lot, for they said that
with mackerel so cheap every one would be
buying it, and shad would drop down fifty per
The fifty boats of the mackerel fleet
cout.
have 8,000,000 or 10,000.000 of the fish aboard.
But geoniue fishermen are hard to discourage. The man who owns the boat must pay
for what the crew eat, no matter how low the
price of fish may be, and the men receive onehalt of the money taken in, the captain having
first taken out four per cent, of the whole besides his share as one of the crew.
The only
expense incurred by the crew is the extra salary which the cook gets and the price of their
own clothing, which amounts
to very little.
Each man can calculate on finishing the mackerel season with 5300 a head, with which he
can return to his family and live,
if he
chooBes, in idleness and luxury until the searound
son comes
again.
All the mackerel boats in New York, Sunday, hailed from Portlaud or Gloucester. The
strongest rivalry exists between every two
schooners separately, and between the fleets of
the two ports.No.Portland man will admit that
the best Glcuoesler boat is equal to the poorest
of his fleet, and every Gloucester man would
prolees to consider bis life unsafe in a Maine
boat. Speed is the great thing, as everything
depends upon getting into market first, and it
is a faiut-hearted crow indeed which will not
risk men and standing rigging to beat a rival.
Henry McKown, skipper of the Henry Morgauthau, is not the only one who believes his
boat to be the fastest.
His brother, F. 0. McKown, who commands the James Dyer, Skipper B. H. Sparling of the Liezie Maud, John
Steevy of the Mattie T. Tyler, Will Sergeant
of the Fannie Sparling, Jason Greenlaw of the
Lucy Dyer, Frank Pierce of the Jenuie Armstrong, Ernest Johnson of the James Pool, and
almost every other skipper in the fleet has a
little private opinion of his own about bis
boat. But the two lions of the coast at preseut
are
Solomon Jacobs and Henry McKown.
Jacobs hails from Gloucester, but is looked upon there
as a foreigner, because be has been
there only fifteen or twenty years.
A man in
order to be a genuine resident of one of the old

THE MAY-DAY CARNIVAL.

are

—

Patents,
No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.
Portland and Cape Elizabeth Ferry Company
UNITED STATES HOTEL. THE
having leaved the lot adjoining the easterly side

C. W. T.

selling

well at

Stockbridge’s.

NOTES.

The concert by Grimmer’s Orchestra, assisted by
Miss Annie L. Davis, Miss Bartlett, Messrs. Kotoscholar

and Slock bridge at Brunswick, Tuesday
evening, was an artistic success.
Tonight the Cosmopolitans will present “School”

at Portland Theatre,
with the members.

A

few tickets

are

left for sale

F. O. BAILEY &

CO.,
Auctioneers and Comm ssion Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
E. O. BAILEY,
marl4

given

JACOB

McLELLAN,

CHARLES MERRILL,
C. H. FARLEY,

Portland, April 29,1885.
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best
suit, well watered with never
failing spring; cuts large amount of choice hay, tbe
land is elevated and smooth; several thousand cords
of standing wood, a line set of
buildings nearly new.
a nice 3-story French roof
house, 21 large finely
finished rooms and observatory from which the view
is seldom surpassed; bay windows, beautiful elm
trees, splendid modern built stables suitable for ail
kinds of stock, nice carriage house with ohamberg
for help, pigeou hennery, shop and tool
bouse, all in
fine order; very nice cellars to tbe buildings.
Any
gentleman wauling a fauoy stock f irm would lo
well to see this place belore
purchasing; or this
place is well adapted for any public institution;
would make one of the nicest summer resorts near
Boston. A beautiful stream of water near
by with
plenty of fish; this is one of the most picturesque
aud healthful spots to live in N. E.; the farm is
stocked, and tbe house is finely furnished.
Price
$25,000; stock and furniture at appraisal if wanted
C. F. TUTTLE & CO., 242
St., Boston.
acres

DR.W.WILSON’S
in the cure of upwards of Six
Thousand of the most difficult complicated cases
within the last four yoars is the beat evidence

Of his Shill that needs only a Trial.
His Ladies*
Periodical Regulating Magnet is
Working Wonder* W bout medicine.
Ladies’ snffer no longer, call and investigate, no qnestions ashed but your
every ailment, ache or pain is faithfully
described.
{^^Consultation and Examination Free from 9
a. m. to 8 p. m.
apr30dtf

FINE

__30-1
Hotel at Old Orchard For S tic or Rent.
Hotel Concord at Old Orchard Beach, corner of

First Avenue and Surf street, is otfored for sale.
Price $2500. a part of which may remain on mortgage. Title undoubted. If not sold, will be rented
for one or a term of years. Has one of the best
locations on the beach, with unobstructed view of
ocean and beach. Apply to F. L.
CARNEY, Sheepscot Bridge, Me., or D. F. HARLEY at the beach.
aprSO
d3t teod3t

Bare proof Etchings and Engravetc.

Artistic Frames for Pictures

WANTED—Everyone

to read “Came Ashore,”
an interesting and
exciting story of the days
of wrecks and wreckerB on the Welsh coast. Begins in the Evening Express, April 30. Delivered
to any address for 30 cents per month. You can
send subscriptions by mail
30-1

A SPECIALTY.

CYRUS
810
aprSO

V.

DAYIS,

Congress

St.

Woodmansee &Garside.
WOOD.AIAN8EE & OARS1DE,
are now made exclusively by their
successors, each
pair bearing the name of

A. GARSIDE & SON
A.s

Ordinance

on

ARE

ap25

and Restocked.

lars

PERRY’S
UP TOWN

SHOE STORE,

of

sale in
store of

Portland at the

Congress

aprll

or

BOOT.)

Boot,
Slipper for Ladies, Misses
or
Children, Vouths, Boys
Men,

little money.
Don’t fail to
give me a call and save money.
for

a

broken.

#

Covers.
Some

rare bargains still remain.
Tuning and repairing to order.

the Board of Health,
J. W. DEERING, Mavor.

ap23d2aw tfTh&M

Samuel Thurston
free su

a

our

J. W.

I

SOLCTtHE
GENUINE

hands, this twenty-second day of

Dongola Boots
For tiro years, and the constantly

increasing

demand for these goods
proves that their reputation for
comfort and durability is well deserved.
The Genuine goods have DON.
GOLA stamped on the lining.

FANCY NEW CROP

345

We guarantee the W. B. to be the
finest line of Corsets ever imported.

Pl'NCnEONS,!

A full assortment of

34 TIERCES,
3tf BARBELS,

colors

Cargo bcliooner Bole Godfrey.
FOB

SALE

dt t

WE HAVE

KEEKING, Mayor,

Barbadoes Molasses.

uiock, ruKrjLA.it/.

janl2

cases.

Given under

the

see

Pianos, Organs, Stools and

is

PAPER HANGINGS.
Spring stock is now complete, and we are ready to offer the
most Artistic Designs at reasonable prices. Ceiling work a specialty; estimates and plans famished.
Mr. E. F. Copeland of Boston, has
recently taken charge of this deand we can assure popartment,
lite and respectful attention.
Mr. T. W. Emerson, the well
known decorator, has charge of the
mechanical
W e
department.
would urge all of those contemplating the use of Wall Papers, to
examine our stock and make selections before the assortment is

PIANO 1
Call at the Old stand and
largest stock of

DAVID B1KNIE,
1
JOHN A. GALLAGHER, I
AUGUSTUS H. PRINCE 1
JOHN S. RUSSELL,
REPAIRING PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO
Aldermen,
WHITMAN SAWYER, I
ELiAS B. DENISON,
I
ULiU. MW. rfittHX,
EDWARD A. NOYES,
J
HENRY W. HERSEY, Treasurer.
988 Yorls.
Street, ;
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk,
cod3w
ap23
i Licensing Board of the City of Portland.
apr23
dtd

Our

WOULD YOU

hereby given that the Licensing
Board of tbe City of Portland, will meet at
NOTICE
tbe Aldermen’s

all

dlw

eodt

To luhnoldcrs nml Victualers in the City
of Forthind.

or

Hickcox,

BUY THE BEST

Street.

0

use

HIGH ST.

apr23

Dealer in Fine

GOLD

Daily

TV. E.

BEST.

MAG J. DMA,
THE

Pitman

lars.

Room, on MONDAY’, the fourth day
eral a fine stock of Boots and ; of May next, at 7.30 o'clock p in., for tbe purpose
Sboes for the Summer wear which of granting licenses to Innholders aud Victualers
who may then aud there
I propose to sell at prices to suit
apply therefor. A bond
in tbe sum of threa hundred dollars, is required in
the times.
A good stylish

Shoe

oughness.

213
on

1 summer
Instructions
indiand in class.
a

of typewriters included. Send for par Mo-

Bliooa

CITY OF PORTLAND.

I am now ready to show my eld
customers and the public in gen-

i

evening,

in the briefest lime
consistent with thor-

than twenty dollars.”
provisions of the foregoing sections will be

April 22d, 1885.

233 York Street.

Spe c
coarse.
day or

nor more

The

strictly enforced.
By order

Typewriting.

phonography taught

Section 30.
“No permit to empty any privy
vault shall be granted between the first
day of July
and the first day of October, and no vault shall be
emptied between these dates, except bv express order of the Board of Health.”
Section 32. “Any person violating any of the
provisions of the foregoing section, shall forfeit and
pay to the use of the city, uot less than three dol-

Refurnished,

ood2w*

Shorthand and

vidually
The Isafte

THE

These Shoes are

MONTH.

1 will give 20 lessons in Stenography for $5,001
this otter to remain open for one mouth from April
24th. Personal instruction.
Bonn Pitman system.
A. L. SAWYER,
of
Portland School
Stenography, Brown's Block,
537 Congress St.

A. GARSIDE & SON

421

Health.

SPECIAL RATES FOR ONE

T H E

Fine

ab-

STENOGRAPHY.

styles will
something

new.

(SION OF

BOARD OF HEALTH.

after six years

office.
The Profespor begs to inform the American teachot French in Maine and New Haui;ishire that he
intends to teach during the summer vacations.
d2w
ap28

manufacture
a
full line Ladles’ Misses* and
Children's Fine Hand, Machine and Goodyear’s
Welt Shoes in all the prevailing styles.
Mr. A, Garside being an originator of
continue to cater to the nublic taste for

returned to

can be found, by his former pupils, his
friends, and thoie wishing to study Freru-h, at bis
old quarters, No. i£'J Free wired, over Dr. Bacon’s

sence,

A. CARSIDE& SON

Boots and Shoes.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Repaired,

guarantee.

a

dtf

PROF. HENRI DUCOM,
Portland,

Having

late firm of

CITY ADVERTIMEMENTM.

eodlw

Boyd Street.

ers

The justly oelebrated shoes manufactured by the

Washington

PAINTINGS;

ings, Photographs,

SactCMor.M to

siouers.

K—One of nicest estates in Middlesex
FORMAL
County, 14 miles from boston, with about 149
of the
of

Unparalleled success

A. ISAM 4 SOS,

J Commisap30dtd

private pupil, by the rabrcrlb

*n24

) Harbor

J

to

J. W. COLCORD,

GODINO,

Portland, April 29,1S8B.

the hearing. (Signed)

C. W. ALLEN
dtf

EOUCATIONAL.

Clerk of Portland and Cape Elizabeth Ferry Comp’y.
On the foregoing petition it is ordered that a hearing be appointed for FRIDAY, May 8, next, at 4
o’clock p. m., at or near the premises mentioned ia
the petition, where all interested may be heard; ant
it is further ordered that a notice of the above
application, together with this our order thereon, be
given by publication in two of tbe daily papers printed in Portland for seven days at least previous to

d3t

apr30_

Instruction in English and Class,
ical Studies

Cape Elizabeth Hallway Company, on the
Cape Elizabeth shore, request permission to build a
pile wharf on said lot, not more than twenty (20)
feet in width and extending iuto the harbor not farther than the present line of the rail wav wharf.
of the

no

sale of seats

The tickets

Briggs,

American & Foreign

uniform.

special train will probably be run to convey
the Portlands and Biddefords to Haverhill and
Lawrence. Saturday.
The prospects are that a
large number of the friends of the clubs will ac-

OF

follows:
3 Phaetons trimmed in Green Cloth.
4 Open Box Buggies.
2 Top Bug its, Piano Box.
2 '*
Corning Style.
1 Open Coming on Timken Springs.
At same time lot of 2d-hand Carriages, Harnesses, &c.
E.O. BAILEY A €'©., Auctioneers

ME.

FLOOR.

3d

Herbert €r.

man.

McKeever, of the Biddefords, is far surpassing his
past record as a catcher. His improvement behind
the bat and as a batter lias been surprising.
The Boston Unions change their name
tomorrow,
taking in exchange that of Biddeford. They will
also (ion new uniforms of Providence gray with Dablue
vy
trimmings, and a huge letter B on the
breast of the shirt. Navy blue jerseys and a league

yesterday morning, at the box office of
Portland Theatre.
The New York Graphic says:
‘‘A ne.7 farcical play by Mr. C. H. Hojt, tne author
of “A Bunch of Keys,” called MA Rag
Baby,” was
produced at the theatre last night by a company of
excellent artists, and if shouts of laughter and boisterous applause are evidences of Tts
fun-making
qualities, certainly it was a great success. It is
supposed to be a satire on the drug business and
sporting craze, and is lavishly interspersed with
songs and dances.”

HeDry Morganthaa, and his grasp was very
much like that of a door crack. He nodded
at his own men, call' d by their first names
men who had dropped in from other schooners
to chat, and then said that all that con id to
learned about good boats, coaid be learned
right aboard the Henry Morganthaa. She
was a fair specimen
of fishing schooners, except that she was handsomer, faster, and in all
ways better than any other.
The Henry Morganthaa was as clean as any
yacht, and cleaner than some.
Every bit of
woodwork was scrubbed like the tioor ot a
Dutch kitchen; the cabin where the captain
and five men sleep was fixed np with fancifully stained woods, which in tarn were covered
with highly colored pictures of young and
charming maidens, all with eyes very wide
open and features very prominent and amiable.
Of the eighteen men who form the
schooner’s crew, twelve sleep forward in the
fo’c’s’le, and that apartment, which was as
Ecrupnlonsiy neat as the cabin, was rendered
even more cheerful and homelike by the presence of a big cooking stove, a cook, and
many
lresh baked costard pies, which were scattered
aronnd on potato barrels and berths to coal off.
All the men eat down there together, and
the cook (a fisherman six feet tall) was hard at
work modeling biscnits oat of a big sheet of
white dough with the help of a cover from a
tin spice box. Barrels of fresh water divided
the available space with barrels of things to
eat, and the presence of 106,000 fresh mackerel
packed in ice only a few feet away was revealed by the faintest of
fishy odors, just
enongh to give things a tonch of reality. Bat
this odor famishes the fishermen with as

BOOH 0>

PORTLAND,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

*7

3

RULER.

raar2_d3m

1
2
1
1
O
2

4
4

at 10 o’clock a. m., at
street, we shall sell
Suits, Ash and Painted Chamber Sets Easy
Willow
and
Self
Chairs,
Rockers, Marble Top Tables, Sofas. Be 1 Lounges, Extension Tables, Bair
and Wool Top Mattresses. Woven Wire Spring Beds,
Carpets. Silver Plated Ware, Crockery and Glass
Ware, Kitchen Furniture, Refrigerators. Stoves, Ac.
F. O. BAILEY A C O., Auctioneers.
Parlor

as

KNIOIIT,

45 EXCBANfiE ST,

0

fiset, and down into the cabin. A dozen big
men, mostly with brown beards, bine eyes and
big chests, eat aronnd a comfortable stove,
looking warm and contented. One yelled,
"Wake np, Cap,” and a man with a browner
beard, blaer eyes and a much bigger chest
than the others, straggled oat of a little berth,
robbing the sleep from his eyes with one hand

or

No. 37 Plum Street

Account Books Ruled to Order.

O
0

E.
O
3
1
0
0
0

AUCTION.

BY

May 2,
salesroom 18 Exchange
ON SATURDAY,

on

PAPER

E.

A.
1
8
3
O
0
0

Furniture,Carpets,&c.

a.

S. D.

BOWDOINS.

UUUftfl

Falton market. A reporter who wanted
to learn something about fishermen went on
board one of the best looking schooners in the
near

1
1

—

CARRIAGES, AT AUCTION.

(Signed)

A.
3
0
0
0
0
6
1
0
9

OF

sell
SATURDAY, May 2, at 10.30
STEPHEN BERRY, WE shall
in., at
III ART OH PLIM NT K BET,
Book, Card ana Job Printer By order of Manufacturer, lot of New Carriages,

RATE.

TB. PO.
1
1
3
2
3
1
1
O
1
O
2
2
0
7
1 14
0
0

—

ap30d3t

To-Day, (Wednesday, April 29tb), we shall older 300 dozen Ladies’ full fashioned extra long
Ingrain Hose at the popular price of 25 cts. per
pair. This lot includes the most extensive variety of styles ever offered before in this oity for
26 cents.

_

IB.

dim*

LADIES’ HOSIERY.

Windham—N. L. HawkeB to William M. Smith,
$300.
Bridgton—Samuel Day to F. Proctor, land. $20.
Baldwin—J. Burnell to F. E. Noble, land and
buildings. $800.
West Baldwin—O. March to J. A. Rounds, land.

R.

Congress

ap7

land.

AB.

Street.

TELEPHONE 451.

$900.

and Art of

Mo.

OFFICE AND RESIDENCE:

633

Real Estate Transfer*.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Cape Elizabeth—V. Richards to S. M. Davis, land
and buildings. $400.
Gorham—W. S. Elder to J. S. Whitney, land.
$160.
Cumberland—J. H. Hicks to E. L. Hicks, land.
$100.
E. M. Noble to J. Burnell, land and buildings.

HARVARDS 6, BOWDOINS 2.
The Harvards and Bowdoius contested a pretty
game on Jarvis Field, Tuesday afternoon. The
fielding of the Bowdoins was good, bat the Haryards excelled them at bat. The score:

to

Portland,

_

BASE

SPECIAL SALE

IVI. D.,
WHIDDEN,
DK, C. II. MURK,

Successor

worth of
mackerel in three years, while in
command of the Eddie Pierce, which another
brother of bis now rnns, and his men usually
take as much money home as any nrew in the
fleet. Like all skippers, McKown has the right
to choose his own crew, and according to a custom which is universal, they are chosen from
among the men who, when at home, live within a stone's throw of his house, who were boys
with him, who went to school with him, and
perhaps thrashed him once er twice in the
coarse of a school term.
In consequence there
is very little rank or precedence aboard a
mackerel boat, and any trne lover of equality
and freedom should board one and be refreshed.

$20.

AUCTION MALE!*

MUNI nr BBS CARDS.

J. H.

HARVARDS.

rific on the ocean.

and

R.

Philosophy

The storm which raged yesterday was of
great foroe, but fortunately there waB no great
damage done in the city and harbor. The
strong wind from the northeast raised a heavy
sea in the harbor, which must have been ter-

and in

a

auguiMt

The factories are the property of a
Boston
merchant
who expects
to cap.
tnre daring the year over one hundred whales

The fair will continue today, and this evenI ing an old time concert will be given in the
audience room of ihe church, participated in
by “ye old folks and ye little folks, all arrayed
will meet
in old fashioned costnmes. Don’t miss hearNo. 149
ing it.

The steamer Emita has been chartered to
run daring the season Irom Boston to Winthrop beach. She will be captained by Jesse

fishing towns

More (Iniirim Wanted—A Word front the
Committee.

styles and

kept constantly on
L. A.

M. G.

hand.

PALMER,

No. 541 Congress

COULD,

apr23eod2mPOKTI.AVP BK.

‘BEST IN THE WORLD."

BY

PINE

COUSENS k TOMLINSON,

S|v

311,313 and 315 Commercial St.

•M>2S_dlf
F. O. PIERCE & CO.’S
tW STKONGEST lOO-ytl. silk

PMOHiS

in the Market.
Every spool warranted full measure.

AiLIT? ERSWh££

mil I

composed of the best Zinc and
Lead pigment*, ground in Pure Lin*
are

SUBURBAN NOTJES.

Snccarappa.
A letter was received here yesterday
announcing
the news of the murder of Henry Mayberry, a
former resident of this village, at Waterford, Da.
He was shot by three men while returning from the
theatre, aDd though ho lived some hours he refused
to tell who the murderers were. His brother has
telegraphed to have the matter officially Investi-

gated.
Frank LeFevre, a Frenchman employed by the
Westbrook Manufacturing Company, became enraged at Martin Conly, a boy of about 16 years, and
threw upon him a bucket of hot water, scalding
him fearfully. LeFevre was arrested and yesterday Judge Shaw bound him over in $800 to appear
before the Superior Court in May.

MARRIAGES.

LQRING, SHORT k HARMON.
mane

OPP. PREBLE MOlTMIi.

d2m

METAL POISON.
I am a coppersmith by trade, and the small particles of brass and copper from filing got into sores on
my arms and
my whole system.
Mercury
administered
on rheumatism, and I became
a helpless invalid.
I took two dozen bottles of
Swift’s
My legs, arms and hands are all
right again. I use them without pain. My restoration is due to S. S. S.
Me ter E. Lovb.
Jan. 9,18S5.
Augusta, Ga.

poisoned
brought

Specific.

malariaL poison.
We have used Swift’s Specific in our family as an
antidote for malarial poison for two or three years,
and have never known it to fail in a single instance.

W. C. Fcklow.

seed Oil to

both of Portland
At Peak’s Island, April 29, by Rev. Mr. Parsons.
Elihu H. ltice and Miss Lizzie J. Sterling.
In Auburn, April 20, Fred L. Foster and Georgia
D. Thompson.

MAKES THE

Cleanest, Purest, Sweetest and Health!*

DEATHS.
_

In this city, April 28. Mrs. Sarah M. Graffam,
widow of the late Capt Peter Graff am, aged 77 yrs.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Burial at convenience of the family.
In this city, April 28, Angie H., daughter of Julia
D. and the late Capt. Thomas Woodbury, aged 19
years.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 218 Congress street.
In this city, April 29, Lizzie C., daughter of Mary
J. and the late David Haw orth, aged 25 years.
[Notice of funeral hereatter.]
In West Baldwin, April 28, J. H. Milliken, aged
67 years.
In Buxton Centre, April 26, Miss Nellie C. Davis,
aged 19 years 9 months.

ulcers on
of Potassium and Mercury, and l became helpless. Six bottles of Swift’s Specific made a permanent cure.
Feb. 28,1885. M. D. Wilson, Gainsvilla, Ga.

Swift’s Specific is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The SwitT Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta Ga.
or 169 W. 23d St., N. Y,
janld&wlynrm

IM26_

Good for Catarrhal and Lung Affection*. Hay
Fever and Asthma. Nervous Exhaustion,
Neuralgia and Rheumatism.

HOTEI

“Oh. better, thanks, since I began to use Hood’s
Do you know what a wonderful
Sarsaparilla.
medicine it is? I was suffering intensely from liver
and kidney complaints, and could not find
anything
to do me any good till I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
The effect of this medicine from the first was
marvelous.”
•‘If you have been benefited, I must try it
myself,
as 1 suffer very much from a similar trouhle.’*
All wbo are troubled with disease of the kidneys
or liver should try Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
It purifies
the blood, sharpens the appetite, stimulates the
digestion, and gives the body vitality and vigor.

ltun Down—Built lip,
“I had become very much
was very

run

ally out of order,

down

and

gener-

bilious, and my liver
an
kidneys were more or less deranged. A few
bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla built me right up and
pui new life iuto me.” W. K. Staynkb, Cambridgeport., Mass.
“Last spring I was troubled with boils, caused by
my blood being out of order. Two bottles of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla cured me, and I can safely recommend
it.” Joseph Scuoch, Peoria, III.

A Pleasant Surprise,
Mr. C. I. Pitman, Dorchester District,
Boston,
took Hood’s
for
Sarsaparilla

remedies bad failed to do—curing a severe kiduey
trouble with which he had suffered for eleven
years. He earnestly recommends Hood’s Sarsaparilla for such complaints.

Sarsaparilla
8old by all druggists. $1; six fur §6. Made

^

c.

LrUlJl

at

II.

LAM SO W,

Dealer in and Agent for

COLUMBIA

few good Second Hand Machines in stock.

Also

Bicycle Sundries, &c.
201 Middle Mt.s Portland, Me.

d&vSm

“NEGOTIATED.
companies
may
negotiate loans thereon, may do
Two dosos of Dr. Booth’s Worm Remedy removed 26 large worms from my child five years
Old.
GABRIEL DERR,
Brakeman P. & R. R. R.
I was persuaded to try Dr. Booth’s Worm Remedy. It removed 24 large stomach worms from one
child and 17 from another.
H CASTNER, Pittston, Pa.

HOLD EVKBirWHEBE.

PRICE 23c.

C. H. GUPPY & CO., Gen. Agents,
Portland.
ap28dtf

VERMONT MAPLE

SYRUP.
Jnst received direct, a large lot of
Extra Heavy Maple Syrup.

W.
L. WILSON & CO.
»pr28
eod3t

me

W.

L>.

LITTLE,
dtf

Watches, Clocks,Charts
NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS
and a full line of Eye Glasses, Spectacles, Spy, Marine and Tourists* Glasses, Linen Testers, Reading
and Magnifying Glasses, Goggles, Eye Shades etc.
Personal attention given to watch repairing, and
a record kept of the running of all tine watahos.
IBA BERRY, JR.,
48 Exchange St.
marlO

DIRECTORY.

leading Hotels

at

AUBURN.

HOUSE, Court St.—W. S.
prietors.

Apples, Apples, Apples

which tno daily

Paitsa may always be found.
ELM

address for six cents in stamps.
THE BRAINERD & ARMSTRONG
CO.,
marl2eod3oi
35 Kingston Street, Boston.

A A.

Yonng,

Pr

CHAS. DONALD & CO.,
79

BATH.
SHANNON’S HOT L—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. id. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.

BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Loyejoy A Son, Proprie-

tors.

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor.

eodBm

Old

and
valuable pictures and mlrrror frames
repaired and re-glldcd, at
116 Exchange St, Portland,
Me.
ROCHE & EATON.
d3m
apr22

ENGLAND,

Will be glad to receive consignments of
Apples for sale in England.
Cash advances made if required.
W rite for Catalogues and market re*

ports.

mohl7

BOSTON.
QUINCY HOUSE.—J. W. Johnson, & Co., Proprietor.

<120,

AFEl MNDft

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rico.A Son.

Proprietors

'7XTL AN0 \
lECURITIESlMQRTGACElJ

BRUNSWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS-W. It. Field. Proprietor
HIRAM.
MtCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pugsley, Propri-

FIRST NATIONAL

CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardner, Proprietor.

YEARS’ EXPERIENCE
pSTTWELVE
lixminK for Private Investors and Trust Funds.

CORNISH.

-tii

**.\«>T

HOW MUCH, BUT HOW WELL,*
«up Motto In Lounlnc.
8end for circular
Firing f cul particulars an to loans, references, eta

DAVIS HOTEL—M. B. Dayis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor

OFA8.0.NoRTON.C.irh’r. Lkw E.DAHBow.l'rea»t,
•So" * °°
Baukers, N. Y. Cut,
Meier to\1 2,L><A,,'
Uuaum Ma»k>ba4.

EASTPORT.

PASSAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T.
Proprietor.

enlarged my stable at lOI ('lark Hi.,
1 wish to call the attention of gentlemen in
that vicinity to my superior accommodations for
Boarding Horses. My Carriage House being detached from the stable, rouders it impossible for any
scent or steam from the stable to reach the Carriages, a fact worth the consideration of those having
nic* carriages.

HAVING

JOHN H. LEE.

BANK,Corning, Iowa

(Sacceasor to Oko. W. Frank A Daheow )
Choice l irst MoitgagcM in the beftt Farming
Districte in Iowa, SliHeouri, Kansas and Nebraaka.
Inter eat paid at your ourn home in JV. }'. Exehunoe

H.

Uakk. C'uioaeo. lUlaMB

Buoknam.

LEWISTON.
DkWITT HOUSE—Quinby A March, Propriety
HI AC m AN.

EASTER HOTEL—E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.

___TTSly

CHAS. S. CHASE,
"uwewor

MECHANIC FILLS.
COBB'S HOTEL-P. R. Cobb, Proprietor.

—

NORRIDGEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOUSE—C. Danforth, Proprietor.
UITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts.
J. W. Robinson Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL, Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERKY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Perry

Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.—M. S.

Gibson

RAYMOND TILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor,
SACL'ARAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,-W. S. Pratt, Proprietor
SKOWHEUAN.
COBURN HOUSE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor

€. A. B. tlORNC Ac CO.,
—

Plastering Hair, & Drain Pipe,
NO.

5

COMMERCIAL WHARF.
PORTLAND, ME.

E3,“The only place in Portland to buy tho Cele
brated "COBB” Lime.
d2m

D1K1G0 MINERAL WATER.

U. S. HOTEL, Junction of Congress and Federal

MSts.—McDonald A Newbegin, Proprietor*.

to

WHOLESALE DEALER IN

LIME, CEMENT, FL1STER,

PORTLAND.

Proprietor.

Hoarding, Livery and Hack Stable.

ap3dod3m

Queen Street

LONDON E. C.,

NEGOTIATED BY THU

or Endowment
or other reliadispose ot same or
soon application t

31 EXCMAKCE ST.

aprl

ltf

Quills.
Wante Embr’y, p r oz 40c. Waste Silk 25c
60-page book, containing rules and designs for
knitting silk goods of every description, sent to any

CORNISH TILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—O. E. Woodbury Proprietor

holding paid up Life
Policies with the old Mutual Life
PERSONS
ble
who
wish to

only

by 0. f. HOOLl & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Maas,
100 Doses One Dollar.
tlnrm
jft&l

GAUBERT,

nmoracing

dtf

ap3

PLEASE CALL AND SAMPLE.

Hood’s

H.

Proprietor and Manufacturer.
303 Middle St.,
Portland, Me.
mar27

A

the

simple purpose or
purifying liis blood. He was greatly surprised and
gratified to find that it whs doing what all other

J.

and all the Leading American and English Bicycles and Tricycles.

How’s Your Liver.

Congress

st Bed in the World.

PRICERS 10.00.

llicJbliN.
For six or eight years I suffered with
my right leg. 1 was treated wit hlodide

Above cut represent, our Improved method o
putting up O.nHBOIOKKY xll,H.
Merchants will find this a great improvement over the
old fashioned skein embroide ry, it being much more
convenient to handle. These Quills contain about
three yards each, or a trifle more than the
ordinary
skein. gySend 45 cents for sample box of filty

PINE HYGIENIC MATTRESS! CHARLES CTO & CO,
493
St

Sumpter Co., Ga., Sept. 11, 1881.
In this city, April 29, bi Bev. C. H. Daniels,
Clarence P. Thomas and Hattio W. McLaughlin,

theconeistency to useunder

the brush. Their great fineness and
density of body forms a firm glossy surface, more
durable and permanent in color than caa be
pro*
duced by anv process of hand mixing.
Every package is sold under ourpojifm guarantee of purity, and to repaint any job upon which it
has been used and failed to do good service.
If not for sale in your town send to our wholesale
II. H. IIA V & WON,
agents.
mar24ood3mPortland, Me.

Iced water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water improve#
is always palatable, refreshing and healthful.
Delivered daih, c«*>l and refreshing from the
spring.
Our Improved oaua will keep the water cool from
30 to 48 hours; use of earn* free; water per galloa

it;

10 cent#.

RfJMDLFAT Bros,,

rictora.

113 IT ore Street.
OH

